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V LIFE OF

DAVID LLOYD GEORGE
CHAPTER I

THE CLAIMS OF WALES

The road to Parliament is never strewn with roses, and
he who essays it must be prepared for " the shngs and
arrows of outrageous fortune."

Mr. Lloyd George had not reached his goal as the

representative in Parliament of his own people without

suffering severely from the arrows of his opponents.

There were two considerations on which the Conserva-

tives of his constituency calculated as being particularly

detrimental to his can(Udature. In the first place it was
urged that he was a lawyer, and sedulous efforts were

made to stir up the traditional prejudice against increas-

ing the power of that profession in the House of Commons.
But he pointed out that it was a lawyer whom his oppo-

nents had first of all endeavoured to secure as their

candidate, and only when he failed them had they fallen

back upon a landowner, a class already threefold stronger

in Parliament than the lawyers.

In the next place, the electors were reminded that

he was poor, and so lacked that abundance of wealth

which from time immemorial popular sentiment had

regarded as the first essential in a Parliamentary candi-

date. So far from apologising for his poverty, Mr. Lloyd

George almost gloried in it, for he perceived that his

3—
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2 LIFE OF LLOYD GEORGE

candidature, under such circumstances, could not fail to

bring home to the popular mind the deep and dramatic

changes which were then being wrought in the political

life of Wales.
" I am not the son of a nobleman, nor am I expecting

to be supported by means of money," he declared in the

course of one of his speeches, " but as one of the demo-

cracy I ask the democracy to give me help that I may
speak for them. . . . Toryism invariably makes its appeal

on a material plane. To Toryism the life of a workman
is only a matter of charity ; while Liberalism, on the

other hand, raises the man from the ditch and enables

him to face the highest in the land and to demand his

dues for his labour. Toryism, as incarnated in the dames
of the Primrose League and other of its agents, hugs the

delusion that money can buy up the manhood of Wales.

I recall how a character in one of Charles Kingsley's books

makes this remark to his son :
' Money, my son, will do

anything ' ; but, unless I am very much mistaken, mere

money can never corrupt the manhood of Arfon. Silver

and gold have I none," he exclaimed in his challenge to

the serried ranks of wealth and of social prestige that

were so heavily arrayed against him, " but such as I have

in the way of energy and zeal for the welfare of the masses

that wUl I readily give to my little country." The appeal

for popular support was not made in vain, for, as the

reader will recall, the most influential landowner of the

district was vanquished.

By dint of stern economy and, still more, as the resiilt

of unstinted sacrifices and of gratuitous services on the

part of a great body of his political associates and sup-

porters, Mr. Lloyd George had been able to reduce his

election expenses to a level far below any previous mini-

mum in the history of the constituency, and to less than
half the amount spent in that contest by his opponent.

Relatively small as was the total, it was a formidable
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outlay for the new Member, who only six years previously
had exhausted the financial resources of the humble village

home in his heroic work of qualifying as a soUcitor, and
it drained the whole of the savings secured from unremit-
ting toil and strenuous advocacy in the scattered poUce
courts of a large rural district where fees were light and
travelling expenses heavy.

Amid the enthusiasm that greeted his triumph there

was scarcely an elector in the Boroughs who did not realise

that he had spent his all in the struggle, and that there was
no magic cruse wherefrom his resources could forthwith

be replenished. But the Liberal stalwarts remembered
that, only some four years previously, the neighbouring

constituency of Merioneth had also broken away from the

old tradition that silver and gold represent the indispens-

able quahfication of a Parliamentary representative. When
the name of Tom Ellis was first suggested for the repre-

sentation of his native county, the barrier which con-

fronted his sponsors was his lack of money. " The only

drawback, if indeed it can really be considered as such,"

declared one of Elhs's supporters, " is that he has no
money, and so, if chosen for a Parhamentary candidate,

he will require to have his election expenses paid. But
surely this consideration should not debar us from select-

ing him. The expenses would represent but a mere trifle

if the Liberal electors generally throughout the constitu-

ency would but contribute their mite ; and it would be

much more honourable to us to pay these costs than to

be continually selecting candidates because they are rich.

This golden calf worship and this general tendency to

regard a Member of Parliament as a reservoir of sub-

scriptions is but a disguised form of bribery and corrup-

tion which disgraces our country." The Liberals of

Merionethshire ratified these sentiments, with the result

that the bulk of Ellis's election expenses were defrayed by
them, and, it proved, never was there a more profit-
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able investment both for the constituency and the Princi-

paHty at large.

Instinctively the Liberals in the Carnarvon Boroughs

divined that they had secured in the young solicitor one

who, in aspiration and vision, belonged to the same high

order of leadership as Tom Ellis; and, after the sturdy

example of the men of Merioneth, they, too, were ready

to take upon themselves the financial burdens which

threatened to impede their Member as he sought to tra-

verse the upward path of his destiny. "tWe hope that

Mr. Lloyd George," declared the leading Liberal organ in

the constituency on the morrow of the contest, " will

not take offence at a suggestion we feel it our duty as

the mouthpiece of the official Liberal Party to make.

It is that a fund be opened for defraying Mr. Lloyd

George's election expenses. We know that Mr. Lloyd

George never anticipated any movement of this kind,

nor do we suggest it because we believe that Mr. Lloyd

George would like to have his expenses paid. Our only

reason for making the suggestion is that the electors of

the Carnarvon Boroughs would have cause to expect

more from their Member if they paid his election expenses.

The total amount is small—something like £250—and it

could be got together with very little effort." The sug-

gestion was taken up, and within the short space of forty-

eight hours promises for more than two-thirds of the

required amount had been received by the promoters of

the fund.

The proposal, however, was vetoed by Mr. Lloyd
George, who firmly refused to accept any such token of

the admiration and gratitude of his supporters. " While
recognising the good wishes towards me of those friends

who desire to inaugurate a special fund for defraying

my election expenses," he wrote, " I prefer that no such
steps as are suggested be taken, and I would urge that

they would instead contribute towards the eneral fund
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of the Liberal cause, as, had my friends, unknown to

me, raised the amount of my expenses among themselves,

even then I should not have accepted their kindness except

on the understanding that I should be allowed to hand
the sum over to the general funds of the party for regis-

tration and other purposes."

The close of the contest failed to lay low one impor-

tant issue that had been raised on the hustings. It will

be recalled that during the by-election campaign the

Rev. Evan Jones, the doyen of the Nonconformist minis-

ters in the constituency, and one of the most influential

divines in the whole of the Principahty, had publicly

sought to exact from Mr. Lloyd George a definite under-

taking that, in the event of his being returned, he would
support Mr. Gladstone's proposals for Irish Home Rule

only on condition that a specific pledge was forthcoming

that a Welsh Disestabhshment Bill shoidd be introduced

into ParKament either concurrently with, or at least im-

mediately after the passage of, the Home Rule BUI and
prior to the dissolution of that Parliament.*

Unquestionably there were many among the most
zealous of the Nonconformists, both in the constituency

and in the Principahty, who had become convinced that

the Parliamentary representatives of Wales would be

compelled to assume a challenging attitude towards official

LiberaUsm at Westminster before they could hope to secure

a specific assurance that Welsh Disestablishment would

be given as clear and sure a place in the programme of a

future Liberal administration as Home Rule for Ireland.

But though in theoretic agreement with that policy,

the Nonconformist leaders had realised that it would

be a grave error in electoral tactics to raise amid the

terrific stress of the stiffest of contests an issue which

would inevitably lead to a serious divergence of opinion

in the Liberal ranks. For that reason they had strongly

* Vol. ii., p. 218.
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urged that the whole question of the attitude of the Welsh

Members of Parliament towards official Liberalism should

be left in abeyance until the close of the contest, and

that in the meantime all the efforts of the local Liberals

should be concentrated upon the immediate and pressing

task of winning back to Liberahsm the representation of the

constituency. And so, notwithstanding the refusal of the

Rev. Evan Jones to abate one jot of his stem demand,

party policy was subordinated to tactical considerations,

and the unity of the Liberal ranks was maintained un-

impaired.

The more immediate duty of restoring the Carnarvon

Boroughs to their former allegiance having been now
satisfactorily disposed of, Welsh politicians turned to the

consideration of the challenging issue which the Rev.

Evan Jones had so dramatically raised. " The Rev. Evan
Jones of Carnarvon was condemned," wrote Mr. Thomas
Gee, at that time the most influential politician in the

Principality, " for his conduct at the Carnarvon by-

election—not because it was in itself reprehensible, but

because it was tantamount to the fatal policy of ' swop-

ping horses while crossing the stream.' The time to

consider the issue raised by Mr. Jones is now—before the

General Election is upon us."

A special meeting of the North Wales Liberal Federa-

tion was convened at Rhyl for the purpose of taking

counsel on the matter, and there the Rev. Evan Jones,

reinforced by a number of doughty Welsh politicians,

urged that the time had come when their Parliamentary

representatives should be compelled to change their

docility to a sterner and a stiffer attitude.

For more than a score of years, it was pointed

out, the national demand of the Welsh people for

religious equality had been lying on the banks of the

Parliamentary pool of Bethesda, and during all that time

the Welsh people had been anxiously waiting for some
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members of the Liberal Cabinet to throw the Welsh
demand into its regenerative waters, but all to no pur-

pose. It was true that the Welsh people had been given,

from time to time, the promise of Liberal legislation, but
experience had proved that Government promises were

often made with very much the same object as piecrusts

—only to be broken. Emphasis was laid upon the fact

that, though Mr. Gladstone had intimated that Welsh
questions should be decided in accordance with Welsh
ideas, he had hitherto refrained from pledging himself

to support a measure for the Disestablishment of the

Church in Wales.

Mr. Evan Jones was followed by another eminent

divine, who urged that the Welsh Members should

be goaded into a declaration that they were Welshmen
first and Liberals afterwards; and successive speakers

insisted that the attitude of the leaders of the Liberal

Party towards the question of Welsh Disestablishment

would ultimately lead to the estrangement of Welsh
constituencies from their Liberal allegiance, and that the

matter was one that must be faced forthwith.

The discussion culminated in the unanimous adop-

tion of a resolution to the effect that the Executive

Committee of the North Wales Liberal Federation viewed

with deep dissatisfaction the inattention of successive

Liberal Governments to the repeated and unwavering

demand of Wales for the Disestablishment and Disendow-

ment of the State Church within its borders, and were

strongly of opinion that a definite pledge should be

exacted from every Liberal candidate for a Welsh con-

stituency at the next General Election that he would

decline to support any Government except on the con-

dition that a Welsh Disestablishment and Disendowment

Bill would be introduced either concurrently with, or

immediately after the passing of, a measure of Home Rule

for Ireland, and dealt with in the same ParUament.
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Although adopted unanimously, the resolution struck

at the cherished traditions of too many prominent poli-

ticians within the Principality to secure beyond the

ambit of the Rhyl coterie anything like a ready

assent. While, therefore, in certain quarters the new
poHcy evoked hearty concurrence, in others it roused open

opposition, and even scorn. " The resolution passed at

Rhyl," declared Mr. Bryn Roberts,* who at that time

represented the constituency adjacent to the Carnarvon

Boroughs, " will serve very useful purposes. It will

exhibit the true strength, or weakness, of the Federation

executive. Curran once said that the fleas could have

pulled him out of bed had they only been unanimous.

The executive is unanimous. It remains to be seen if it

has the strength of Curran' s fleas." The Rhyl resolution

was described by its opponents as calculated to serve the

useful purpose of testing and differentiating the Welsh
Members : the weak would gulp the proposed pledge

;

while the strong men, possessed of confidence in their own
judgment and of sufficient strength to maintain their

self-respect, would not hesitate to decline it. " The
administration of the pledge," wrote Mr. Bryn Roberts,
" wiU therefore be a matter of considerable interest to the

student of character."

The new policy of the political pledge-card, designed,

as it undoubtedly was, to remodel the Parliamentary
representation of Wales after the manner of the Irish

Party, created something more than the opportunity for

psychological insight on the part of the observant student
of character. It brought about a serious cleavage in Welsh
politics, and so resonant in the Press and on the public
platforms were the resulting rivalries that the Times
newspaper deemed the matter of sufficient pubUc interest

to devote to its consideration a lengthy leading article.

" The Welsh Gladstonians," it observed, " have not laid

* Now a County Court Judge in South Wales.
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to heart the text about brethren dwelling together in

unity. They are divided among themselves. The Liberals

of Wales have yearnings and aspirations ; but, unluckily,

these are not all of the same kind, nor are all in tune with
the aspirations of the Enghsh leaders of the band. The
evils wrought by four years of Opposition are beginning

to make themselves felt. After all this time, Wales has
obediently formed part of the Gladstonian tail, and has

dutifvdly protested that Ireland, and Ireland alone, is its

heart's desire. At last the hoUowness of this pretence is

becoming apparent to the Welsh themselves. They are

beginning to ask the question which is so commonly asked

by the weaker party to an alliance : Of what use is the

alliance likely to be to them ? ' It is all very well,' they

say, ' for us to fight the battles of English Liberals ; but

even assuming that they are going to gain anything by
passing Irish Home Rule, what are we likely to gain by
it ? Home Rule may be a good thing ; but Welsh Dis-

establishment, say the Rev. Evan Jones and his friends

at Rhyl, is a better, or, at least, is a thing that the Welsh
care about much more.' The question has been raised in

such a form that, coming as it does on the top of the

agitation for Cymric autonomy, it may well cause alarm

to the wire-pullers and to all who place party docility

in the first rank of pubhc virtues."

The situation was not inaptly described in the Welsh
press as "the parting of the ways"; and leading poli-

ticians in the various constituencies, who had hitherto

stood shoulder to shoulder in political warfare, ranged

themselves on either side according as they were swayed

by their temperamental proclivities.

In the main, the supporters of the new policy were

composed of the younger men in the ranks of Welsh

Liberalism, who eagerly hailed a development designed to

transform the pliability of the Welsh Members to firm-

ness and rigidity should the exigencies at Westminster so
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require. Opposed to them were the greybeards of Welsh

pohtics—the men who had given to Mr. Gladstone the

unrestrained devotion of a lifetime, and who had come
to regard him and Liberalism as synonymous terms ; and
not even in this new phase of the national spirit were

they prepared to associate themselves with a movement
antagonistic to their venerable hero.

The new pledge card was duly sent, not only to the

Welsh Members of Parliament, but also to such as were

already Liberal candidates for Welsh constituencies, and
their adherence to the new pohcy was thus openly sought.

The replies served only to reveal the fissiparous state of

things that prevailed in the ranks of the Welsh leaders.

Mr. Lewis Morris,* as the Times pointed out, replied with a

sounding sentence, worthy of one of his own poems, that "to

weight the Liberal cause with any unnecessary pledge would
be to the last degree unpatriotic and unwise." "Clearly,"

said the Times, "here is a politician who means to take

his orders from headquarters and from nowhere else."

While this controversy was raging, with no little

bitterness, Mr. Lloyd George was quietly taking stock

of the situation. In view of the attitude which he had
assumed at the by-election, he did not feel justified in

ranging himself on one side or the other until the situa-

tion had become more clearly defined. On the one
hand, he was unwilling to harass Mr. Gladstone and
the other Liberal leaders until they had been given a
fair opportunity of displaying their real attitude in

regard to the Welsh demand ; but, on the other hand, he
was by temperament a fighter, and the new aggressive

pohcy made a ready and sympathetic appeal to the deep-

est instincts of his nature. The process of coming to a

definite decision was stimulated by an incident which,

though trivial in itself, proved to be a determining factor

in Mr. Lloyd George's political career.

* Afterwards Sir Lewis Morris, the well-known author of the " Bpic of Hades."
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Towards the latter end of the month of May— just

a month after Mr. Lloyd George's election to ParUa-
ment— one of the leading Methodist Churches in the

town of Carnarvon organised an excursion to Hawarden,
when fully a thousand people, attracted by the pros-

pect of seeing the " Grand Old Man " at his Welsh
home, made the journey. After the customary manner
of Welsh people, when ecstatic of mood, they gave
vent to their feelings by singing their favourite Welsh
hymns.

The climax of the day's programme took the form of a

speech deUvered by Mr. Gladstone from the terrace of

Hawarden Castle to the assembled company. As might be

expected, he had taken full cognisance of the dramatic

developments in Welsh politics, and he was much too acute

a strategist to miss their significance and danger. " I can-

not allow you to go away," he declared to the crowd,
" without saying to you one word upon the satisfactory

and more than satisfactory issue of your recent election.

No doubt in that election the battle was fought very

much upon the great Irish issue ; but you are perfectly

aware that in fighting the battle of Ireland you are also

fighting the battle of Wales. The two are inseparable

one from the other, and, in my opinion, I will not say a

man would be a traitor—that is a hard word—^but he

would be very deficient in common-sense if he sought to

create any rivalry between them. There is only one thing

that would be likely to do us any harm, and that would

be disunion among ourselves. There is, no doubt, a very

great and serious competition among different questions,

in some respects, differently affecting, pecuHarly affect-

ing, one district or another. Well, gentlemen, I cannot

but recommend in those respects patience and forbear-

ance. You may depend upon it that in patience and for-

bearance and in a disposition to judge reasonably on our

own special and particular claims, compared with the
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general claims of the country, will be the greater part of

the secret of our strength."

The purpose of Mr. Gladstone's remarks was self-

evident. His doctrine of patience and forbearance was

specifically intended for the pohticians who were so

vigorous in their clamour for definite assurances from the

Liberal leaders regarding the prospects of a Welsh

Disestabhshment Bill in the legislative programme of the

next Liberal Ministry, and who were responsible for the

Rhyl pledge-card.

Not even the commanding authority of Mr. Gladstone

sufficed to allay the disaffection begotten among Welsh

Liberals. " To Mr. Lloyd George, the new M.P. for Car-

narvon, and to those who accompanied him to Hawarden,"

declared the South Wales Daily News in the course of a

leading article on the following day, " Mr. Gladstone

counselled patience and forbearance. To Mr. Gladstone

it requires to be brought home that the very fact that

Mr. Lloyd George is an M.P. is testimony that the limit

of patience and forbearance has been reached. Mr. George

was chosen as candidate for the Carnarvon Boroughs

because of his advanced views, and the constituency

adopted him in preference to more moderate men who
sought nomination for the expected vacancy. He has

won the seat as a pronounced Nationalist, which is a

declaration that his advanced views are the views of the

electorate. Mr. Lloyd George is the latest of that line of

representatives of whom Mr. Tom Ellis was the first and
is the chief, and the policy which he represents is the

policy that the people approve. Patience and forbear-

ance are good—^in their place, but they are out of place

in regard to the needed reforms in Wales. There will be

no disunion if the Liberals take care to prevent it ; and the

surest way to secure that prevention is to make very

clear what Wales wants and is determined to have."

After Mr. Gladstone had delivered his address, a
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number of the leading politicians among them were invited

into the Castle for a personal chat with the veteran states-

man. They soon discerned that there was method in the

invitation, for Mr. Gladstone at once evinced great interest

in the controversy which was then raging. He declared

that he regarded the haste of that section of the party

responsible for the adoption of the Rhyl resolution as
" very unwise," and he strongly counselled " prudence,

moderation and unanimity." He then proceeded to in-

form the company that a measure designed to disestab-

hsh and disendow the Welsh Church would be " a very

compUcated one— much more complicated than any

measure of Scotch Disestablishment." " You must not

forget," he added, " that the Welsh Church is essentially

part of the EngUsh Church, and that the Welsh sees are

all within the province of Canterbury—a fact which in

itself suggests the possibilities of vast and unending

complications."

In that little band of Welsh politicians who were

privileged to listen to the eminent statesman as he passed

judgment in private upon the situation, there was one

—

the newly elected Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs

—

who was unprepared to subordinate his own judgment

even to that of so august an authority as Mr. Gladstone.*

Again and again in the course of the conversation he

pressed the veteran leader for definite information in

regard to the real attitude of official Liberalism towards

the question of Welsh Disestablishment. Were the Liberal

leaders as ready to espouse the cause of Wales as they

were that of Ireland ? Were they prepared to enter into

a definite imdertaking that Welsh Disestablishment would

constitute a leading item in the legislative programme of

the next Liberal Ministry ? Such questions as these, Mr.

Lloyd George persisted in pressing upon the leader—to

* This information has been given to me by one who was present on the occa-

sion.—^J. H. ©•
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the unmistakable annoyance of Mrs. Gladstone, who was

also present and who openly frowned as often as they

were asked; but Mr. Gladstone parried them with the

easy grace of an old Parliamentary hand. Time and

again he turned the deaf ear to the importunities of his

questioner.

The new Member, however, was made of too tough a

fibre to be thus lightly disposed of, for as often as Mr.

Gladstone disregarded his interrogations he urged them
afresh, until at length it seems to have dawned upon the aged

statesman that it was useless trying any longer to escape

from his tormentor under cover of sheer evasion. When,
therefore, Mr. Lloyd George, after many attempts, harked

back ,to the question as to the good faith of the Liberal

leaders, Mr. Gladstone suddenly flashed his eye upon his

questioner, and in an authoritative tone he demanded

:

" Since you set yourself up as the champion of Welsh
Nonconformity, perhaps you can tell us how many
Nonconformist chapels there were in Wales in the year

It is interesting to note that the basic significance of

this question lay in the fact that the year 1742 has an

historic value in the calendar of Welsh Nonconformity.

It was in that year that the Societies established

as the result of the great religious revival in Wales
begotten of the tempestuous eloquence and fervid spiritu-

ality of Howel Harris and Daniel Rowland, had been

first brought together in an Association— or general

assembly of representatives—at Watford, near Caerphilly.

That first Association, emphasising as it did the magni-

tude of the secession from the Established Church, trans-

muted emotion into energy and supplied the movement
with the strength that comes from organisation. 1742
may therefore be described as the year that witnessed

the birth throes of Methodism as a generating force in

the spiritual development of the Principality.
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In November 1742, there was published in the Glasgow
Weekly History a special article giving " some account
of rehgion in the Principality of Wales, both North and
South." According to this, the Independent and Presby-
terian congregations in Wales in the year 1742 amounted
to eighty-six, and those of the Antipaedobaptists to nine-

teen, exclusive of as many or more preaching stations

belonging to each denomination. This article was after-

wards lifted bodily and repubHshed in GilUes' " Historical

Collections "—a mixed mass of historical and ecclesiastical

information of interest only to students and antiquaries

;

but one is not surprised to find that such a book, lying

far beyond the reach or the interest of the great majority

of men, should have come within the wide range of Mr.

Gladstone's omnivorous reading, and that his retentive

memory should have fastened on its statistical informa-

tion. Equally comprehensible is it that, when Mr. Lloyd
George found himself suddenly confronted with Mr. Glad-

stone's question, he should have found himself at a loss to

reply, for he had never even stumbled across the source

of the required figures. He was, therefore, forced to

confess to Mr. Gladstone that he could not supply the

desired information. " But I can," retorted the eminent

statesman in a tone of voice in which exultation mingled

with disdain. Some of those present, who were strongly

opposed to the Rhyl poUcy of harassing Mr. Gladstone,

chuckled over the discomfiture of Mr. Lloyd George, for

to them his suppression was simply the Nemesis destined

to overtake anyone and everyone who dared to question

the authority of their venerated hero.

But, though Mr. Lloyd George on that occasion was

effectively silenced by the dialectical wiles of a consum-

mate master, he was quite unsubdued. Humiliating though

it was, the experience was not lost on the young Member.

With the most genuine of motives he had sought informa-

tion of the great Liberal chieftain, only to receive a severe
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rebuff. A child of the same political household, he had
asked for bread and had been given a stone.

Mr. Lloyd George left Hawarden Castle that day
convinced that Wales would never receive a measure of

Disestablishment at the hands of Mr. Gladstone—

a

presentiment which found full ratification in the events

of subsequent years. He perceived that of&cial Liberalism,

after the manner of the Kingdom of Heaven, suffered

violence, and it was the violent alone that could take it

by force. The necessity for the Rhyl policy was revealed

to him as in a flash, and he quickly shaped his course

accordingly.



CHAPTER II

EARLY POLITICAL EXPERIENCES

The new Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs had not

long to wait for an opportunity of indulging his inborn

fondness for carrying the war into the enemy's camp.

His great triumph at the by-election secured for him
the compliment of a special invitation from the Libera-

tion Society to speak at its annual May meeting in the

Metropohtan Tabernacle.

Such an invitation readily appealed to him, for not

only did it offer him the opportunity to address for the

first time a purely English audience, but the venue of the

meeting represented for him " holy ground," for, reared as

he had been on a Baptist hearth, he had been taught to

regard the Metropolitan Tabernacle, with its far-flung

fame of Spurgeon's ministry, as the most famous shrine

of the Baptist faith.

The importance of the engagement pressed heavily on

Mr. Lloyd George, and a fortnight before the date we
find him writing : "I must devote my whole mind to

preparing for the Tabernacle meeting "
; and Mrs. Lloyd

George has confessed that for successive evenings, along

the secluded lanes of Acton, her husband would give

her a full rehearsal of the speech which he had so carefully

prepared.

The meeting was held on May 7th, under the Chair-

manship of Mr.—afterwards Sir Henry—Campbell-Banner-

man, who introduced Mr. Lloyd George to the audience

as a " Young Brave who has the scalp of a Tory some-

where about him." In the light of subsequent years this

3—

c
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first contact of the two statesmen becomes invested with

a special interest. The elder man listened that evening

for the first time to the eloquence of one whom fifteen

years later he was to welcome as a colleague in his

Cabinet.

In spite of all the labour and diligence which he had

lavished on the preparation of his speech, Mr. Lloyd

George discovered to his chagrin that he would be

required to deliver it under incalculable difficulties. " I

was stuck at the very end of the programme," he wrote

on the morrow of the meeting, " after three or four weary

and dreary speakers, and a collection had depleted the

building of a considerable part of its audience and of all

but one or two of the reporters." But, disconcerting

as these conditions were, the resourcefulness of his

oratory on that occasion, as on many subsequent occasions

in his public career, came to his assistance and enabled

him to snatch a triumph in the teeth of difficulties. " Not
a man moved whilst I spoke," he wrote in a vein of jus-

tifiable pride, " they were all attention. The cheering

and laughter which greeted my remarks drove me on
from point to point, until, notwithstanding the lateness

of the hour and my fixed determination not to speak for

more than five or ten minutes, I must have occupied at

least twenty-five minutes. What was strange was that

when I sat down the audience seemed surprised."

One or two of the most stirring passages in that speech

deserve reproduction as indicating not only the stern and
uncompromising attitude which Mr. Lloyd George dis-

played towards the Established Church in Wales, but
also as illustrative of that rich rhetorical embroidery

which characterised his style of oratory in the early

years of his public career.

" Even admitting that a State religion is a good thing

in itself," he declared, " even then experience of cen-

turies has proved that a religious establishment is not
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compatible with the idiosyncrasies of the Welsh people.

The EngKsh EstabUshment in Wales is, and will be to

the end of the chapter, a complete failure. The spiritual

wants of the Welsh people are attended to by Noncon-
formity. The Nonconformist chapels are crowded, but
the churches of the EstabUshment are forsaken in every
rural district in Wales. It is the same old story : it is

not the people who do the work that receive the pay.

In fact, it is a very old story. If you recollect, it was
not Elisha who secured the emoluments. It was Non-
conformity that cleansed the moral leprosy which afflicted

Wales under the quack doctoring of the Establishment of

the Church, but it is the Gehazi of the Estabhshment
that is enjoying the emoluments.

" But we are told that there is a great revival going

on at present in Wales in favour of the Church ; that it

can count its converts by the hundred; that the people

are returning to the old fold. I think it is high time

that this proselytism in Wales should be exposed. In

the first place, the proselytism in Wales is bribery and
corruption. Farms become vacant now and again ; men
apply for them : men whose family history is rooted to the

soil, men who are excellent farmers, but, unfortunately,

they are Nonconformists. A man appHes for it—some
despicable toady who had sold his Nonconformity, his

religious and political principles, a man who is a perfect

stranger to the neighbourhood, to the farm, and to the

soil—almost to farming itself. But he is a Churchman,

and Churchmen are preferred. That is one specimen of

the proselytes of the Church of England.

"There is another class of proselytes—the charity

proselytes—^those who are bought over by coal, sugar, tea,

blankets and Christmas doles. That is rather a numerous

class, unfortunately. Contrast the charity of the Church of

England squireen in Wales with the munificence of those

who spend a fortune in feeding the poor. Contrast it even
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with the charity of Dives. Dives was a good fellow in his

liberality towards Lazarus as compared with these. He
actually allowed Lazarus to be on equal terms with his

dogs. I believe he gave him the first chance of the crumbs
that fell from his table. And he never imposed a single

condition upon his charity. But what do these lord-

lings, these squires and parsons do ? This is what they

say :
' If there are any crumbs of my income remaining

after liberally feeding my dogs, my pheasants and my
hares, I will allow you to partake of it ; but upon two
conditions—^you must vote for my nomination, and you
must join my synagogue.'

"Then there is the third set—the Welsh lads who
are allowed by their parents, on account of educational

advantages, to join the Church of England. One-third of

the elementary schools in Wales are Church schools, but
are maintained out of public grants. Pupil-teachers are

required now and then, and if the Church were to depend
upon the children of its own people, the choice would be
too limited to be good. Therefore they have to rely upon
Nonconformist pupils. As a rule, they get lads of Non-
conformist parents to become pupil-teachers upon the

condition that they become members of the Church of

England. These lads, at the most impressionable part of

their career, when their character is being formed, are

taught to sever and fling away their religious traditions

and convictions whenever that promotes their own per-

sonal advancement. They are trained to subordinate

principles to pelf, conviction to station—in fact, to become
moral acrobats. That is the third set of proselytes.

"There is another class—those who are excommuni-
cated from Nonconformist Churches because of some
breach of the discipline of those Churches. The Church
gladly receives them. It would be all right if the Church
that had received them imposed upon them the

same discipline to which they were subject before. It is
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all very well for the Church to extend its hospitahty to

a prodigal on his abandoning his evil habits and promising
to amend his manners. But this is not what the Church
does. It slaughters the fatted calf ; it gives the best

apparel to men who are wasting their substance upon
harlots, to men who are wallowing amidst the swine. In

fact, I must say it from my own observations, that with
regard to the representation of this class of proselytes,

it is a kind of summer residence in the far country for

the unrepentant prodigal.
" A great many years ago, before Nonconformity had

improved the moral condition of the people," he concluded,
" there used to be a set of men who lived on depredations

on their neighbour's field, stealing away the farmer's sheep

and obliterating the earmarks so as to destroy the chances

of recovery by the rightful owner. That is just like the

proselytism of the Church of England. Some Noncon-
formist sheep stray from their fold ; they are decoyed into

the Church of England, the earmarks are obliterated, their

characters are so defaced and disfigured that you can

hardly identify them. This is not proselytism. This is

not conversion. It is simply a process of ecclesiastical

sheep-stealing."

So scathing an attack upon the Welsh Church

had the immediate effect of rousing the leaders to

fever heat, with the result that the latest recruit to

the ranks of the Welsh Parliamentary Party suddenly

found himself the butt of the fiercest firing on the

part of the opposing party. " Rarely indeed," declared

the Western Mail—^then, as now, the leading Conserva-

tive organ in the Principality
—

" has any Welsh Member
of Parliament signalised his advent into poUtical life in

such a vigorous and, withal, in such a characteristic

manner. The representatives of the Principality have,

with good reason, been charged with lukewarmness and

a want of sympathy with the aspirations of the Radical
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Nationalists of Wales. It is felt that Welshmen have
dallied too long with fine phrases and polite platitudes,

and so the demand to-day is for representatives who will

reverse the old order of things. Radical Nationalism

must not be too moderate, too polite, or too gentlemanly.

Surely the man and the hour have come. We welcome
Mr. Lloyd George as the living embodiment of the ideal

representative of Welsh Radical Nationalism. After his

speech at the Metropolitan Tabernacle no one will for a

moment think of accusing him with being too moderate,

too polite, or too gentlemanly."

The ironic gibes of the Western Mail were re-echoed on
the public platform. "Mr. Lloyd George is a Member of

Parliament," declared the Bishop of St. Asaph in the course

of his reply to Mr. Lloyd George's address at the Taber-

nacle, " but I cannot believe that this person represents

that religious Nonconformity which is said to be the back-

bone of the Disestablishment movement in Wales. At
any rate, the Welsh vernacular Press have at last found
an appropriate representative in Parliament."

It is interesting to recall that immediately after Mr.

Lloyd George's victory in the Carnarvon Boroughs, that

most popular of Welsh divines—the late Dr. Herber
Evans—took the opportunity of giving the new Member
some friendly counsel. " Now that you have embarked
upon public life," the famous preacher is said to have
declared, " you will find, as some of us have long since

realised, that a public man is very much like a tree

—

the higher he goes, the more exposed does he become to

the blasts of the tempests. Let me, however, pass on
to you a consideration which has sustained me in many
a conflict : always remember that it is much better to

be kicked than to be ignored." The fierce attacks of

both Press and prelate served to bring home to him, thus
early in his career, the full force of this sagacious counsel.

Scarcely had Mr. Lloyd George emerged from the
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fusillade of the leaders of the Church Party in Wales than
he found himself confronted with the much more trying

ordeal of being subjected to the criticism of a section

of his own personal supporters. Early in the month
of June, the Tithes Bill, introduced by the Unionist

Government, entered upon its Committee stage, and at

the outset an amendment was moved by a Mr. Stevenson
—^Liberal Member for a Suffolk Constituency

—" that it

be an instruction to the Committee that they have power
to provide for the equitable revision of tithes in accord-

ance with the altered condition of agriculture." Accom-
panied by only one of his Welsh colleagues,* Mr. Lloyd
George, with characteristic independence of spirit, boldly

marched into the Government lobby in opposition to such

an amendment. Naturally enough, this action was made
the subject of a good deal of comment and criticism which
became crystallised in the editorial columns of one of the

Liberal organs published in Mr. Lloyd George's own constitu-

ency. The delinquents were reminded that "it is almost

as bad to have too much conscience as it is to have no
conscience at all. In the expressive phraseology of the

great Republic of the West, citizens who are afflicted

with a supersensitive political conscience are denominated

Mugwumps, and their malady is called Mugwumpitude.
The words are both clear and cacophonous, but they are

quite as acceptable and pleasant as that which they

signify, and, unless the epidemic soon subsides in this

country, Welsh politicians will have to discuss not only

the feasibility of log-rolling pledges, but also the desira-

bility of fixing the limits of Mugwumpish conduct."

At the same time, the journal that thus took Mr. Lloyd

George to task for " an error not to be lightly passed

over and certainly not to be repeated," was constrained

to admit that he " had on more than one occasion

* Mr. D. A. Thomas, at that time one of the Parliamentary representatives of

the Merthyr Boroughs.
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shown very praiseworthy sturdiness, while his action in

refusing to give the pledge which the Rev. Evan Jones

had so imperiously demanded during the trying time of

the Parliamentary by-election proved him to be a man
of stout backbone."

Mr. Lloyd George deemed it advisable to explain

the considerations which had moved him to vote

against the " Stevenson Instruction." In a communi-
cation to the Chairman of the Carnarvon Boroughs
Liberal Association he pointed out that the chief purpose

of the Instruction was to bind the House of Commons
to a general revision and readjustment of the tithe in

England and Wales. " Now, as a Liberal pledged to a

policy of nationalising the tithe, I strongly object to the

adoption of any suggestion which will result in frittering

away this valuable national endowment. When the time
comes, as it shortly must, for the application of the tithe

in Wales to educational and other national purposes, we
shall require it in its integrity for the development and
promotion of such objects. But revision means reduc-

tion. . . . The Tory Members supporting the Instruc-

tion based their support upon that ground, and a keen
financier like Mr. Henry Fowler admitted that such might
be the result. And who would benefit by this enormous
remission ? The landlords, and they alone. I have yet
to learn that it is part of the duty of a Radical M.P. to

enrich our great land monopolists at the expense of im-
poverishing the educational resources of the nation."

Unless Members of Parliament, he added, were given
some measure of independence, the constituencies might as
well send cast-iron Members to the House of Commons
or a regiment of Militia which would always be ready to
move, at the command of the Chief Whip, to the right

wheel. He claimed " liberty of judgment as an inalien-

able right," and he further declared that he would " refuse

once and for all to make mere party the god of his
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idolatry." His firm, unbending attitude had the desired

effect. The vituperation in the columns of the Welsh
Press ceased ; instinctively men felt that this new Member
was made of sterner stuff than that of which the typical

Welsh Member had hitherto been composed.

Admittedly, Mr. Lloyd George was fortunate in respect of

the strategic elements of the political situation which pre-

vailed at the time of his advent to the House of Commons.
The reader will recall the circumstances. Lord Salisbury's

Government was submitting to Parliament legislative pro-

posals for securing compensation to publicans on the

extinction of their licences. These proposals evoked the

most strenuous opposition on the part of the Liberal Party

and, in a special degree, of temperance reformers through-

out the land. Already Mr. Lloyd George had established

for himself a great reputation in North Wales as one of

the most eloquent and zealous of temperance reformers,

and it is not surprising that the Government proposals,

striking as they did at some of his most cherished

convictions, had the effect of drawing him into the thick

of the fray. His great gift of eloquent and effective

speech was an extremely valuable asset to the leaders of

the temperance movement, and opportunities were created

for him to appear at demonstrations in the great populous

centres of England.

Early in the month of June, a mass meeting was held

in the Free Trade Hall at Manchester in opposition to the

compensation clauses of the Local Taxation Bill, and Mr.

Lloyd George attended as one of the principal speakers.

There he touched a responsive chord in the immense

audience with his opening sentence :
" As a native of

Manchester, I am proud of the honour of addressing

such a great audience in this historic hall." Then he

proceeded to direct upon the Government proposals a

fusillade of arguments and of raillery. " The pubUcan," he

remarked, " claims equity. He appeals to equity, and he
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claims equitable compensation. Very well, by the rule

of equity let his cause be adjudicated. There is a grand old

maxim in the law of equity which I should like to see

applied to the publican's claim :
' He who comes to equity

must come with clean hands.' Let that liquor trafficker

display the hand with which he seeks to grab compensa-

tion. It reeks with human misery, vice and squalor,

destitution, crime and death. By that foul thing, and

with equity, let the publican's claim be judged. I submit

that the publican is entitled to no commiseration. Let

him have strict, rigid, severe, undeviating justice, but

nothing more. And when you come to think of the misery

which the publican has inflicted, the honest conviction

must be that it is not compensation which he deserves

but retribution."

The speech, delivered with all the fervour of Cymric

eloquence, roused the huge audience to enthusiasm. They

sprang to their feet and waved their hats and handker-

chiefs as they shouted themselves hoarse in their apprecia-

tion. " You have made your reputation in England by
that speech," whispered the late Mr. W. S. Caine in the

ear of the young orator as he patted him on the back.

Among the audience on that occasion was Henry Irving,

whose trained ear was so captivated by the silvery tones

and the perfect elocution of Mr. Lloyd George that he

was heard to remark to his companion, at the close of the

speech :
" Magnificent ; that young fellow has a career

before him."

It is safe to say that no man has ever entered Parha-

ment who has not felt haunted with the contemplation

of his maiden speech. The spectre throws its forbidding

shadow around him from the very first day on which he

takes his seat. To outsiders such mental apprehension in

regard to an event apparently so trivial must appear to

be not merely uncalled for, but unintelligible; and there

are those who wonder why it should be so much more
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difficult to speak on the floor of the House of Commons
to an audience of barely a hundred men than from
the platform of a crowded meeting or in a court of law
where the gravest issues may be at stake. It is only they

who have faced the experience who know what it means
;

and the fact remains that some of the most popular of

orators at the hustings, and even some of the most famous
among the masters of forensic eloquence, have utterly failed

when they rose to address the House of Commons for the

first time. " A more terrible audience there is not in the

world," wrote Macaulay of the House of Commons seventy

years back. " A place where Walpole succeeded and
Addison failed ; where Dundas succeeded and Burke
failed ; where Peel now succeeds and where Mackintosh

failed ; where Erskine and Scarlett were dinner-bells

;

where Lawrence and Jekyll, the two wittiest men, or nearly

so, of their time, were thought bores, is surely a very

strange place." Equally sombre was Disraeli's descrip

tion :
" the most chilhng and nerve-destroying audience in

the world."

In illustration of the nervousness begotten on the

benches of the House of Commons, one may quote the

signal instance of the historian Gibbon. Elected to Par-

liament in 1774, the famous author of " The Decline and

FaU of the Roman Empire " sat in the House for eight

sessions. " If my confidence was equal to my eloquence,"

he wrote in his autobiography, " and my eloquence to

my knowledge, perhaps I might make no very intolerable

speaker. At all events, I shall try to expose myself."

But the atmosphere of the House so wrought on his nerves

that he never succeeded in summoning up sufficient cour-

age to attempt to speak. " I am still a mute," he wrote

to a friend some years after his advent to Parliament;

"it is more tremendous than I imagined. The great

speakers fill me with despair ; the bad ones with terror."

Even the late John Bright, so justly regarded as one of
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the most accomplished of EngUsh orators, admitted, after

many years of Parhamentary experience, that he never

rose to address the House " without a trembhng at the

knees."

Such confessions help us to understand why it is that

the maiden speech is such a trying ordeal, and why the

majority of the Members in each successive Parliament

seek to defer rising until they have become acclimatised to

the atmosphere of the House and have caught its tone

and spirit.

It is true that in every new Parliament some of the

more daring in the ranks of the new-comers, acting on the

principle that the sooner an ordeal is faced the quicker

will come the desired relief, have been known to snatch the

first available opportunity for ridding themselves of the

travail of their anxiety. WilUam Cowper, for example,

who subsequently attained to the eminence of the Wool-

sack, made as many as three speeches in the House on

the day on which he first took his seat. Daniel O'Connell

delivered his maiden speech on his first evening in the

House, and this example of the famous Irish leader was
followed long years afterwards by his countryman, Mr.

John Redmond.
But these instances mark the exceptions to the general

rulS^—a rule which Mr. Lloyd George deliberately set

himself to observe. " My first division last night," he

wrote to his uncle the day after he had taken his seat.

" I voted against Bi-metallism, but I could not tell you
why." Exactly a week later he addressed his first ques-

tion to the Treasury Bench, when he inquired of Mr.

W. H. Smith, then the leader of the House, as to the

intentions of the Government. But though in constant

attendance, he deliberately refrained from attempting to
" catch the Speaker's eye." " I shan't speak in the House
this side of the Whitsuntide holidays," he wrote after a

month's experience of Parliament ; " it is better not to
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appear too eager. Get a good opportunity, and make the

best of it—that's the point." And he had not to wait

long for such an opportunity.

In the early part of June i8go, the Local Taxation

(Customs and Excise) Duties Bill entered upon its Com-
mittee stage. The crux of the whole controversy over this

Bill hinged upon the section providing for the allocation

of the sum of £350,000 as compensation for the extinction

of licences. The issue was directly raised by an amend-
ment moved by Mr. Arthur Acland to the effect that this

special sum of money should be applied in England for

the purpose of agricultural, commercial, and technical

instruction, and in Wales either for the said purpose or for

the purpose of the Welsh Intermediate Education Act.

Mr. Acland justified such special treatment for the Prin-

cipality on the strength of his own intimate knowledge

of the zeal and passion of the Welsh people for higher

education.

In view of the prominent part which he had taken on

public platforms in opposition to the compensation clauses,

Mr. Acland' s amendment, with its special proviso for Welsh

education, made an irresistible appeal to Mr. Lloyd

George ; and he saw in the discussion a favourable oppor-

tunity for the deUvery of his maiden speech. " Let the crj-

against compensation increase in force and in intensity,"

he had written a month earlier to his uncle in explana-

tion of his decision to remain silent ;
" then is the time

to speak. I can do better myself then ; the steam is hardly

up yet."

PubHc opinion had been rising in opposition to the

Government proposals, and in the House of Commons, as in

the country, steam was now up. On Friday the 13th of

June—an unlucky day and date, be it noted, in the

calendar of the superstitious—he rose to speak for the

first time. After asking for " the indulgence of the House,"

he proceeded to expose the Government proposals to a
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searching criticism. He objected to the compensation

proposals on a threefold ground : firstly, because they

established a new principle in the Licensing Laws

;

secondly, because a round sum of £350,000 was given as

compensation to the publicans without providing that

they should only be compensated on the basis of the

profits of legitimate trading ; and lastly, because such

proposals would inevitably have the effect of delaying the

great work of temperance reform.

In addition to the merit of succinctness, the speech

displayed that aptness of simile which one has since learnt

to associate with his public utterances. " Never," he

declared, " has there been so puny an attempt to grapple

with a great evil since the days when the Lilliputian king

drew his hanger to attack Gulhver." Then, commenting on

the fact that both Lord Randolph Churchill and Mr. Joseph

Chamberlain had " joined in the duty of praising compensa-

tion," although the former only a few months earlier had

introduced a Bill based on the principle of popular con-

trol over the issue of licences, while the latter had " pro-

mulgated in Wales the doctrine of ransom, which is the

exact converse of compensation," Mr. Lloyd George

proceeded to describe the two eminent statesmen as " a

kind of political contortionists, after the fashion of the

American performers" (a topical allusion to a troupe who
at that time were giving a series of performances in one

of the London halls), " who can set their feet in one direc-

tion and their face in another, so that no one knows which

way they intend to travel."

Commendably brief, and extremely racy alike in con-

tent and delivery, the speech captivated the House.
" There was a very good audience," wrote Mr. Lloyd

George of the occasion, " and although at first they ap-

peared to be indifferent, as they generally are when insig-

nificant Members speak, they soon—both side§—Glistened

attentively. If I am to judge by the cheers I got during
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the progress of my speech, and immediately after I sat

down, and also the congratulations I received, I must
have succeeded beyond my very highest expectations."

Mr. Lloyd George was immediately followed by
Mr. T. W. Russell, who congratulated the young Member
on having delivered " a maiden speech which has charmed
us all "—a tribute which evoked an outburst of assenting

cheers from aU parts of the House.
" I well remember the occasion of Mr. Lloyd George's

maiden speech," writes Mr. T. W. Russell,* " and I

remember it all the more because I had made a special

journey to the Carnarvon Boroughs at the by-election to

speak in opposition to his candidature. He was strongly

opposed to the Government measure which was so com-
monly described in those days as the Publican Endow-
ment Bill, and no one made a clearer case against its

proposals than he. Although detesting the whole drink

traffic, I was nevertheless willing to get rid of a part of

it even at a price, and for that reason I supported the

Government proposals. Fresh from his triumph at the

by-election, Mr. Lloyd George spoke with such skill and
ease that he was heard with delight by the whole House.

Even on the Unionist benches everybody was charmed
with his style. I remember remarking to a colleague who
sat beside me :

' This man will go far.' And now, when
I see how far he has gone, I am profoundly thankful that

just a small handful of the electors saved him from that

defeat which I had striven so hard to bring about."

In the Lobby that evening many were the personal

congratulations tendered to Mr. Lloyd George, and, natur-

ally enough, he was much gratified when word reached

him that no less eminent a personage than Sir WiUiam
Harcourt had been heard speaking in high praise of his

effort. Equally encouraging were the tributes that ap-

peared in some of the leading journals on the morrow. A
* Specially contributed to this volume.
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leading London daily described the speech as " rather

clever," while the Parliamentary correspondent of the

Pall Mall Gazette placed it on record that the " new Member
for Carnarvon made a capital maiden speech, full of promise

for his future career."

A week later Mr. Lloyd George discovered that there are

Parliamentary duties much less congenial to a man of mer-

curial temperament than the delivery of a speech on the

floor of the House. Placed upon a Private Bill Committee
to which had been entrusted the task of deciding whether

the local Council of a remote district in Scotland had made
good its demand for an improved water supply, Mr. Lloyd

George found it necessary to be in attendance for several

hours a day at its meetings. When it is remembered
how extremely difficult he had found it to tether himself

to the attorney's desk, even when the pressing exigencies

of his livelihood enforced it, it is not surprising that he

openly jibbed at spending long hours in the close atmo-

sphere of a small room yoked to the irksome task of

listening to the dreariest evidence on a matter that was
devoid of even a particle of interest for him. " This

Scotch Bill," he wrote, " takes up all my time, and I fear

for my health now. I am confined to a crowded room
without moving for five hours. Goodness knows that

ten hours in an office would be preferable to the five I

spend over this dry Scotch Bill. No more Committees

for me !

"

Still, trying and irksome as the experience was, the

proceedings in that Committee room served to reflect

certain inborn qualities : his clearness of perception, his

quickness of decision, and the dominance of his per-

sonality. In a letter written at the time he confesses that

as soon as he heard the evidence of the promoters of the

Bill he quickly made up his mind that they had failed to

make out their case, and that, although the other mem-
bers of the Committee were inclined at first to " pooh-
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pooh " his attitude, they ultimately came round to his

way of thinking.

Encouraged by the success of his maiden speech, he

sought to intensify the opposition to the compensation

proposals of the Government ; but he discovered, as many
a Member of Parliament has done, that while the Speaker

readily and even instinctively gives " the glad eye " to

the maiden attempt of a Member, such preferential treat-

ment is not extended to subsequent appeals. " After the

maiden speech," wrote Mr. Lloyd George to his uncle in

explanation of his disappointment over the non-dehvery

of a speech which he had carefully prepared, "it is very

difficult to catch the Speaker's eye. But it does not

matter, for the speech is like wine : it wiU improve with

the keeping."

No further opportunity to address the House presented

itself until the early part of August, when the interests

of the closing session were rapidly flickering out. Just

at that time the heat was sweltering, and, in common
with all who were able to exchange the oppressiveness

of town life for moor or sea, many of the Members had

taken their departure, leaving only a small remnant in

attendance. On August 13th the House was in Committee

on the Civil Service Estimates. So listless were the

proceedings that at the commencement of the sitting

Mr. Jesse CoUings declared that he had intended raising

the question of the pohcy of the Charity Commissioners;

but in view of the general desire of Members to get out of

town, he felt reluctant to make even the briefest of refer-

ences to the matter.

Mr. Lloyd George, however, was in no hurry to get away.

He had carefully scrutinised the various items in the

Treasury memorandum of the Civil Service Estimates,

and when the motion was made that a sum not exceeding

£5,305 be granted to Queen Victoria " for the repayment

to the Civil Contingencies Fund of certain miscellaneous

3—

«
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advances," Mr. Lloyd George moved to reduce the vote by
the sum of £3,588 8s., representing, as he pointed out, the

amount of ;i^439 3s. 4d. paid as fees on the installation of

Prince Henry of Prussia as a Knight of the Garter

;

£2,769 4s. 8d. paid as equipage money on the appoint-

ment of the Earl of Zetland to the Lord Lieutenancy of

Ireland ; £200 paid for the hire of special steamers for the

conveyance of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland ; and, lastly,

the sum of £180 paid as expenses in connection with the

funeral of the Duchess of Cambridge. He assured the

Committee that his opposition was not to the amount
but to the principle involved. He strongly objected

to the fees incurred in the installation of Prince Henry
of Prussia as a Knight of the Garter being made a

charge upon the public purse. What service had that

foreign prince ever rendered to this country that the

British public should be required to pay for his decora-

tions ? His objection to the payment of equipage money
in connection with the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland he
based on the ground that the post was nothing but a

sinecure. " The Lord Lieutenant," declared Mr. Lloyd
George disdainfully, " is simply a man in buttons, who
wears silk stockings and has a coat-of-arms on his car-

riage." Peremptorily called to order by the Chairman of

Committee, who haughtily explained that " the salary of

the Lord Lieutenant is placed upon the Consolidated

Fund in order that he may not be criticised in this style,"

Mr. Lloyd George quickly retorted : "I only wish to point

out to the House that this sum of £3,000 is thrown away
upon a sinecure."

Turning to the item of £180 for expenses incurred at

the funeral of the Duchess of Cambridge, he characterised

such an item as not calculated to promote sentiments of

loyalty in this country. He reminded the House that the

family of the Duke of Cambridge had from first to last

received something like three million pounds from the
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Exchequer, and it was nothing short of monstrous that

the country should be required to pay such vast sums for

what was worthless, while at the same time there was so

much suffering among the working classes.

In characteristic manner he directed the attention of

the Committee from the trappings of Courts to the miseries

of the proletariat. " Shortly before this Supplementary

Estimate was issued," he exclaimed, " the Report of the

Sweating Committee appeared, and what a ghastly com-

ment are the main features of that Report upon this ex-

penditure! The Report shows that thousands of hard-

working, thrifty men are living a life of hopeless, ceaseless

toil, and yet we are asked to spend hundreds in decorat-

ing a foreign prince and thousands in adorning a mere

supernumerary
. '

'

By thus relating the social miseries of the masses to

the gloss and veneer of Court and ParUament, Mr. Lloyd

George succeeded in importing into the discussion an ele-

ment of gravity too frequently missing on such occasions

;

but it soon reverted to the traditional groove, for Mr.

Lloyd George was followed by a Mr; Atkinson, at that

time Member for Boston, " an eccentric old man with

long, snow-white hair and a constant bee in his bonnet,"

to quote Mr. Lloyd George's description. So upset was

Mr. Atkinson with Mr. Lloyd George's indictment of

" the shabby item m the Estimates " represented by the

sum charged upon the pubUc purse for the funeral ex-

penses that he then and there, " as a loyalist and a royal-

ist," expressed his readiness to offer a cheque in payment

of the whole amount.

This offer brought Mr. Tim Healy to his feet, his

sense of humour being keenly aroused. It reminded him,

he said, of the story told by a noble lord who, when he

was asked for a contribution towards the burial of a

lawyer, offered a cheque for a guinea, saying, " Here, go

and bury twenty-one of them." With mock gravity Mr.
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Healy suggested that the Member for Boston should tem-

porarily withdraw and then make his appearance at the

Bar of the House waving his proffered cheque. " We
should be witnesses of the Secretary to the Treasury ac-

cepting cash down, and we should all go away with the

knowledge that we have done a good night's work." But
neither the earnestness of Mr. Lloyd George, nor the pun-

gency of Mr. Healy' s wit, availed in the division that

followed, for only twenty-seven voted in favour of the

amendment.
Later on in the same sitting, a motion was submitted

for the appointment of a Select Committee for the pur-

pose of considering the financial relations between England,

Scotland and Ireland. Mr. S. T. Evans, at that time the

Member for Mid-Glamorgan, had given notice of an amend-
ment to insert after England the word " Wales," with a

view of securing for the Principality full recognition as

a separate financial entity, after the manner of Scotland

and Ireland. In the absence of Mr. Evans, the amend-
ment was moved by Mr. Lloyd George, who urged its

acceptance upon Mr. Goschen, the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer. Undeterred by the statement of Mr. Goschen

that the proposal was impracticable, Mr. Lloyd George

pressed the matter to a division, when the amendment
was rejected. A trivial incident certainly, but one which

becomes invested with interest in the light of subsequent

events, for Mr. Lloyd George was to learn from Mr.

Goschen' s identical perspective the force and necessity of

his refusal.

Although defeated in each division, the Member for

Carnarvon was, in Mr. Healy' s phraseology, able to leave

the House at the close with the knowledge that he had
indeed done a good night's work.

Five days later Parliament was prorogued, and Mr.

Lloyd George's first session in the House of Commons was
brought to a close. Exactly four months had elapsed
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since he had taken his seat, but even that brief period had
sufficed to bring liim some measure of personal triumph.

He had taken his place by the side of Tom Ellis as one

of the most popular of the Parliamentary representatives

of the Principality, and already the Welsh people were

acclaiming him as a national leader. His gift of telling

speech had caught not merely the ear of the House, but

also the attention of the leaders of his own party. Mr.

Gladstone, Sir William Harcourt, Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman, and others among the Front Bench states-

men discovered in the new Member a most promising

Parliamentarian, while in the country he had gained

popularity as an effective platform speaker.

Naturally enough, the lustre of his triumph was re-

flected upon his constituency. " Mr. Lloyd George,"

declared the North Wales Observer with justifiable pride,

" continues to march onward and onward. Every deliver-

ance he makes upon a public platform in England raises

him a step up the ladder of pubUc estimation. Indeed,

Mr. Lloyd George is a young man who needs only the

opportunities to establish for himself a reputation that

will do honour not only to his own constituency, but to

Wales at large. Almost immediately after Mr. George

had embarked upon his public career, he made such admir-

able speeches that at the present moment the demands

upon him from England are such as to prove that he has

already made his mark upon the English mind. His

undoubted eloquence and abiHty are in general request,

and it is only a matter of time for him to climb to a

position of distinction in the political world."

The brief period of four months had been sufficient to

foster the presentiment that the Member for Carnarvon

was destined to go far.



CHAPTER III

POLITICS, EDUCATION AND RELIGION

The affairs of men are the concern of their neighbours.
" There are many in these Boroughs," stated the

Carnarvon Herald in an editorial note, " who are quite

unable to see how Mr. George can be a lawyer in Port-

madoc, and at the same time a legislator in London."

This problem puzzled the young Member's supporters, who
were sensible of the apparently insuperable obstacles to

combining the exacting demands of his professional prac-

tice in a Welsh town with the heavy obligations in time

and money necessarily devolving upon him as a Member
of Parliament.

Needless to say, the difficulties of the situation were

as obvious to Mr. Lloyd George himself, but he cherished

the hope of surmounting them like his colleague, Mr. S. T.

Evans, who on his election to Parliament had exchanged

his position as a solicitor for that of a barrister, and had
thus been able to combine the duties of a profession with

those of Parliament.

Mr. Lloyd George contemplated a similar course. He
decided to quaUfy for the Bar, and in due time his name
appeared on the screen of the Middle Temple as a student

of the Inn. But he never got beyond iha-t initial stage,

although his name continued to remain on the board for

several years. The explanation is not far to seek. His

main interest was centred upon politics, and to that

passion he was ready to subordinate even his profession.

He soon discovered that the House of Commons is as

exacting as Nature, that she will give her guerdon only
38
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to those who toil and her favoiirs to such as show her
devotion.

The writer has heard him advise a newly elected

Member to lay to heart Sir Henry Lucy's observation :

" The only way to get on in the House of Commons, in

whatever capacity, is to live in it." Then he added that,

however great a man's gifts may be, he can never hope to

develop into a great Parhamentarian unless he is prepared
to pay the full price of unremitting attendance at the

House, and of an undivided allegiance to its interests.

Therein, according to Mr. Lloyd George, lies the explana-

tion why some of the most famous masters of forensic

eloquence have utterly failed to catch the spirit and even
the ear of the House. The full fiavoiu: of their gifts has
been exhausted by the exacting demands of the Law
Courts, and by the time they reach the House only the

lees remain. The best wine has been served elsewhere,

and instinctively the House of Commons turns aside from
the second best.

By a dispensation of circumstance which may be justly

described as providential, Mr. Lloyd George found him-

seK in the fortunate position of being able to follow his

natural bent. Mr. William George, who had already

quahfied as a solicitor and had joined him in partnership,

undertook to bear the whole burden of the practice at

Portmadoc in order that his elder brother might hold

himself free to attend to his Parliamentary duties. And
on the domestic, as on the professional, side of his needs,

the same sacrificial devotion to the interests of his career

was made manifest, for, after the manner of his brother,

his wife also helped to make easy the pdth of his appointed

destiny. She subordinated that passionate attachment

to the native hearth, so deeply ingrained in the Cymric

nature, and left the old home with its hallowed memories,

and a district in which she was familiar with every face as

that of a friend, in order to settle down in the loneliness
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of a great city among strangers in whose social life and
habits the Cymric tradition of neighbourly hospitaUty

finds no place.

A sidelight on the significance of such self-sacrifice

comes from a httle incident which occurred some years

later. In accordance with their " custom, Mr. and Mrs.

Lloyd George and their children had been spending a

Parliamentary recess in the old home at Criccieth. When
the day came for their return to the metropolis, the children

were extremely loth to leave their pleasant surroundings

and their unfettered freedom for the stifling atmosphere and
the distractions of the London streets. " Mother," the

eldest boy remarked in the most rueful of tones, " if you
hadn't married a Member of Parliament, we could live here

always, and not have to go back to stuffy old London."

Young as he was, the lad was able to realise what was lost

in the home life by reason of his father's Parliamentary

duties; what he could not discern was the silken thread

of womanly devotion which gave colour to the sacrifice.

The remnant of the 1890 session had sufficed to show
that to Mr. Lloyd George, politics represented the ruling

passion rather than, as in the case of so many Members of

Parliament, the mere by-product of an active hfe. The
Parliamentary recess, so far from diminishing his political

zeal, served only to quicken it, and during the autumn he

addressed a larger number of pohtical gatherings than

any of his fellow-members.

One of these was a great Liberal demonstration held

in the early part of October at St. Helens, the importance

of which may be inferred from the fact that it was at-

tended by Mr. John Morley as the principal speaker.

Mr. Lloyd George naturally appreciated the compHment of

being invited to share the platform with so distinguished a

Parliamentarian, concerning whom he declared that there

was not a statesman in the land whom the people of

Wales held in greater admiration.
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A large portion of Mr. Lloyd George's speech was de-
voted on that occasion to a trenchant criticism of the
action of Mr. Balfour—then Chief Secretary of Ireland—
in securing the arrest of Mr. Dillon and of Mr. Wilham
O'Brien just as they were setting out on a poUtical
tour in America. Quoting Napoleon's dictum that in-

cidents should never govern poUcy, but that poHcy should
always determine incidents, Mr. Lloyd George exclaimed
in scornful tones :

" That was Napoleon's opinion of

Balfourism, the opinion of the master of coercion upon
its quack." In that speech, as throughout the long Hne
of its successors, his characteristic fondness for effective

simile asserted itself. " It is said," he proceeded, " that

Mr. Balfour hkes golfing. WeU, he is always golfing ; if

not on the floor of the House of Commons, then in Ireland.

He is always on the look-out for giving a smart hit, and
having the honour of leading in the next match. Men
are nothing to him but golf-balls, countries nothing but
playing grounds. He does not consider for a moment
that upon the issues of the game depend the destinies of

a nation of five milhon people."

In the course of the speech there flashed one sentence

which in retrospect is seen to be fraught with both his-

toric and prophetic significance. " I want the democracy
of this country to recoUect," he declared, " that in fighting

the Land battle they are fighting their own battle, just as

the great battles of the peoples of Europe have been fought

on the fields of Belgium. It is a fight for the right of

man against the right of property ; a fight for law and
order—the law of humanity and the order in which will

be placed both man and property."

The speech made a deep impression upon the audience,

whose feeUngs found appropriate articulation in the gener-

ous tribute which Mr. John Morley paid to its conspicuous

merit. " You were, I think, rewarded," declared Mr.

Morley, in acknowledging a vote of thanks, " for the
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patience with which you have listened to my speech by
the very briUiant address of my young colleague. It does

one's heart good to see, to feel, to know that when we
of an older generation are gone, there are others ready and

capable of taking the lamp of progress into their hands."

Within a few days thereafter, Mr. Lloyd George made
a return visit to his native city of Manchester as the

principal speaker at a great temperance demonstration in

celebration of the withdrawal which the Government had

been forced to make of their unpopular compensation

proposals. His speech on that occasion was an extremely

happy one, and many of its aphorisms still retain their

full lustre. " Formerly," he declared, " a statesman

legislated without consulting the wishes of the people, or

even going amongst them ; but nowadays statesmen have

learnt to become electioneerers also. In former times

the Jews, wherever they went, or whatever country they

travelled in, always had their faces at certain times

directed towards Jerusalem. Statesmen nowadays, whether

they are in Manchester, in Birmingham, or in Newcastle,

have always their faces set towards the polUng booth.

That is the Temple in which they worship, and the ballot

box is the shrine at which they kneel."
" Mr. Chamberlain has called us fanatics," exclaimed

Mr. Lloyd George in a later passage in his speech, " but

I would rather be a fanatic any day than a renegade.

Fanaticism I regard as simply intense devotion to an un-

selfish ideal, and when the ideal is the emancipation of

one's fellow-men from the most despotic tyranny that

ever dominated the heart of man, fanaticism ennobles

and consecrates. Fanaticism elevates a man above the

mere dust and drivel of ordinary existence. . . . Have
you ever ascended Snowdon to see the dawn ? " he con-

cluded. " If so, you will know how the sun leaps and

bounds above the horizon. Whilst the valley below is

wrapped in gloom, there is the splendour of the golden
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rays on the summit. By and by come the sunbeams.
You will see them penetrating the gloom, chasing the
shadows over moor and fen, over crag and tarn, till the
night is gone. Well, we are told by statisticians that there
is more drinking in England than there was forty years
ago, that the evils of intemperance have enormously
increased of late. But dark is the hour before the dawn.
I believe that even during this past session of Parliament
a sunbeam from the golden orb has penetrated the gloom.
I am but a humble dweller in the valley, but I beheve
there are those who have seen the piercing beams. The late

Father Mathew saw the coming dawn when he spoke of

the day when no drunkard should be found reehng in the
land. But he feU before its fullness arrived. He fell upon
the summit, and, in the words of a great French writer, he
died in the radiance of the future, he entered the grave
illuminated by the dawn."

In the winter of 1890, ParUament reassembled and
the Government introduced as the first of their legislative

measures the Tithe Rent Charge Recovery Bill, which, for

want of time, they had been unable to pass into law in the

previous session. The main purpose of the measure was
the transference of the incidence of tithe from the tenant of

tithe land to the landowner. On the occasion of its re-

introduction. Sir Michael Hicks Beach admitted that the

BiU was the direct result of the widespread resistance

among the farmers of Wales to the payment of tithe, and
especially of the scenes of violence which invariably marked
such resistance. Obviously, by diverting the obHgation of

payment from the tenants, who were so bitterly opposed
to the Established Church, to the landowners, who were

almost exclusively within its pale, the Nonconformist

peasantry would be out-manoeuvred in their strategic cam-
paign of active resistance, and a recurrence of the tithe

riots would be impossible.

Although the Bill was opposed by the Welsh Members
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on the broad principle that no measure could be satis-

factory to the people of Wales which did not declare tithes

to be national property for the use and benefit of the whole

community rather than of a privileged section, Mr. Lloyd
George noted that, although framed primarily in the in-

terests of the clergy of the Established Church, it had
within its compass elements which would be found
invaluable should Welsh DisestabHshment become an
accomphshed fact. As he wrote :

" The Bill adds 25 per

cent, to the value of tithe, and that is no mean thing by
the time it is nationahsed. We should take care not to

fight it except as a protest against the idea of its being a

settlement of our grievance."

He, therefore, set himself to improve rather than to

destroy the handiwork of the Unionist Government ; and
to that end he tabled a number of amendments during the

Committee stage. Among these was one providing for the

County Court Judge being substituted for the local In-

come Tax Commissioners as the authority to whom appeal

could be made if at any time the owner of the tithe-rent

charge was dissatisfied, as, he contended, the local Com-
missioners were much too partisan. On a later clause he

urged the adoption of an amendment giving either the

plaintiff or the defendant in any action under the Act the

right of a trial by jury. He suggested that if it were only

to dispose of the suspicion, so generally prevalent in this

country, that there is one law for the rich and another for

the poor, the promoters of the Bill ought to make the

concession demanded.
Not only did he move more amendments than any other

Member in course of the Committee stage, but his amend-
ments were framed with such skill that even Sir Richard

Webster, the Attorney-General, paid him a tribute for

" the great acuteness " which he had displayed in regard

to the whole Bill. One of his amendments was accepted,

while another was rejected by only thirty votes—the
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smallest majority recorded for the Government. On one
evening he delivered no fewer than seven speeches in course
of the discussion on various clauses

—
" Just to show them

that I could do it," as he subsequently explained in a
letter to his brother.

In this spirited and untiring fight in Committee, he
received invaluable aid from his colleague, Mr. S. T. Evans.
" These two young Welsh Members," declared a leading
London journal, " are showing themselves not only to be
effective debaters, but to be possessed of keen dialectical

skill." The meed was well bestowed. " There is no
doubt whatever," confided Mr. Lloyd George to his brother,
" that Evans and I have taken a decided step forward in

the estimation of the House. We receive congratulations

on all sides. And indeed we have fought hard. We have
stuck to our seats day by day from 3 until 12 every night

while this Tithe Bill has been on."

In reviewing Mr. Lloyd George's strenuous opposition

to certain clauses in the Tithe Bill, it is of interest to note

that the proposal for the remission of a third of the tithe

throughout the land evoked from him a strong protest

on the ground that by thus reducing the income of the

Church for the direct benefit of the landlords, a great

Ecclesiastical Corporation would be deprived of its re-

sources for doing good, while a perfectly idle class of the

community would be enriched beyond their deserts.

" There is no pretence," declared Mr. Lloyd George, " that

the landlords are doing anything in return for what they

receive, and if tithe is nationalised, as no doubt it soon will

be in Wales, our educational endowments wiU be deprived

of a third of what is due to them."

In the course of a later speech, he castigated the Govern-

ment for introducing provisions which openly violated

the sanctity of contract as embodied in the Tithe Act of

1836, as the result of which the payment of tithe had

been estabhshed as a fixed and definite charge upon the
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community. " We are continually reminded about the

Ten Commandments," exclaimed Mr. Lloyd George, " and
about the necessity of inculcating the decalogue among
Radical Members of this House. But to apply the Ten
Commandments to the tenant farmers of Wales is to be
told that we intend to rob the Church. It is a very

different thing when the landlord takes his one-third.

Then the Ten Commandments are entirely forgotten.

The Government have rolled the Ten Commandments into

one :
' Thou shalt keep thy contracts,' and there the

' thou ' is to apply to the occupier and is not to extend to

the landowner by any means whatever."
" To see a lawyer engaged in cutting down fees is a

charming and edifying sight," a Welsh Journal had declared

some months earlier in commenting on Mr. Lloyd George's

protest on the occasion of the Civil Service Estimates

against certain emoluments. It is worthy of note that the

same " charming and edifying sight " was visible during

the Committee stage of the Tithe Recovery Bill, for in

his opposition to certain provisions he gave fresh proof of

his readiness to subordinate the interests of his own pro-

fession to the higher claims of the community as a whole.

Early in the month of February 1891, the Unionist

Government introduced a Free Education Bill, and Mr.

Lloyd George, anticipating another keen fight, looked to

his armaments. " I am getting up facts from the Blue

Books upon the Free Education Debate," wrote Mr. Lloyd

George, " but so far I have only got the material together.

I have not unearthed any diamonds in doing so, but plenty

of cold steel." To his chagrin he learnt that, awed by
the popularity of the measure, the official spokesmen of

the Liberal Party were averse to a policy of open hos-

tility. " The Liberal leaders are showing funk," com-

plained Mr. Lloyd George to his brother ;
" they don't

want to fight. A great mistake, of course," he added with

characteristic spirit.
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Undeterred by the misgivings which were silencing his

leaders, the Member for Carnarvon revelled in the prospect
of another fight. " Probably," he wrote, " there will be
a debate of two nights' duration. If this is so, I shall have
my chance." On June 23rd, on the occasion of the debate
on the second reading of the Bill, Mr. Lloyd George had
his chance, and he seized it by delivering a speech so

trenchant in style and so effective in its thrusts that, to

quote his own phraseology, " it made the other side very
angry and my own very pleased." It certainly gave ample
evidence of the " cold steel " which he had unearthed.

" As a Welsh Nonconformist," he declared in his

opening sentences, " I protest against a Bill which is nothing
more or less than the further endowment of the Church
of England in Wales, which is already too heavily endowed."
To the taunt that Welsh Nonconforniiists, although in a

numerical majority, had failed to erect schools of their own,
he retorted that the landlords of Wales had been grinding

the Nonconformists by a system of rack-renting to such

an extent that it was only by dint of great sacrifices that

the Nonconformists had been able to erect their own
chapels. " It is all very well for Churchmen in this House
to taunt Nonconformists in Wales with not having erected

schools whilst the Church people themselves have erected

schools out of the plunder of a Nonconformist nation."

He quoted with telling effect from the reports of School

Inspectors of the dilapidated and insanitary condition of

many of the Church schools ; and on the basis of a statistical

contrast between the " passes " in examinations he claimed

for Board School education a very marked superiority

over the denominational system. He challenged both the

prescriptive right and the quaUfication of the rector of a

parish to be the manager of an elementary school. " A
priest is a priest," he declared, " and before all things he

is bound by the instincts of his caste, and he subordinates

all things to the interests of his order."
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Challenged by cries from the opposite benches to give

proof of his assertion that Nonconformists were being

persecuted for their adherence to their faith, Mr. Lloyd
George proceeded to quote a number of advertisements

from a copy of an educational journal which he held in his

hand. Although these advertisements set out appoint-

ments for teachers in Welsh districts where Nonconformist
children were in great preponderance, it was specifically

stipulated that " an appUcant must be a Churchman and
a communicant." Then Mr. Lloyd George sharply turned
upon the interrupters with the inquiry :

" Is not such
exclusion of Nonconformists persecution, and persecution

of the worst type ? . . . This Bill," he declared in the

closing sentences of his speech, " affords an opportunity to

remove a deep sense of wrong which exists in the minds
of millions of the people of this country who are compelled
to subscribe to schools in the management of which they
have no share, and to send their children to be educated
in places where doctrines are taught with which they do
not agree. If these grievances are removed, the energies

of a large number of able men, which are now devoted to

the redress of these wrongs, will be set free for other objects,

and thus the country will benefit. Every grievance re-

dressed adds force to conservatism in its higher sense,

while every wrong perpetuated adds strength to the forces

of revolution."

In the course of his speech Mr. Lloyd George had cited

the case of a locaHty in Carnarvonshire where, although

the Nonconformists were in an overwhelming majority,

they were given no representation on the committee of

management of the only school in the locality, nor could

they procure a site for the erection of an undenominational
school, much as they desired to do so, because all the land

was in the hands of the Church landlords.

This obvious reference to the village of Llanystumdwy
had the immediate effect of eliciting from Mr. Ellis Nanney,
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his vanquished opponent at the by-election, an epistolary

rejoinder in the course of which he pointed out that,

whatever might be said of Nonconformist grievances in

regard to educational facihties, Mr. Lloyd George himself

had not suffered in that respect, for " he has been taught
most of what he knows at the Chinrch school which was
given by my late father. Amongst other good, things, I

trust, he was taught the value of accuracy there, but he
seems, apparently, soon to have forgotten his lesson."

Mr. Lloyd George's retort was swift and crushing.
" Surely," he rephed, " the vaunting vendor of a hundred
lots of land can command a better article in the satirical

hne than this sorry specimen. Still, it must be remem-
bered that even in writing that very letter he has to remind
himself that even after disposing of a hundred lots of his

estate he still remains a small country squire who has been
flung aside by his neighbours for the sake of a country

lad educated at a school ' given by my father.' That
must be very exasperating, and a breach of good estate

is inevitable when keen chagrin handles a dull wit. But
he is wrong in assuming that I was taught the value of

accuracy at the Llanystumdwy Church school. On the

contrary, my first lesson there consisted in the repetition

of a series of falsehoods. I was taught daily to say that

I had been endowed by my godfathers and godmothers in

my baptism with a certain name, whereas I was utterly

unblessed with the possession of such spiritual patronage.

Many more similar inaccuracies was I trained to utter.

If, therefore, Church school pupils were occasionally to

fail in their facts, good Churchmen ought to forbear."

There was not a Member of the House with whose

personal and political predilections Mr. Lloyd George

found himself in such absolute harmony as with those of

Mr. Tom EUis. Politics to each of them represented, in a

special sense, the great leverage by means of which the

economic and national interests of Wales could be raised to
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a higher level. Linked together by ties of personal friend-

ship and by this fundamental identity of political interests,

each became the complement of the other in the task of

articulating the demands of the Welsh people and of quick-

ening their reahsation.

After the manner of his compatriot, who had already led

captive the ear of the Commons, Mr. Lloyd George seized

every available opportunity for pressing upon the notice of

the House the specific needs and grievances of the Princi-

pahty. He moved a resolution condemnatory of the

appointment of a monoglot Enghshman to a County Court

Judgeship in a district where the bulk of the inhabitants

spoke in Welsh, and his presentation of the grievance of

the community resulted in the newly appointed Judge being

transferred to an English circuit to make way for a Welsh-

speaking successor.

In the course of the session there was brought before

the House a Liquor Traffic Local Veto Bill for Wales,

under the provisions of which the power of determining

the number of licensed houses in a district was trans-

ferred from the justices to the inhabitants of the district

itself. Not only did Mr. Lloyd George deliver on that

occasion the most brilUant speech in support of the Bill

—a speech of which he wrote his brother at the close of

the debate that one of the leading men in the House
had assured him that it had " changed his vote "—but he

acted as the chief teller in the division, and had the gratifi-

cation of announcing the result, with its majority of six

for the second reading of the Bill—a result which was justly

regarded as a triumph.
" This has indeed been a Welsh session," exultingly

declared Mr. Lloyd George ; and the journals of the House
certainly record an amount of work in the special interests

of the Principality that was unprecedented in the annals

of St. Stephen's. By questioning Ministers, by moving

resolutions on matters appertaining specially to Wales, by
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discussing Bills in Committee, and by opposing appropria-
tions in Supply, the Parliamentary representation of

Wales had become a potent and an effective force at

Westminster.

So remarkable was the change that it attracted the
attention of leading ParHamentarians. " There is no
part of Great Britain," declared Sir Charles Dilke at the
close of the '91 session, " in which the standard of Par-
liamentary representation has been so improved as in

Wales. There was a time, and that until very recently,

when Wales was largely represented by estimable gentle-

men, but the ideas of whom were of an extremely limited

description, and who, if they had been asked to state their

views as to the measures required for the improvement of

the people of the Principality, would have found great

difl&culty in expressing them, either by speech or in writing.

Now there are in ParKament a number of young Welsh-
men hke Mr. Tom Ellis and Mr. Lloyd George, trained in

Wales, who are admirable representatives of the modem
culture of the Welsh people, and certainly no men are more
respected by their colleagues or more admired for their

ability and the business aptitude they display."

For the first time the suggestive phrase " Wales in

Parhament " was coined—to appear, henceforth, as a stand-

ing headhne in the columns of the leading newspapers

in the Principahty. " Wales is not only awakening,"

declared one of these journals that had long been lamenting

the woeful neglect of the interests of the Principality which

it had not hesitated to ascribe to the utter inefficiency

of the Welsh Members, " but it is also succeeding and
pursuing its task with the strengthening sense of

achievement."

Still the main item in the political programme of the

Welsh people remained unrealised, and its attainment

appeared as remote as ever. Although many long weari-

some years had elapsed since Welsh DisestabUshment had
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been made a dominant issue, it had utterly failed to make
its way into the realm of practical politics. Welsh poli-

ticians, it is true, had no difficulty in accounting for such

failure. The path, they averred, had been blocked by
Mr. Gladstone, and, in proof of their contention, they re-

called the incontrovertible facts of the situation. At the

historic General Election of 1868, twenty-eight Liberals

were returned for the Principality as against eight Con-

servatives ; and, emboldened by a result so unprecedented,

a leading Welsh Member brought forward in the House
of Commons in the session of 1870 a resolution in favour

of Welsh Disestablishment. But Mr. Gladstone delivered

such a phihppic against the motion that seven only of the

Welsh Liberal Members had the courage to vote in its

favour ; ten of them remained neutral in their desire not

to embarrass the Government, while six voted along with

the Tory Opposition and the whole Front Bench of Liberal

leaders against the motion. During the remainder of that

ParUament no more was heard of Welsh DisestabUshment.

In the year 1880 the Liberals were again returned

to power ; but such had been the withering effect of

Mr. Gladstone's opposition in 1870 that not a single word
in demand of Welsh Disestablishment was heard in the

House of Commons throughout the whole of that Parlia-

ment, although four-fifths of the Welsh Liberal Members
had been returned in support of the Welsh demand.

At the General Election of 1885 the Liberals were

given a fresh lease of office under Mr. Gladstone's com-

mand. In March 1886, a daring Radical veteran, Mr.

Dillwyn, ventured to move a mere resolution in favour

of the principle of Disestablishment for Wales. He was
supported by Henry Richard in a speech bristling with

facts and figures. Although fully nine-tenths of the

Welsh Members at that time were pledged to the hilt in

favour of Welsh Disestablishment, Mr. Gladstone put up
his colleague Sir William Harcourt to articulate the
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opposition of the Liberal Front Bench to Mr. Dillwyn's

motion.

Such had been the experiences of the Welsh people.

Their reiterated demand for Disestabhshment had been
positively opposed and unblushingly rejected by successive

Liberal Governments.

Mr. Lloyd George shared the bitterness of the dis-

appointment to the full. " Let us not overlook the fact,"

he declared on one occasion, " that as far as the main
items in our programme are concerned, they have obtained

a prominent part in the national hopes for the last fifty

years. The great fathers of Welsh Liberahsm all fought

for the identical ideas on which our demands as Welsh
Liberals are, in these days, centred. In reading their

speeches and writings there is nothing so pathetic as the

imminence with which they regarded the reahsation of

their dreams. But two generations have passed away,

not having received the promise."

Mr. Lloyd George now set himself to diagnose the real

cause of the failure of the nation's hopes. If, as he said

the main object of pohtical endeavour in Wales had been

to return Liberal Members of Parliament, then their suc-

cess had been a remarkable one, and there was hardly

anything left to be done in that direction. But if their

object had been, not so much to return Members pledged

to support Liberal Ministries as to support the particular

objects which Wales had nearest at heart, then their

measure of success must be described as an exceedingly

scanty one.

The result of his investigation proved to him that the

failure of Wales in the pursuit of her demand for a Dis-

establishment Bill was solely due to a defect in poHcy

rather than in pvirpose. After the example of their Parlia-

mentary representatives, the people had learnt to regard

a Liberal Ministry as a phase of Providence whose decrees

transcended either scrutiny or criticism, and whose dis-
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pensations were such as were best borne without complaint

or murmur. They had been content to formulate their

demands in multitudinous resolutions, which figured at

public meetings with the persistency of recurring decimals,

but they found no place in the computations of English

statesmen or in their projects of legislation. The popular

enthusiasm which invariably characterised the demand for

Disestablishment had been left to evaporate with the occa-

sion rather than to crystallise into organised and resolute

action ; and as a result the battle-cry of a nation of Non-
conformists for the right of religious equality had degener-

ated into the shibboleth of party warfare the mere echo

of which scarcely carried beyond the geographical borders

of the PrincipaUty.

Having discovered the cause of past failure, Mr. Lloyd

George soon grasped the significance of the situation. " We
have been firing blank cartridges too long," he explained,

and now the fundamental need was for more effective

ammunition than that embodied in the stereotyped policy

of merely passing resolutions. "It is no use passing

resolutions," he declared, " unless we take effective means
to see that they are duly carried out."

He knew from the insight he had already gained into

the ways and methods of practical politics that only by
the quickening touch of the party managers was there

hope for a Welsh Disestablishment Bill, and he recognised

the urgency of securing for it an integral place in the

official programme of English Liberalism.

An opportunity for pressing its claims was soon forth-

coming. At the close of the '91 session, the National

Liberal Federation met at Newcastle for its annual gather-

ing, and in view of the approaching dissolution of ParHa-

ment and of the probable triumph of the Liberals at the

polls, public interest in the proceedings was greatly quick-

ened. On every hand there was a consensus of feeling that

the Newcastle programme would mark the adumbration
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of the legislative proposals of the incoming Government,

and, sensible of the strategic value of the occasion,

Mr. Lloyd George, in company with Mr. Tom Ellis and
Mr. S. T. Evans, attended the meeting. To them was
given the vantage ground of the Federation platform for

an impassioned appeal to the assembled delegates to

espouse the demand of the Welsh people, and each made
full use of his opportunity.

" The speech of the evening," declared one of the New-
castle newspapers on the morrow of the meeting, " was
decidedly that of Mr. Lloyd George, the Member for the

Carnarvon Boroughs. He soon had the meeting with him,

and in a light, clear voice, with something resembling an

Irish tone in it, he deUvered a speech remarkable not only

for its force of argument but for its patriotism, its eloquence

and its singular picturesqueness of style and action. It

sufficed in itself to give distinction to the meeting."

At the outset of his speech Mr. Lloyd George reminded

his audience that he appeared before them as the repre-

sentative of a constituency where several centuries back

Norman Princes had deemed it necessary to build four

castles and two waUed cities for the purpose not merely of

upholding their sovereignty, but of maintaining the supre-

macy of the Church which they had foisted upon the

Welsh people. " Centuries ago," he added, " those princes

passed away, several dynasties of kings followed them, the

castles have long since crumbled into ruin, but Welshmen
are still in revolt against that Church." He repeated

the scathing indictment of the proselytising policy of

the Welsh clergy which he had formulated in his speech

at the Metropolitan Tabernacle. " There are very few

clergy in Wales," was his withering comment, " who
are actively engaged in the Temperance movement. Need

I tell you why local option would have a disastrous effect

upon the new revival in Wales ? Beyond a doubt, what

the sword is supposed to have accompUshed for Mahomet,
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the pewter pot is accomplishing for the Episcopalians

in Wales."

With unanimity and unaffected enthusiasm the Liberal

Federation endorsed the appeal of the Welsh representa-

tives, and Welsh Disestablishment was given a place in

the Liberal programme second only to Irish Home Rule.

But Mr. Lloyd George was not yet satisfied. He knew
that Governments, after the manner of Heaven itself, help

only those who have first learnt to help themselves. The
fate of Welsh Disestablishment, he was convinced, de-

pended in the last, as in the first, resort upon the resolute

and sacrificial efforts of the Welsh people themselves.

For that reason it was a paramount necessity to rouse

his countrymen to a sterner course of action ; and at a

largely attended conference of representative Liberals

from various parts of South Wales, held at Pontypridd,

he made a fervid appeal for ten thousand pounds as a

fighting fund for the advancement of Welsh Disestablish-

ment. " We must show not only the Liberal Members
of Parliament but the Liberal public in England," he
informed the delegates, " that we are in earnest, and that

we can do something more than merely pass resolutions

in favour of our demand. I make an appeal to you to

contribute to this fund not merely to swell its proportions,

but in order to prove to Englishmen that we are thorough

and sincere in our demand for religious equality. English-

men especially know how to set value upon such demon-
strations of practical sympathy. We might send bushels

of resolutions, and it would be said that resolutions are

easily manufactured by wire-pullers, but wire-pullers are

not in the habit of manufacturing coin."

Not in vain did the fervour of his words appeal to the

hearts of his countrymen, for before the close of the meeting

a sum of no less than two thousand pounds was forth-

coming.

In the week following the Newcastle meetings the
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Church Congress assembled at Rhyl, and the attention of

" the predominant partner " was focused afresh upon the

question of Welsh DisestabUshment. The keynote of the

Congress was struck by the Archbishop of Canterbury in

his opening address, in which he expressed the determina-

tion of the EngUsh Episcopacy to offer the most strenuous

opposition to the movement for Welsh Disestablishment.

So far from being an aHen Church, he claimed the Church

in Wales as the fountain of their episcopacy in England
and the first designer of their sanctuaries ; and in illus-

tration of the close connection that had existed between

Wales and the See of Canterbury he referred to the r6le

of Archbishop Peckham in acting as negotiator between

Llewelyn and Edward I. " Was it thought an alien

Church," he inquired, " when Archbishop Peckham made
his toilsome journey the whole land through, because the

Church alone, which belonged alike to both, could expound

Enghsh pohcy to Llewelyn and conciliate the good will of

King Edward the First ? " The cHmax of the Archbishop's

utterance was reached in his passionate exclamation, " I

have come here from the steps of the Chair of Augustine

to teU you, the Churchmen in Wales, that we will not

quietly see you disinherited."

Here was an advantageous battleground which Mr.

Lloyd George was quick to discern. He immediately took

up the Archbishop's challenge, for scarcely had the Con-

gress concluded its sessions than a great rally of Welsh
Nonconformists was held in the same town, with Mr. Lloyd

George as the chief spokesman.
" I am utterly aghast," he declared, as he proceeded to

reply to the utterances of Archbishop Benson, " at the

way in which the Archbishop of Canterbury imposed upon
the creduhty of his audience and upon its ignorance of

Welsh history." He then gave a lengthy review of the

historic facts of the negotiations between Peckham and
Llewelyn, and showed how Peckham, having failed to
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secure, under cover of a monetary bribe, the submission of

Llewelyn to the English King, proceeded to excommunicate

the Welsh Prince and his subjects. " And those acts of

moral turpitude," exclaimed Mr. Lloyd George, " are the

deeds which are singlied out from Welsh history as proof,

not merely of the sympathy of the Church, but even of

its identity with Wales and her interests. To my mind,

this story of the conduct of Archbishop Peckham towards

Wales and her great national hero proves that the Church

is ahen, not only to sympathy with Welsh nationality, but

to Christianity itself, and even to the most elementary

principles of honourable dealing between man and man.

Archbishop Benson succeeded in pointing out one solitary

redeeming act in the history of the Church's residence in

Wales, and that was the translation of the Bible into the

Welsh language by Bishop Morgan. With that exception,

what has the Archbishop to present to our views ? Drunken
parsons reeling across Eisteddfod platforms and an Arch-

bishop who, having failed to corrupt a Welsh Prince into

an action of perfidy to his people, excommunicates him
and his people for bravely defending their liberties. ' These

be thy gods, O Israel
!

' An Archbishop has pointed them
out to us as the tutelar deities of our fathers, and has

invited us to worship them as such.

" The ignominious failure to produce better instances

than these is conclusive as to the alien character of the

Church. But Archbishop Benson omitted all reference to

the 2,000 monks slaughtered in cold blood at the instigation

of Enghsh Bishops for no worse crime than lifting up their

hands in prayer for their country's cause ; to the frequent

banning of Welsh patriots for defending their freedom
;

to the blessing of the tyrant's arms ; to the martyrdom of

John Penry and Vavasor Powell ; to the persecution of

the Nonconformist fathers ; and to the attempt to crush

out the language, spirit, traditions, and the very existence

of Welsh nationality. But these facts, which have tainted
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Welsh history with sorrow and with gloom, are such as

prove the thoroughly alien character of this alien Church
in Wales."

Then the fierce note of denunciation hardened into cold

satire. " The priests of this Church arrogantly claim to

be the spiritual successors of Peter, the plain, bluff, honest
old fisherman. Why, if he could have turned up at the

Church Congress held in this town the other day, there is

not a prelate or prebendary or a dean amongst them who
would not have shunned him ! They would probably hand
him over to some convenient curate to be proselytised, and
he, no doubt, would warn him against the pernicious habit

of attending conventicles to listen to an unordained car-

penter's son. But can any of you, by any stretch of the

imagination, picture Peter coming down to attend the

Church Congress in a special train, with a man in buttons

dancing about him, carrying a jewelled crozier, and march-
ing in an elaborate procession to attend the Congress ?

Can you portray him driving up in a brougham to the door

of the House of Lords, lolHng on its scarlet benches, and
in his most archiepiscopal twang drawling out a series of

speeches in favour of county-courting and imprisoning his

fellow-religionists for refusing to pay a tribute to which

they have conscientious objections ? Can you imagine him
dweUing in a stately mansion with a host of menials minis-

tering to his luxuries ? Can you fancy him drawing a

salary large enough to have kept the Temple going for

months—and all this with the poor rolling in misery at

the very gates of his Palace ?
"

In fulfilment of his stern resolve to avoid the futility

of " blank cartridges," Mr. Lloyd George proceeded to

charge his speech with still fiercer invective. " You may
recall the indignation that was excited in clerical circles

by my association of the so-called Church revival in Wales

with the pewter pot. Well, the surroundings of the recent

Church Congress gave to my remark some countenance.
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The Congress ran two beer booths on its ground. Can
you fancy any of the Nonconformist bodies in Wales pro-

viding whisky and bitter beer at any of their assembUes ?

I am told that a good number of proselytes were induced

to attend to serve as samples to the English Bishops of

what the new process turned out. If that be so, then I

am not at all surprised to hear that with such refresh-

ments sold on !the ground the recent Chiurch Congress

turned out to be a great financial success."

It is not surprising to find that this speech, reported at

length in the Welsh Press, created a great sensation through-

out the length and breadth of the Principality. On the

one hand it was hailed with ecstatic delight by the Welsh
Nonconformists as affording refreshing proof that at last

they were being led into grim battle by a born fighter who
neither sought nor gave quarter ; while, on the other hand,

the opposing forces reeled under an attack unprecedented

in its fierceness.

Such was the havoc wrought that the Bishop of St.

Asaph and his Dean* deemed it necessary to go on a

crusade through Wales in the interests of Church Defence.

But wherever they went, Mr. Lloyd George followed with

his artiUery of raillery, and crash followed upon crash.

The speeches which he then deUvered in various parts of

the country were as half-battles, so resonant were their

reverberations and so far-reaching their results.

There is substantial ground for the statement frequently

made by those who are most intimate with the features

of Mr. Lloyd George's public career that never has he

delivered speeches more instinct with invective, more
scathing in satire, or more thrilKng in their eloquence than

the series deUvered in the course of that campaign. " Have
you ever observed a plantation on a storm-beaten hill-

side ? " he inquired of his audience on one occasion. " How
the trees bend from the prevailing blast and the branches

* Now the Bishop of St. Davids.
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refuse to meet its advances ? How the whole growth of

the forest seems to be one consistent effort to escape from

the Wight which comes from that quarter ? That is how
Wales shuns the Established Church. All the persecution

of our little Wales has proceeded from that quarter. In

farm and quarry, in school-room and court-room, its

blight had been upon the land, and the whole growth of

the national hfe seems to be one constant strain towards

escaping from its withering influences ; and now, when
the fabrics of Dissent shelter us from the unwelcome

blasts, we do not intend to permit the protecting edifices

to crumble into ruin, not even to propitiate all the rack-

renting squirearchy of Christendom."

On another occasion Mr. Lloyd George referred to a

statement made by the Bishop of St. Asaph that Dis-

establishment would not secure for the Nonconformists

of Wales that religious equality which they so strenuously

demanded, for Nonconformist ministers could never gain

admission on equal terms into the society of the clergy.

" What," asked Mr. Lloyd George in reply to the Bishop's

assertion, " is this social paradise out of which Noncon-

formist ministers are to be for ever barred, and in which

the clergy, like cherubim and seraphim, are dressed in

white gowns and are armed with flaming swords ? It is a

close corporation which slams the door in the face of

honest toil, where idleness is regarded as a badge of nobility,

and where the highest prizes are given to him who can

vaunt the longest lineage of ancestors who have contrived

to live luxuriously upon the labour of others. That is

the Bishop of St. Asaph's ideal of religious equality, but

such an ideal as that I despise ; and I should despise the

Nonconformist minister who was desirous of emulating

the present type of EstabHshment curate, who would ape

the manners and airs of sanctified society prigs, who degen-

erates into a mere drawing-room apostle, whose ideal of

preaching would be a diluted compound of Jeremy Taylor
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and Mrs. Grundy, and who imagines that he could save the

world by a liberal application of Coleman's starch and

five o'clock teas."

In reply to the statement made at the Church Defence

meetings that Disestablishment would result in the handing

over of the religious interests of the community to the

care of atheists, Mr. Lloyd George said : "I remember a

striking event which occurred in the days of the French

Revolution. There were a number of young students led

by an infidel captain. They rushed along the streets.

They burst open a barricaded door. On entering the room
they saw on the wall a portrait of Christ. Instantly and
savagely they struck at it with their bayonets, but they

were immediately stopped by their infidel captain as,

with outstretched hand in the direction of the portrait,

he quietly said, ' It was He who first proclaimed the brother-

hood of man.' Thereupon every cap was doffed, every

knee bowed, as they reverently exclaimed, ' Liberty,

Fraternity and Equality.' Those infidels, in the heat of

battle, soiled with blood, knew and understood the nature

of true religious equality better than do our Bishops with

all their candles lit on cathedral altars."

Mr. Lloyd George would now be the first to adjudge

certain passages in those early speeches of his as too

caustic of epithet and too denunciatory of statement, but

it must not be forgotten that they acccomplished more
for the progress of the Welsh Disestablishment movement
than all the more guarded utterances of other Welsh

leaders. They served to bring down consuming fire upon
the altars raised by the zeal and fervour of an earlier

generation of Welsh Nonconformists who had gone to their

rest before seeing the consummation of their hopes. They
gave a deeper and a fiercer resonance to the demand for

religious equaUty. They awakened the Welsh Bishops to

a realisation that at last it was to be for them the stress

and strain of bitter warfare.
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As this warfare proceeded, intensity of feeling deepened
into unexampled bitterness, and no quarter was given on
either side. The Dean of Bangor prohibited the Cathedral

organist from fulfilling his engagement for an organ recital

at a local Methodist Chapel, whereupon Mr. Lloyd George
satirised the action as being due to the fact that, as the

organ was unconsecrated by hands inspired by Apostolic

succession, an organist who dared to touch its unhallowed
keyboards would become unfit to touch the pedals of the

Cathedral organ.

In speech after speech Mr. Lloyd George pilloried the

Welsh Bishops and Deans and poured the vials of his

scorn on their heads. One of the Bishops* was content

to retort with good-natured banter. " I regard Mr. Lloyd
George," he once remarked, " as a rash and an audacious

young man ; but I have no doubt that when Wales has

been given Home Rule and Mr. Lloyd George finds himself

on the Woolsack at Carnarvon, he will by that time have

developed into a downright Tory, and also into a thoroughly

good Churchman."
Mr. Lloyd George's wrath was more especially concen-

trated on the Bishop of St. Asaph and his Dean. " For

my part," he declared in a speech on one occasion, " not

a word of courtesy in allusion to the Bishop or his minions

shall fall from my lips," and then proceeded to make good

his resolve by stigmatising the Bishop as " the Yahoo of

political controversy who ought to be treated as such, and

the fighting Dean," he added, in reference to the departure

of Dr. John Owen from the Deanery of St. Asaph to the

Principalship of Lampeter College, " now goes to cower

beneath the gown of an erratic London Professor to yell

for quarter." In return the Bishop and his supporters

attacked Mr. Lloyd George with unrelenting fury, until the

welkin reverberated with epithetical warfare. So bitter

were the animosities, that one journal felt constrained to

* The late Dr. Lloyd, Bishop of Bangor.
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call for a truce over Christmastide, so that the combatants

on both sides might be brought to realise that it was a

time of peace and goodwill among men.

As illustrative of the mode of warfare between Mr.

Lloyd George and the Bishop, the following extract

from an editorial comment which appeared at that time

in the columns of a leading Welsh newspaper is of

special interest :
" Members of the Welsh Church are

delighted with the Bishop of St. Asaph as champion of

.heir side. His lordship's excursions into the realms of

imagination for his facts, and the light and airy way in

which he treats all Nonconformist aspirations for religious

equality, marked him out in their estimation as a man
of genius. But like begets like. In the nick of time Mr.

Lloyd George has appeared on the scene, and he is as

little hampered by precision as the Bishop himself, and

he goes forward from statement to statement with all the

confidence of the Bishop, and with little more than his airy

lightness. Mr. Lloyd George is not troubled when some
ponderous ecclesiastic—^the Bishop's Dean, for example

—

refutes in a colunm of dry prose inexact speech which has

been followed by several others equally in need, from the

Dean's point of view, of refutation, modification, or cor-

rection. Mr. Lloyd George is a great gain to the Non-

conformist forces because he meets the Bishop, who cares

little where he strikes, with equally reckless blows."

I well remember the great amusement which this

editorial comment afforded Mr. Lloyd George when it was

brought under his notice. With his unfailing good humour

he laughed heartily over its unsophisticated references to

himself, which he described as " compliments which are

delightfully back-handed." And this, it may be added,

is the sole source of that joke which the late W. T. Stead

was fond of relating at Mr. Lloyd George's expense. Ac-

cording to that story, Mr. Lloyd George was on one occasion

introduced to his audience by a chairman who was more
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adept at weighing sugar than he was in the art of pubhc
speaking. " We are met together to-night," the chairman
is said to have remarked, " for the purpose of listening to

Mr. Lloyd George's reply to the speech given in our town
last week by the Bishop, who has proved himself to be the

biggest liar in the whole of Wales. But," exclaimed the

chairman as he joyfully thumped the table, "we ought
to feel proud, as Nonconformists, that the Bishop has at

last found his match in our friend Mr. Lloyd George."

The tale is, of course, purely apocryphal, but it serves

to reflect the memories of that famous contest between
two famous fighters.

3—
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CHAPTER IV

OBSTRUCTION AND A GENERAL ELECTION

Mr. Lloyd George has never lacked advisers and critics,

friendly and otherwise. In the early months of his Parlia-

mentary career, one who was friendlily disposed towards

him tendered this advice :
" Get up your political philo-

sophy. A good six months' hard grinding at Maine and

Aristotle, Hobbs and Locke and Burke, would do you a

world of good. You have great powers, both of thinking

and of talking, but they require training and cultivation.

About you there are great possibilities—possibilities that

may end in much or in nothing."

Such counsel, well meant as it was, missed its mark.

Every man is a law unto himself, and knows instinctively

the bias of his destiny. The dust-covered tomes of abstruse

treatises on political philosophy had no attraction for

Mr. Lloyd George. To one like himself, endowed with so

highly sensitive a touch to his more immediate surround-

ings, a live dog must necessarily be an object of greater

importance than a dead lion ; and it is therefore not sur-

prising that he should have found it more interesting and
profitable to be in vitalising contact with the living person-

alities that dominated Westminster than poring over the

printed pages of classic authors. Chamberlain, Rosebery

and Asquith represented for him greater values than

Aristotle, Hobbs and Locke, and for that reason he con-

centrated his interest and his observations upon them.

Happily his studies in the personalities of Parliament

have been preserved for us in a number of articles which

he contributed in Welsh to the columns of a leading ver-

£6
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nacular journal* published at Carnarvon. These articles

form a series of brilliant sketches, keen and sure in their

insight into character, and showing the master touch of

vivid delineation.

Mr. Chamberlain is there described as " an extraordinary

man, who has cleaved his way by sheer strength. He is a
strong, forcible, but rather savage personality, and the

secret of his strength seems to be that he knows his own
mind. Though his horizon is not very extensive, he sees

very clearly what lies within the range of his vision, and
he goes straight for his purpose ruthlessly and relentlessly.

Not an orator like Mr. Gladstone, never displaying much
imagination or given to flights of fancy, he yet possesses

the rare power of lucidity of utterance. He is much
more aggressive and far more persistent by nature than
Mr. Balfour. Balfour is regarded by those who know
him as rather easy-going. He has never been really a

hard worker. When Secretary for Ireland he roused him-
self more than he had ever done before in his career, but

even then he received without questioning any explana-

tion sent by the Irish Constabulary in regard to any com-
plaint submitted to him. It was much less troublesome

to do that than to investigate the matter himself. But
Chamberlain is quite different. He is full of quicksilver,

constantly on the move, and bubbling over with energised

vitahty."

Of Lord Rosebery Mr. Lloyd George wrote : "He
has an extremely youthful face, handsome and full. He
is a strange man in many ways. It is admitted on all

sides that he is the finest Foreign Secretary that this

country has had since the time of Palmerston. He is full

of genius. Born under the canopy of purple, he has

intellect and wealth, but the bane of his life is that he was

born a lord at all. It would have been better for him to

have been the son of the lowliest peasant on his estate

* y Genedh
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than to have been born a lord. There is too much energy

and too much of the fighting spirit in his constitution not

to dislike the House of Lords. He is always bemoaning

his fate in that he cannot be elected to the House of Com-
mons. But the doors of the popular Chamber have been

closed against him more surely than against one of his own
men-servants. He heartily dislikes the House of Lords.

He has described it as the Chamber of Death where efficient

measures are put an end to."

Mr. Asquith was dehneated as " a short, sturdy man,

with round shoulders, with a face as clean-shaven as that

of a latter-day curate ; has keen eyes and a broad, in-

tellectual forehead. He is only a little over forty, and

yet he has already won a high position in the poUtical

world. As a Parliamentary speaker, he is excelled by one

only. He speaks clearly and with emphasis. He drives

his argument home with telling force. One of the proofs

of his innate strength is that in spite of every misfortune

that has crossed his path—^notably the Featherstone

disaster—^he has attained, in the universal opinion of

both Parliament and the country at large, to one of the

highest positions in regard to influence in the Government
of the country. It is a hopeful sign that this new captain

is a democrat to the backbone. His early training and the

traditions of his youth are closely associated with Non-

conformist influences, and in the midst of a council of

Churchmen and of proselytes this is a matter of no little

moment."
Apart from their outstanding merits as clever pen-

pictures, these sketches have a special significance as

reflecting the characteristics in our pubUc men which

have always possessed the strongest attraction for Mr.

Lloyd George; and they also mark his own dominant

traits.

The focus of his observation was not confined to the

leading personalities at Westminster, but was wide enough
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to include the House of Commons as a whole. " The
House," he wrote, within a few weeks of his advent into

its atmosphere, " is essentially democratic. It cares nothing

for rank nor for wealth. It is bored by a millionaire ; it

listens instantly to a some-time booking-clerk. It pays

homage to knowledge, to talent, to statesmanship, and to

genius."

Closer intimacy with the spirit and purpose of the

House served only to deepen his admiration and arouse

his critical faculties. " Some men go to Parliament,"

he declared in a speech in the autumn of 1891, " for social

distinction—merely to improve their social position. That
is of aU classes the most despicable. These are men who
prefer a Duke's smile to a people's blessing—men who
prefer to have an introduction to the Queen's Drawing

Rdom rather than to help to introduce comfort and happi-

ness to thousands of poor homes in England. That class

I despise. Some men go into the House of Commons
to advance their own pecuniary interests. Too many o^

us lawyers do that," he smilingly added. " But then there

is another class—^the company promoters—^the men who
have the magic letters ' M.P.' added to their name in

order to sell it to the highest bidder. These men are

justly described as ' guinea pigs.' There is a third class,

the men who go into Parliament in order to get on in the

world. Of course, if that ambition is tempered with

something that is good and beneficent, let men be as ambi-

tious as they like. There is a further class—the best class

—^the men who go to the House with an earnest intention

of purpose to use the opportunity they have in order to

do what they can for the highest welfare of the people."

That Mr. Lloyd George himself was deserving of a

place in this last and best class would have been granted

readily. He had pleaded earnestly on behalf of the

toilers ; he had condemned extravagance ; he had fought

privilege both in Church and State; and now when his
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early enthusiasm might have cooled, he was to continue

that fight with the same eagerness and determination.

The Government, encouraged by their triumph in pass-

ing into law their Tithe Rent Charge Recovery Bill, decided

to take advantage of the remainder of their tenure of

power by introducing further legislation in the interests

of the Established Church. Accordingly, when the House
reassembled in the early part of 1892, a Clergy Discipline

(Immorality) Bill was submitted as a Government measure.

In both purport and purpose, the Bill was self-explanatory.

It sought to give fresh and more effective powers to eccle-

siastical courts in their task of dealing with clergymen of

the Church of England who had violated their vows of or-

dination, and had thus proved themselves unworthy of

their high office. The Bill further provided for the indemni-

fication of the Bishops in respect of the heavy costs for

which hitherto they had been personally responsible in

the rightful discharge of their obligations to rid the Church

of impure incumbents.

Brought forward as it was in the undoubted interests

of religion pure and undefiled, the Bill readily commended
itself to the goodwill and support of all parties in the

House; but Mr. Lloyd George was quick to scent in

the situation a splendid opportunity for an effective flank

attack on the principles of Church Establishment, by
urging, on the one hand, the wisdom of a policy of non-

intervention on the part of a body like the House of

Commons, composed as it is of men of all sects and creeds,

in the domestic affairs of one particular sect ; and, on the

other hand, the culpable folly of diverting into the narrow
channel of ecclesiasticism the energies and resources of

Parliament at a time when important matters affecting

the social well-being of the masses throughout the land

were demanding urgent attention.

Mr. Lloyd George's opportunity came on the occasion

of the second reading of the Bill, which was moved in a
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lengthy speech by Mr. Balfour, newly appointed to the

post of First Lord of the Treasury and Leader of the

House. As soon as Mr. Balfour resumed his seat, Mr.

Lloyd George rose and moved an amendment :
" That this

House considers that it is no part of the functions of the

State to attend to matters of Spiritual Discipline." At
the outset of his speech he stigmatised the Bill as " a

Bishops' Relief Bill and nothing else. It is time to get

rid of these Clergy Relief Bills," he proceeded to say,
" for it will be remembered that some time ago the clergy

in Wales found their baiUff's biUs getting too heavy, and
important measures were stopped to discuss and to pass

the Tithes Bill, and now we have a Bill to save the purses

and the patience of the Bishops."

After passing under review a number of the clauses,

and exposing their ineffectiveness respecting the main
purpose of the measure, he reminded the House that,

under the provisions of the Bill, the right of expelling an
immoral clergyman from his benefice was handed over

to a Rule Committee, to consist, among others, of the Lord
Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice, and a Judge of the

Provincial Court, while the Definition Clause in the Bill

made provision for the appointment of Police Magistrates

as assessors. " It comes to this," he exclaimed, " that the

Church of England, as the most powerful Spiritual Court in

the country, is to be deprived of powers which are in-

herent in every other Society in the United Kingdom

—

that of expelhng its own officers and members, and that

it is not to enjoy the rights which are exercised by every

clerk in Piccadilly. As a Nonconformist it passes my
conception to understand the frame of mind which would

enable any clergyman to tolerate a Bill of this character,

even for a moment. It simply proves," he added, as the

real motive of his opposition flashed into his words, " how
very demoralising an effect the connection of the State

must have upon any Church, that two of her Archbishops
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should press forward a measure like this which inflicts

such unmitigated humiliation upon their own order and

upon their own clerks."

The dialectical effectiveness of the speech may be in-

ferred from the fact that Mr. Gladstone deemed it advis-

able, in the interests of the Bill, which he warmly espoused,

to follow Mr. Lloyd George immediately in the debate.

" I have listened with great care to the elaborate speech

of my honourable friend, and with anxiety to take the

just measure of the arguments he has used against the

Bill," declared the famous statesman. " I confess I was

disappointed in my examination of his arguments, but,"

he was just enough to add, " I do not think my honour-

able friend has failed in his task—that is to say, I have

no reason to beHeve that any other member of the House
could have made a better case than he has made."

Mr. Gladstone paid Mr. Lloyd George's speech a still

higher compliment by devoting the whole of his own speech

to an elaborate review of Mr. Lloyd George's contentions

and to a refutation of his arguments. It was left, how-

ever, to Mr. Birrell to deal the most effective blow at

Mr. Lloyd George and his cohort of Welsh Members in

their opposition to the Bill. "It is amusing," declared

Mr. Birrell, " to hear Welsh Nonconformists becoming the

mouthpieces of the high flyers of the Church, and to hear

them trying to excite the House to fury at the insults put

upon the Bishops. I should have preferred," he added,

amid general hilarity, " to hear those statements proceed-

ing from some Member for the University of Oxford, or

of some place long associated with orthodoxy and port

wine."

The combination of Mr. Balfour's syllogisms, Mr.

Gladstone's refutations, and Mr. Birrell' s witticisms consti-

tuted a force much too formidable to be routed by the

gallant little Welsh band commanded by the youthful

Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs. The division lobbies
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revealed the disparity of their forces, for on the main
question there were found only seventeen in the " No "

lobby.

Mr. Lloyd George and his colleague, Mr. S. T. Evans,
were not to be thwarted in their purpose even by so over-

whelming a defeat in the division lobby. Repulsed on the

open field, they resorted to guerrilla warfare. The Bill was
referred to the Grand Committee on Law—^under the

chairmanship of Mr. Campbell-Bannerman ; and in view of

possible contingencies, Mr. Gladstone deemed it wise to

be nominated to the Committee, although he had not

within the memory of any member of the House been
known to serve on any of the Standing Committees.

His anticipations of trouble were speedily fulfilled, for

Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. S. T. Evans, actively aided by
Mr. Tom Ellis and Mr. Wynford PhiUips—a Welshman who,

at that time, represented a Scottish constituency—imme-
diately opened hostiUties. With an ingenuity begotten of

an extraordinary mastery of ecclesiastical law and organisa-

tion, they framed amendments to every clause and sub-

section in the Bill, and they spoke on the successive amend-
ments at length, and with such cogency and relevancy,

that the Chairman, with all his anxiety to make progress

with the passage of the Bill, found himself powerless to

restrain either the voluminousness of these amendments
or the prolixity of the discussions.

At first Mr. Gladstone reasoned with this Httle rebel

section of his followers in the hope of inducing them to

relent in their attitude ; but so far from being successful,

his speeches served only to gladden them, for they saw

that the more and the longer he spoke, the more protracted

would be the sittings of the Committee. The futility of

his efforts brought home to the veteran statesman the dis-

concerting fact that his speeches were being welcomed as

mere counters in the game of obstruction. " After that
"

—^to quote from Mr. Lloyd George's reminiscences of
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those days
—

" the Grand Old Man would just sit and

shake his head at us when we moved an amendment, and

glare at us with his fierce eye—ah, how fierce when you

were fighting him !

"

The rebels proved as impervious to Mr. Gladstone's

frowns as they had been to his appeals. They pursued

their tactics so relentlessly that on one occasion the Com-
mittee was kept sitting for no less than seven hours

—an experience unprecedented in the annals of Grand
Committees—and as a result Mr. Gladstone had to con-

tent himself with barely a quarter of an hour for lunch.

With a view of checkmating the vigour of the obstruc-

tionists and of exhausting their physical resources, it was
resolved that the Committee should not only increase

the number of its sittings, but should sit continuously

each day without the usual adjournment for lunch. At
the same time, arrangements were quietly made for divid-

ing the supporters of the Bill into a number of relays,

so that each section would, in turn, be free to leave the

Committee room to secure the necessary refreshment.

But in vain was the net spread in the sight of the birds,

for with the blandest of smiles Mr. Lloyd George assured

the Committee that both he and Mr. S. T. Evans were

prepared to sit every day in the week, Sunday included.

It was soon made manifest that they were fully equipped

for all emergencies, for with the approach of the luncheon

hour—when the first batch of Members were preparing

to leave in accordance with the prearranged plans—it

was observed that both Mr. Lloyd George and his col-

league had taken the precaution of bringing a supply of

sandwiches, with the result that while the one was on
his feet engaged in the congenial task of obstructing the

progress of the Bill, the other was quietly preparing him-

self for the fray by taking advantage of the opportunity

to refresh " the inner man."
Baulked in their purposes, the supporters of the Bill
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became alarmed for its fate, and Mr. Balfour found it

necessary to resort to the unprecedented course of obtain-

ing from the House of Commons fresh and drastic powers
for the Committee in their efforts to beat down the delin-

quents. Although fully exercised, those fresh powers
proved inadequate, and Mr. Campbell-Bannerman found
it necessary to resort to a ruthless and arbitrary exercise

of the authority of the Chair in grim resolve to force the

BiU through its Committee stage. Even then the measiure

was by no means out of danger. There still remained the

report stage, with its opportvmities for the renewal on the

floor of the House of those tactics which had so bewildered

and baffled the Committee upstairs.

As soon as the report stage was reached, there

appeared on the Order Paper as many as ii8 amend-
ments, and of these Mr. Lloyd George and his associates

were responsible for no fewer than a hundred. These amend-
ments were framed with consummate cleverness, for they

were of such a character as would, under ordinary circum-

stances, have readily commended themselves to the

approval of those who were genuinely concerned for the

purification of the EstabHshed Church. But the exi-

gencies of the situation at Westminster were such as to

render imperative the subordination of the spiritual

interests of the Church to the stringent stipulations of

the Government Whips that the BiQ should go through

its final stage with a minimum of discussion and with

exemplary expeditiousness.

For the obstructionists, however, such stipulations had
neither force nor meaning. They embarked upon a discus-

sion of the various provisions of the Bill with as much zest

as if it were a new measure being submitted to Parhament.

Five hours were spent in discussing the first clause, and,

later, division followed division in quick succession.

At the outset of the debate the supporters of the Govern-

ment had been content to leave the little band of Welsh
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and had hied themselves away to the pleasures of the

dinner-table. If only they had been permitted to enjoy

the full flavour of such pleasures all might have gone well

;

but when time and again the division bell summoned
them back, their feelings of resentment towards Mr. Lloyd
George and his companions increased in volume and in

vehemence. They flocked into the Chamber and assailed

each successive speaker with that raucous cry of " 'vide

—

'vide !
" which so often, and so effectively, stifles discussion

in the Commons.
After some nine or ten divisions had been taken, and

amendment after amendment had been rejected by over-

whelming majorities, Mr. Henniker Heaton rose to com-
plain " of the manner in which the time of the House was
being wasted," and he appealed to the Speaker to inter-

fere in the interest of law and order. The reply of the

Speaker was as suggestive as it was prompt. The House,
he declared, had the remedy in its own hands if it

thought its time was being wasted—a declaration which
evoked a great outburst of assenting cheers from the

Government benches. Quick to grasp the significance of

the Speaker's dictum, the Attorney General immediately
rose and called attention to the fact that on Clause 3 no
fewer than twenty-three amendments stood in the names
of two members only, and on the ground that the whole
of those amendments referred largely to matters which
could be duly set right in rules, he moved that the whole
of the clause should forthwith stand part of the Bill. Thus
at one single stroke the whole batch of cleverly contrived

amendments were swept aside. Undeterred by this, Mr.

Lloyd George and the others fought still harder. They
opposed clause after clause with a stubbornness that knew
no respite, and no fewer than twenty-two divisions were
taken in the course of the sitting.

In such fashion did the Clergy Discipline Bill, after its
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long and hazardous course, manage to make its final

passage through the Commons. Though unsuccessful in

their purpose of wrecking the Bill, both Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. S. T. Evans emerged from the fray with the

laurels of triumph. "It is indeed doubtful," declared a

leading Liberal journal in reviewing the episode, "if Mr.

Healy and Mr. Sexton are quite in it with these prac-

titioners of the malignant art of obstruction. Many of

the obstructionist devices of the Healyites have been
clumsy and inartistic, and easily frustrated. But these

Welsh doctrinaires of the licensed abuse of debate move
with so much initial adroitness that when they are upset

on a given point—are out-voted on one amendment—^they

promptly fashion another so like the first as to be only

just on the side of order. The celerity with which they

argue questions is quite admirable as an example of

casuistry. New amendments rise out of old and rejected

ones with a freedom that Mr. Healy, with all his knowledge

of the * black art,' cannot even hope to improve upon or

to exceed."

The Welsh people, however, saw in all this something

of much greater import than an admirable example of

" casuistry." " We hail as the dawn of a new and brighter

era," declared one of the leading newspapers in the Princi-

pality, " this unexpected revolt of the Celt, for, if it means
anything, it means that Wales has at length drawn the

sword and thrown away the scabbard." Another of the

Welsh journals hastened to testify that " hitherto the Welsh
Members have been servile followers of English Liberalism,

and a condescending nod from a member of the Front Bench
has been sufficient to make them forget the pressing claims

of Wales. But at last Wales has in Mr. Lloyd George a

Member who will be no blind follower even of the greatest

statesman of the century."

Scarcely had Mr. Lloyd George emerged from this

struggle at Westminster than he found himself faced with
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the far more formidable ordeal, necessitated by the General

Election in the summer of that year, of again contesting

the Carnarvon Boroughs. In the narrow interval of two
years which marked off the two contests much had hap-

pened. The Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs had won
for himself a commanding place among the accredited

spokesmen of the Principality, and his fame had spread

throughout the country. But the vehemence of his public

utterances had served to rouse latent antipathies, while

his advanced political ideas were known to have created

not a little restiveness among the more moderate men on
his own side. His opponents, profiting by past experience,

had taken the precaution of substituting for the territorial

magnate of the previous contest a more attractive and
popular type of candidate in the person of Sir John
Puleston.

At the time of his adoption as the Unionist candidate

for the Carnarvon Boroughs, Sir John was already in

Parliament as one of the two Members for Devonport, but
it was claimed on his behalf that the fervour of his Cymric
patriotism was such as to lead him to relinquish the repre-

sentation of a Saxon constituency for the greater honour
of representing the land of his birth. Moreover, he had
for many years been one of the most prominent among
the eminent personages who, year after year, grace the

platform of the National Eisteddfod, and so his name had
become familiar throughout the Principality as that of a

very zealous and patriotic Welshman. To these advan-

tages he added the distinction of being the Constable of

Carnarvon Castle—a distinction conferred upon him by
Lord Salisbury's Government in the exercise of its patron-

age, but with so palpable a purpose that the Liberal Press

had not hesitated to describe it as " a political job."

These adventitious aids, in themselves of no mean im-

portance in a sharply fought contest where the issue hinged

upon the shghtest turn of feeling, were supplemented by
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personal traits which, not without reason, were regarded
by electioneering experts as electoral assets of great value.

Like the Heathen Chinee in Bret Harte's song. Sir John
Puleston had a smile that was "childlike and bland."
Amid all the changes of circumstance, his countenance
radiated geniaUty. He had in a superlative degree that
urbanity of manner which has often done more to wean
Parhamentary constituencies from their traditional allegi-

ance than all the resources of argument or of oratory. Mr.
Lloyd George himself had been laid captive by the wiles

of the charmer. " After a very enthusiastic reception by
the Liberal Members of the House on my introduction,"

he wrote home to Criccieth on the evening of the first day
on which he had taken his seat in Parliament, "I am off

to dine with my friend Sir John Puleston."

To dialectical prowess of any kind, the genial knight

made no claim. He was quite content to wield the more
deadly weapon of suavity of manner. Therein lay his

strength as a Parliamentary candidate, and his supporters

had no misgivings in hazarding the issues of the struggle

upon his personal popularity. The Special Correspondent

of the Times, who had been dispatched to the Principality

on the eve of the General Election to forecast the probable

results in the various constituencies, wrote :
" Mr. Lloyd

George, the sitting Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs,

will have for his antagonist at the General Election Sir

John Puleston, whose popularity in North Wales is very

great, and I shall be surprised if the verdict is not

reversed."

Mr. Lloyd George perceived the peril, and flung down
the gauntlet with a zest that promised no quarter. " Sir

John Puleston," he declared in the opening speech of his

campaign, " claims to be a Welshman, and so do I. So
far so good ; but there are two kinds of Welshmen—^the

Welshman prior to 1868 and the Welshman after 1868.

Prior to 1868 Wales was in a slumbering state, and wasted
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its patriotism in eulogising squires on the Eisteddfod

platform. After 1868 Wales awakened to something

nobler. It fought for its rights, and its patriotism was
turned into works so that the Wales of the future should

become a free Wales."

Under the growing stress of the struggle, the tradi-

tional urbanity of the popular knight moulted, and in

place of smiles there came snarls. " My opponents,"

declared Mr. Lloyd George, " appear to be resolved upon
a campaign of personal detraction and calumny. Tory
landlords do not love men of the stamp of Mr. Tom Ellis

and myself. We are sworn enemies of their order. We
are connected with a movement which, if it succeeds—as

I am confident it must—^will free the sacred soil of our

country from the grinding exactions of every landlord

and monopolist. They have therefore no reason to respect

or to support us. At the last election, they and their

hangers-on did their very worst to prevent our return,

and at the present moment they are straining every muscle,

sinew and nerve to kick us out at the next."

In speech after speech Sir John Puleston indulged in

personal depreciation of his opponent, whom he described as

one " possessed with an unquenchable thirst for notoriety."

One speech was almost whoUy devoted to the task of

seeking to prove, on the basis of detached sentences in

Mr. Lloyd George's speeches, and more especially of

quotations from 'the speech he made in Parliament on the

Civil Service Estimates, that Mr. Lloyd George was at

heart " nothing but a rank Republican." Readily and

fearlessly Mr. Lloyd George faced the issue. " Charges of

disloyalty," he declared, " have been made against me
and other Welsh Members. The charge is both unfair

and untrue, but I do unhesitatingly repeat here, on a

public platform, what I have said before, and I care not

what Tory hears me—^that the Royal Family get more

money than they really deserve. No family that has
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ever been born is worth ;^5oo,ooo a year. If Mr. Glad-

stone, even when he was at his very best, was only worth

£5,000 a year to the State, surely the Prince of Wales is

not worth ;^4o,ooo a year."

The taunt of being a RepubHcan thus flung at Mr.

Lloyd George has a touch of interest for such as discern

in the romance and development of his career striking

features reminiscent of Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, for the

same charge was made against the famous statesman in

the early years of his Parliamentary career.

Sir John Puleston's diatribes were supplemented by
opprobrious epithets from others in the opposing camp.

In the excess of pohtical frenzy, the town clerk of one

of the constituent towns in the Carnarvon Boroughs for-

got the discretion due to his position, and on the public

platform stigmatised Mr. Lloyd George's conduct in oppos-

ing the Clergy DiscipHne Bill as utterly unworthy of a

Member of Parliament. Illustrating his description of Mr.

Lloyd George during the Committee stage of the Bill

as being " up and down, down and up, like a yellow monkey
on a stick," the town clerk produced a toy monkey which

he proceeded to manipulate—^to the unrestrained dehght

of his audience. To such a degree was the bitterness of

partisanship infused into the struggle that rudeness was

acclaimed a virtue.

Still, the Liberal candidate had the satisfaction of

knowing that the law of compensation was operating in

his favour. To Sir John Puleston's statement that the

opposition to the Clergy Discipline Bill had been such

as to evoke from Mr. Gladstone words of severe con-

demnation, the aged leader immediately wrote that he gave

no opinion whatever on the conduct of Mr. Lloyd George,

for he had neither title nor occasion to condemn him.
" If I were an elector in the Carnarvon Boroughs," added

Mr. Gladstone, " I should vote against Sir John Puleston

and in favour of Mr. Lloyd George."

3—

G
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Mr. Lloyd George had the further gratification of seeing

the Rev. Evan Jones set aside his Achillean role and come
forth bodily to his support. The disagreement, declared

the veteran divine, which had kept him mute and in-

active on the previous occasion was now at an end, and
he had learnt to rejoice in the wisdom of the electors in

sending Mr. Lloyd George to represent them in Parliament.

Lloyd George, he said, had not only drawn the attention

of leading statesmen, but he had even made the highest

of Church dignitaries fear him. No one had done as much
as Lloyd George in bringing the claims of Wales to the

front.

Alongside of Mr. Evan Jones was the late Dr. Herber
Evans. In the early stage of the contest he had left Car-

narvon, where he held the pastoral oversight of the leading

Congregational Church, in order to attend the annual
assembly of the Welsh Congregational Union, which was
then being held at Ferndale in South Wales. On the way,
he paid a visit to his lifelong friend, the Rev. Dr. John
Thomas of Liverpool, who was at that time resting at

Colwyn Bay after a very severe illness. " When I entered

the room where he lay on a sofa," wrote Dr. Herber Evans,
" he sat up to welcome me. I shall never forget his look.

He looked at me from eternity. We were in the midst
of an important election struggle, and many were afraid

that Mr. Lloyd George would lose his seat. He was a
great behever in him ; indeed, he was the first to call

attention to him as a possible Member for the Carnarvon
Boroughs. With his keen glance he said :

' You go back,
my laddie, and put Lloyd George in Parliament. There
will be plenty without you at Ferndale.' Then, after a
moment, he added :

' There is a new Wales in sight : you
go home and do your part again in bringing it in.' I said

to him in reply :
' I will go back, as you bid me, and I

will do my best. Farewell.' I realised that I was certainly

obeying his last request."
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Back to Carnarvon went the eloquent divine, and
straight from the railway station he made his way to

Mr, Lloyd George's meeting, where he delivered a thrill-

ing speech in support of his candidature. " When Lloyd
George first wooed this constituency," he exclaimed, " he

was dubbed ' a village lad,' but since then the ' village

lad ' has convinced even his opponents that he has ability

and talent, and the ousting of Mr. Lloyd George in the

forthcoming election would cause more jubilation among
the Tories than the defeat of any three Liberal candidates

in the United Kingdom. He is hated more than any other

Welsh Member," declared Dr. Herber Evans, " both by
clergymen and by publicans."

Mr. Tom EUis also hurried to the scene of the struggle

in his eagerness to secure the return of his colleague and
comrade. " When Lloyd George was first elected as your

Member," he said, in a speech to the electors, " I was an
exile from home—a pilgrim in a strange land—seeking long

and in vain for the health and the energy I had lost. But
I can honestly declare that the telegram which reached me
in that distant land, conveying the welcome intelhgence

of Lloyd George's triumph, did more to bring me back
to health than all the physic I had taken."

Highly advantageous and welcome as was this help

from eminent divines and poUticians in a struggle which

was justifiably described in the Welsh Press as " the most
momentous contest in Wales," it must be said that Mr.

Lloyd George found his most valuable asset in himself

—^in his own inborn gifts and capacities; for in the re-

markable series of speeches which he delivered in the course

of that campaign he not merely thrilled the crowds with

the charm of his oratory, but he gave to political issues a

significance and an interpretation far beyond the range of

the hackneyed party cries. In his address to the electors

he made the novel, and even startling, suggestion that a

portion of the funds of the Church in Wales should, after
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its disestablishment, be devoted to the charitable purpose

of providing old age pensions—a suggestion which a lead-

ing Liberal journal described as " the germ of a most
beneficial practical scheme, and the making of it raises

Mr. Lloyd George's address into the category of documents
of permanent importance."

In the course of a stirring speech delivered at Bangor
Mr. Lloyd George drew a striking contrast between the

respective claims of the Tory and of the Liberal Party for

the support of the working classes. "In arriving at a

conclusion as to the creed or proclivities of a party," he
declared, " you must analyse the elements out of which
it is composed. No stream rises above its source, and
the creed and the tenets of no party can rise above the

prejudices of those who are at its head. Now, what are

the components of the Tory Party in this country ? It

contains practically the whole of the members of the

privileged classes. Their principles, and far more so their

wealth and their influence, constitute the chief ingredients

of its power. They must therefore wield its policy. Now
what are the privileged classes ? They are all those who
squander the resources of a community without helping

to produce them. Landlords consume millions of the

wealth of the land of this country without turning a sod

to create it. There are monopolists who spend untold

millions of the produce of our mines and manufactures

without blasting a rock, handling a machine, or even
wielding a pen to build up that wealth. These are the

governing forces of the Tory Party. These classes receive

their quota of the national wealth in return for services

which they are supposed to render but do not perform.

"The land of this country was distributed among its

owners, the predecessors of its present holders, for the

express purpose of enabling them to organise and maintain

a mihtary system in this country for the defence of its

coasts, and even for aggressive purposes when necessary.
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The land was also to maintain Royalty and the expense of

dispensing justice and preserving law and order. Now,
what has happened ? The land is still in the possession

of the privileged few, but what has become of the burden
of maintaining the army, law, order and Royalty ? It

has been shifted on to the shoulders of the toilers of this

country. Now, it has been the constant effort of the

Liberal Party to relieve labour by replacing the burden
upon the right shoulders. If you mean to get better

houses, better conditions of life, you can only do so by
trenching upon the enormous rent-rolls and revenues of

landlords and monopolists of all descriptions.
" The most startling fact about our country is this : that

we have men who have accumulated untold wealth—^living

in gorgeous splendour in one street—^while a horde of miser-

able poverty-stricken human beings are huddled together

in the most abject penury and squalor in the adjoining

courts. Incalculable wealth and indescribable poverty

dweU side by side ! This deplorable state of things cannot

go on for ever ; but let no working man make a mistake

—

the party which is dominated by these plutocrats and
millionaires is not the one which is Hkely to assist them
in attaining such a desirable consummation. It is not

in the creation of wealth that England lacks, but in its

distribution. That would be my answer to those who
teU you, as working men, that what enriches the great

also benefits you. This ' identity of interest ' is simply

humbug, intended to delude and hoodwink you into keep-

ing in power the party which, by its very name, professes

to conserve the present iniquitous order of things."

His characteristic aptness for a striking simile asserts

itself afresh. " You have all heard the Eastern tale,"

he reminds his audience, " about the poor man who was
lured into carrying another on his back until at last he

could not get rid of him, and the burden bore heavily

upon him. Now suppose a third man, with some sym-
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pathetic chord in his breast, endeavoured to excite this

poor burdened creature to cast off his load and offered

to assist him to do so : the oppressor then says :
' Don't

you hsten to that fellow who incites you to sedition against

the present order of things, for he is only a meddler and
an agitator,' and the oppressor will finish up with the

sentiment, ' your interest and mine are identical.' Now,"
exclaimed Mr. Lloyd George, " that is the case here, with

this not unimportant distinction—that the working man
in this country has to carry upon his shoulders not one,

but a multitude. He has to bear up the landlord, the

parson, the pensioner, the plutocrat—the whole host of

them. I am not at all surprised that the poor fellow's

back is bent and his frame broken many a long year before

he has run his allotted course."

In the course of a speech at Pwllheli—another of the

constituent towns in the Carnarvon Boroughs—^he told with

dramatic effect the story of Palissy, the Huguenot potter :

how the great inventor, having spent his all and exhausted

his credit, denuded his home of its furniture and his house

even of its roof rafters to feed the ever-greedy flames, and
how at last the patient endurance and the ungrudging

sacrifice were amply rewarded by the discovery so long

sought for. " Something similar to the case of Palissy the

potter is that of Wales to-day, for she is exerting her

utmost endeavour to discover the means of securing civil

liberty and religious equality. In her search she is tried

in the fires of election after election. Her sons are called

upon to sacrifice something to attain to this end. One
might be called upon to lose his custom, another his day's

wage, a third perhaps his farm, and some may be called

upon to sacrifice—^if the giving up of so poor a thing de-

serves the name sacrifice—^the smiles and favours of some
great man like Sir John Puleston ; but, whether great or

small, each of us must sacrifice something before we gain

our ends. And our little country of Wales has sacrificed
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and is sacrificing much, but in the fires of the furnace

of the approaching General Election we can see the white

enamel of religious equaUty already beginning to ghtter.

Let not Welsh Nonconformists be disheartened. That for

which they have so long striven—^for which their fore-

fathers suffered and for which they made such great sacri-

fices—^is now almost within their grasp."

It is not surprising that so direct and thrilling an

appeal to the emotional sensibilities of a Cymric electorate

should prove irresistible. The knight and his blandish-

ments were swept off the board, and Mr. Lloyd George

was declared the victor by a majority of 196—^more than

tenfold greater than that of the previous contest. The
triumph was made the occasion of great rejoicing through-

out the constituency, and Mr. Lloyd George was escorted

along the ancient thoroughfares of Carnarvon by a torch-

light procession headed by a great banner with the in-

scription :
" The Victory of Young Wales.'

>>



CHAPTER V

THE REVOLT OF THE DISSATISFIED

The General Election of 1892 resulted in the triumph

of Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule policy, the combined
returns of the Liberal and Irish Members giving a majority

of forty over the Unionist Members. "It is much too

small," Mr. Gladstone is said to have exclaimed in his

chagrin, for, as Lord Morley testifies in his biography of

the famous statesman, he had counted on a majority of

a full hundred at least. Still, too small as it obviously

was for the practical purposes of effective legislation, it

was large enough to enable Mr. Gladstone to undertake

the task of forming a Government.

On the strength of the fact that of the thirty-four

ParHamentary representatives of the Principality, no fewer

than thirty-one had been returned as Liberal Members,

and consequently pledged to support Mr. Gladstone's

policy, there was a general expectancy that Wales would
be given special representation in the personnel of the new
Government ; while among the most prominent politicians

in Wales there were few who did not cherish the belief that

their country would even be honoured by one or more
of its representatives being elevated to Cabinet rank.

Speculation became rife in regard to the probable

appointments, and it is not without significance that in the

English Press, as in the vernacular Press of Wales, both

Mr. Tom Ellis and Mr. Lloyd George were " placed

"

by anticipation.

" It cannot be too often impressed on the English public

mind," remarked a leading London journal, " that the

88
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leading Welsh Nonconformist Members of Parliament are

not the narrow Puritans that Tory imagination paints.

Mr. Tom Ellis, for example, was one of the most popular
men of his year at Oxford, and has travelled greatly. He
has a taste for poetry, and can grow sentimental over a
Jacobite ballad, and few men can admire a landscape more.
Mr. Lloyd George, again, is probably one of the few Mem-
bers of ParHament who have read right through Gibbon's
' Dechne and Fall ' and Hallam's ' Constitutional His-

tory.' He also is so free from bigotry that he can follow

with genuine interest all important movements in the

Church of England and in the Church of Rome. He
reads, regularly each week, the Church Times, and he even
enjoys its perusal."

Great was the disappointment when it transpired that

Mr. Gladstone had been content to allot to Welsh repre-

sentatives only two places—and neither of them of first

rank—in the new Ministry. To Sir George Osborne Morgan
was given a sinecure, while Mr. Tom Ellis was made a

Junior Lord of the Treasury—a position which carried

with it the duties of second Whip. Notwithstanding the

prevalent feeling in the Principahty, as expressed in the

colurons of the Welsh Press, that Wales had not received

its due, there were not a few of the more ardent of Mr.

Tom Ellis's friends—among whom was Mr. Lloyd George—^who were smitten with serious misgivings over the

matter. While ready to welcome his appointment as a

well-merited recognition of marked capacity and as the

earnest of further advancement, they could not close their

eyes to the fact that of aU official positions that of a Govern-

ment Whip is, by the very nature of the duties, the most

fatal to independence.

It is not for a Whip to wait until independence flames

forth : he must needs quench even the smoking flax

;

and for that reason the aggressive spirits in Welsh politics

felt that in this official position Ellis's influence would
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thenceforth be one of restraint rather than of constraint

as in the past.

EUis, conscious of these misgivings, soUght to justify

his acceptance of the post. " My warm thanks for

your congratulations," he wrote in a private note to Mr.

E. W. Evans of Dolgelly.* " Of course," he added, " it

has been a matter of much consideration, and, as you will

have observed, there are some who are severely chiding

me. Having had Acland and Asquith in the Cabinet, the

one place which I was prepared to accept was the second

Whipship, because I believe that at this juncture I can

be most useful to Wales. T. P. O'Connor, in last week's

Sunday Sun, declared that the Chief Whip is, in this Parlia-

ment, next in point of importance to the Prime Minister.

Quietly I hope to push on Welsh questions substantially."

Mr. Lloyd George's disappointment over Tom Ellis's

decision was accentuated by a foreboding that, should

it so happen that the political interests of Wales were

found to clash with the exigencies of the Government,
EUis would not be in a position to enforce the demands
of the Principality.

On the eve of the General Election contest, one of the

local journals had referred to " his impetuous though not

always wisely directed insistence " as one of the most
salient of Mr. Lloyd George's characteristics, and added
that " not a few of his best supporters confidently anticipate

that the experience of years to come will supply whatever

deficiency of judgment and discretion may have been dis-

cernible in the past." It was this " insistence " on the

part of Mr. Lloyd George—this stubborn refusal of his to

acquiesce in any laissez-faire policy—that so often dis-

turbed and dismayed the old school of Welsh politicians

who had been long accustomed to settle on their lees.

* At that time the editor of the Goleuad, the official organ of the Welsh Cal-

vinistic Methodist body. I am indebted to Mr. Evans for permission to publish

the letter.—J. H. B.
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Reference has been made to the fact that prior to Mr.

Lloyd George's advent to ParHament the question of Welsh
Disestablishment had been largely a matter of shop-

window dressing for Liberal meetings in the Principality.

It adorned perorations ; it evoked popular enthusiasm

;

it never failed to call forth applause ; and there its utiUty

ended. It was Mr. Lloyd George's characteristic insist-

ence that transformed a party shibboleth into a stern

battle-cry, that crystallised evaporating emotion into

definite purpose ; and as the direct result of his propaganda

throughout the country, Welsh Disestablishment became
so dominant an issue in each of the Welsh constituencies

at the General Election that the people realised that their

demand for religious equality was in process of being

transformed into the concreteness of a Parliamentary Bill.

The General Election of 1892 had therefore a special

significance for Welshmen. Even the Home Rule issue

which Mr. Gladstone was then submitting to the arbitrament

of the British electorate was, in Wales, made subsidiary to

the question of Welsh Disestablishment. Welsh Liberals

were urged to support Mr. Gladstone's Irish policy on the

ground that in return for such support Wales would be

assured of a comprehensive scheme of Disestablishment;

and the net result of the contests served to demonstrate

the strength and eagerness of the Welsh demand for

religious equality.

Amid the general jubilation Mr. Lloyd George foresaw

the danger of the party managers robbing the triumph of

its purport, and contentedly assimilating the zeal and

sacrifices of the Welsh peasantry for mere party strength

in the division lobbies. His soul revolted at the prospect,

and his instinctive insistence asserted itself afresh.

" Wales has done remarkably weU in the last election,"

he declared at a meeting of his constituents at Conway

just as the last of the electoral returns were coming to

hand, " for it has not only returned thirty-one Liberal
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Members out of a total representation of thirty-four, but

the votes recorded for these Liberal Members are as two

to one when compared to those cast for the Conservatives.

Wales has achieved this in the teeth of unexampled diffi-

culties. Why has it been done ? It is very important that

Liberal statesmen should understand clearly why Wales

is so overwhelmingly Liberal at the present moment. It

is not to instal one statesman in power. It is not to

deprive one party of power in order to put another in power.

It has been done because Wales has by an overwhelming

majority demonstrated its determination to secure its own
progress. Wales has returned the men most in sympathy
with its needs, and with a determination to fight for its

rights. The Welsh Members want nothing for themselves,

but they must this time get something for our little country,

and I do not think that they will support a Liberal Ministry

—I care not how illustrious the Minister may be who leads

it—^unless it pledges itself to concede to Wales those great

measures of reform upon which Wales has set its heart.

Wales," he continued in a strain that reverberated

throughout the whole of the Principality, " has hved long

on promises. She has in hand a number of political I.O.U.'s

from the leaders of one or other of these great parties in

the State. One of these debtors is at the present time

in a position to take up the note, and Wales is in a splendid

position, by the exigencies of the electoral results, to insist

upon prompt payment. The question is : Will she permit,

or even encourage, her chief debtor to put her off with

an offer to renew the note, or shall she make it clear that

this time she is going to insist upon prompt cash, and
will absolutely give no further credit ? If instead of this

cash payment the Welsh Members accept a fresh I.O.U.,

or renew the promissory notes, or assent to any arrange-

ments for deferring the payment of a debt long overdue,

the country must regard them as unfaithful stewards and

deal with them accordingly."
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The Rhyl pledge, in spite of its long travail, had been
stillborn ; but with the installation of a Liberal Govern-
ment in power, Mr. Lloyd George was resolved that this

failure should in no way prove detrimental to his country-
men. His veneration for Mr. Gladstone, however, was
such as to stay his hand during the first months of the
new Ministry, and he contented himself with urging on
Welsh Nonconformists the duty of patience until the time
came for the development of events. " At present," he
declared, " the most effectual way to help Wales is by
silence. It may be that circumstances may occur which
will cause us to change our policy, but, until such circum-

stances arise, our policy must be one of waiting."

Early in the session of 1893 Mr. Asquith, as Home
Secretary, introduced a Suspensory Bill, which, designed

as it was " to prevent for a limited time the creation of

new interests in Church of England bishoprics, dignitaries,

and benefices in Wales and Monmouthshire," was readily

accepted by the Welsh Members as the official committal

of the Government to the wider issue of Disestablishment

and as a gratifying assurance of its determination to deal

comprehensively and finally with the whole question on
the lines demanded by the Welsh people.

" The Home Secretary," wrote Mr. Lloyd George in a

descriptive sketch of the occasion, "is regarded as holding

in the 1892 Parliament the position occupied by Mr.

Chamberlain in 1880 and 1885. It is on him that the

hopes of the Radicals are fixed. He was the very man to

introduce Disestablishment. He dehvered a very charac-

teristic speech—^lucid, resolute, thoroughly well-prepared,

without any dry or ponderous passages. He made an

important change in the plan of the measure. He had at

the outset intended to bring in a Bill for suspending

appointments to vacancies until the Church had been

disestablished. Such a step would have aroused strong

opposition. Instead of that, Mr. Asquith introduced a
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Bill which provided that no clergyman, after the passage

of the Bill into law, should have a claim to compensation

on being deprived of his curacy as the result of Parlia-

mentary legislation—a far better idea, I think. It quite

took the wind out of the sails of the Tories. The speeches

which they had prepared were all directed against the

former proposal, and did not by any means hold good
in respect of the latter. The Welsh Members sat all in

a row, enjoying the fun and laughing at the statistics

prepared by the Bishop of St. Asaph."
In the course of this descriptive sketch Mr. Lloyd

George refers to the intervention of Lord Randolph Churchill

in the debate. " It is evident," he notes, " that Lord
Randolph is on the point of superseding Mr. Balfour in

the leadership. About a week ago he returned, after two
years' silence, to offer his services, as he said, to his party.

On that occasion he was so distressingly nervous that

every one felt that his nerves had become absolutely

shattered by illness, and everybody's sympathy readily

went out to him, for he is very popular among all parties.

With his characteristic doggedness and pluck, however,
he refused to yield to his nervousness. On Thursday he
weUnigh succeeded in casting off every trace of it, and
he spoke with all his old force and daring. His delivery

is better than that of Mr. Balfour, his voice is more melli-

fluent, and his gestures are more varied and more natural.

He has greater wit and a clearer insight into human nature.

He was certainly successful in raising the spirits of his

party for the first time that night. After him up jumped
the Grand Old Man. He spoke with more vigour and
vehemence than at any time in the course of the present

session. When he had spoken for about half an hour,

he bitterly reproached Lord Randolph for not having

left him another half hour. He gave Lord Randolph's

strictures short shrift, and his speech was the most radi-

cal that he has yet delivered on the subject. This is
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the general feeling among his followers, and they are

proud of the fact."

Notwithstanding all this, there was no perceptible

approach to the consummation of Welsh Disestablishment.
" How are we to find a way out of this maze ? " inquired

Mr, Lloyd George in a disquieting note in June 1893.
" Mr. Gladstone says, ' By being patient ' ! For my part,

I shall be quite satisfied if we get Disestablishment next
year."

The Welsh Members, patient as they were, began to

grow suspicious of the intentions of the Government,
and to harbour an uneasy feeling that the Suspensory

Bill had been introduced, not as a first instalment of a

comprehensive measure, as they had imagined, but rather

as a mere sleeping draught. This led Mr. Lloyd George

to initiate a formal communication from the Welsh Mem-
bers to Mr. Gladstone, reminding him that the Newcastle

programme—" the official charter of Liberal policy at the

last General Election "—conceded to the Welsh demand
a second place in the schedule of grievances calling for

treatment at the hands of the Liberal Party. The memorial

referred to " the disquieting rumours " that the Govern-

ment intended to postpone the consideration of the Welsh

Church question until such measures as the Parish Councils

Bill and the London Equalisation of Rates Bill had been

disposed of. " Such a displacement of our cause," declared

the memorial, " would be productive of the gravest conse-

quences. It would result in the loss of several seats

in Wales, and in weakness and defection in our own
ranks."

To this communication Mr. Gladstone was content to

point out that " the Newcastle dehberations announced

no plan with regard to the order of business beyond the

express declarations which may have been contained in

them." So unsatisfactory a reply served to evoke from

the Welsh Members a further and a stiffer communication
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reminding the Liberal leader of the hitherto unswerving

loyalty of Wales to the Liberal Party, but that such devo-

tion would be seriously imperilled unless the Government
placed in the foreground of its programme for the follow-

ing session not a preliminary but a final and complete

measure for the Disestablishment and Disendowment of

the Church in Wales.

Mr. Gladstone now discerned the red light of danger,

and he hastened to mollify the Welsh Members with the

assurance that " at the first moment when deliberations of

reasonable solidity on the subject of priority become
possible, we shall approach the question with the firm

intention so to handle it amidst competing and conflicting

claims as to avert whatever may threaten to deprive Wales
of the advantage attaching to the position she has acquired."

It was left to Mr. Lloyd George to emphasise the signi-

ficance of this assurance. " A Welsh Disestablishment

Bill," he declared on a public platform in Wales, shortly

after the receipt of Mr. Gladstone's communication, " will

be through the House of Commons next year, or the Liberal

Ministry will not be there." This declaration was enthu-

siastically endorsed both by Liberal organisations through-

out the Principahty and by the assemblies of the leading

Nonconformist bocUes. Drastic resolutions supporting the

policy thus adumbrated were adopted at public meetings

and by representative conferences with an unbroken

unanimity.

The next move lay with Mr. Gladstone, and Welsh
opinion was very much exercised in regard to its

probable direction. He had been heard to say that,

so far as he was concerned, the Liberal programme
contained only one single item of importance—^that of

Irish Home Rule ; and that he regarded that as almost,

if not altogether, his sole link with public life. Moreover,

there was a feeling in Welsh political circles that Mr.

Gladstone's predilection for the Anglican Church would.
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at the crucial moment, so project itself as to distort the

seriousness of the issue.

All speculation in regard to the veteran statesman's
attitude ended with his dramatic and imexpected retire-

ment from the Premiership early in the following session.

With Lord Rosebery's advent to the leadership, and, still

more, with the appointment of Mr. Tom EUis to the

responsible position of Chief Whip—an appointment hailed

throughout the Principahty with the greatest joy—the

hopes of Welsh Nonconformists were given a fresh impetus

;

for never in their poUtical history had the auspices been
so favourable : the long period of sore travail was at last

passing away and the hour of deUverance was at hand.
But once again there was only disillusionment, for when
the new Ministry issued its legislative programme for the

session it was found that Welsh Disestabhshment was
given all but the last place in point of order. As Mr.

Lloyd George pointed out, although it had been given
second place in the Newcastle programme, it came barely

tenth in the Government plan.

In their natural anxiety to learn the intentions of the

Government, the Welsh Members approached Sir William
Harcourt, who was at that time the leader of the House

;

but to their entreaties for information he turned a deaf

ear : he declined to specify any definite date for the

introduction of the Welsh Bill or to give any pledge in

regard to its progress. Mr. Lloyd George refused to accept

this haughty and repellent attitude meekly. He re-

minded his Welsh colleagues of their decision in the previous

session to wdthhold their support from the Government
unless definite and satisfactory assurances were forthcoming

regarding the Disestablishment Bill, and, in view of the

refusal of the Government to give the desired undertaking,

he urged them to act on that resolution.

To his chagrin he found that, notwithstanding all the

threats and phihppics in which the Welsh Members had
3—

H
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indulged, only three of them were prepared to join in put-

ting their heroic resolutions to the test of action. These
were Mr. Herbert Lewis, Mr. Frank Edwards and Mr. D. A.

Thomas ; and their decision was all the more noteworthy
when it is remembered that, with one exception, they, in

common with Mr. Lloyd George, held their seats by the

narrowest of margins.

From Westminster Mr. Lloyd George hied back to

Wales, not only to explain to his constituents but to

justify his action in thus instigating a revolt against

the Government among his colleagues. " Just now,"
he declared in a speech at Carnarvon, '' the character

of the Welsh nation is at stake. Are we to go to the

Government in a humiliating spirit and say that we
have transgressed, and that we only meant to frighten,

after the manner of Sir Andrew Aguecheek, in one of

Shakespeare's plays, who, after making a challenge,

cowered when he found his opponent was ready to stand

his ground ? Have we, as a nation, enough firmness to

face difficulties ? If not, then we are not worth fighting

for. We must rely upon our strength, for the English

people are not in earnest. They are inclined to regard

the Welsh as mere parasites. Mr. Gladstone on one

occasion remarked that we are, as a people, too sheep-

like. Is it not true that there is some force in his observa-

tion ? We have followed the Liberal Party whichever

way it has gone. The Welsh people have patience and
forbearance—no other nation has exhibited these qualities

in a larger measure. But the time has now come for us

to show that we have also boldness in facing difficulties.

Hitherto the people of Wales have had nothing but promis-

sory notes at the hands of the Government. It is high

time that we had cash down. I confess that I am not

prepared to renew the bill except on one consideration

—

namely, that it be paid on its next presentation."

The Carnarvon meeting was followed by an equally
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enthusiastic gathering in Bangor, at which Mr. Lloyd

George reminded his constituents that the traditional

loyalty of Wales to the interests of Liberalism had hitherto

brought to the Welsh people nothing but contempt. " The
Liberal Party in the past/' he exclaimed in caustic tones,
" had but to whistle and off we scampered, until we were

breathless with running in its service. When famished

for the want of an occasional bone to keep up our Liberal

strength, we might bark a little, but we had only to be

brought face to face with our Liberal masters and we
skulked back to our kennels Hke a pack of whipped curs."

With a unanimity equalled only by the spontaneity of

its expression, Mr. Lloyd George's constituents approved

of his action and ralUed to his side ; and, thus strengthened,

he, accompanied by his three fellow-revolters, set out on

a tour through Wales for the purpose of justifying the

determining motive of their action. The pilgrimage

rapidly developed into a crusade, and in town after town
they were enthusiastically hailed by great crowds as

national heroes. Wherever meetings were held, whether

open to the pubhc or restricted to district delegates, the

result was invariably a unanimous endorsement of the

independent action taken by the four.

At the outset the quartet of Independents were sub-

jected to a running fire of adverse criticism, and even of

ridicule, at the hands of English Liberals, who, however,

were not a little concerned at the rupture of even so small

a portion of the slender ] ajority on which the existence

of Lord Rosebery's Ministry depended. But these gibes

found no echo within the borders of Wales—not even

among the older school of Welsh politicians, who were

inclined to shake their heads over the revolt as the embodi-

ment of a poHcy that drastically cut athwart their tradi-

tional and lifelong devotion to the cause of the Liberal

Party. They knew that it was not within the power of

any four living men to divert within the short space of a
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fortnight the whole current of a nation's poUtics, as Mr.

Lloyd George and his three coli«-.igues had succeeded in

doing in Wales, unless such men had first got into touch

with the source of the nation's hopes and purposes. They
were quick to see that the revolt was not, as the party

managers at Westminster were inclined to think, a some-

what petulant outbreak of the moment, nor was the

remarkable outburst of popular enthusiasm which it had
evoked throughout the Principahty to be explained in

terms of the personal popularity of the four Members.

There were many who welcomed the revolt as a healthy

reaction against that tyranny of mere party interests

which invariably reduces political individuality to a Hfe-

less uniformity. " This is the first occasion on which any
of the Parhamentary representatives of Wales have shown
real grit," observed a leading Welsh journal in reference

to the action of the Independents, " and we are proud that

it has taken place, for it is the first time that a British

Government has been indented with lusty blows from a

Cymric quarter."

Although twenty-seven of the Welsh Members were

standing loyally by the Government, the remarkable

demonstrations throughout the Principality made it abun-

dantly clear that these loyalists were as generals forsaken

by the main body of their army. Therein lay the signi-

ficance of the situation. It was the upheaval of 1868

that broke the Tory tradition' of Wales and that swept

the Welsh people into the < bit of Liberalism. Who
could tell but that the revoL of these four Members,
utterly insignificant though it appeared from the per-

spective of Westminster, might not mark the thin end

of a wedge which would bring about another disruption

severing the Principality from its adhesion to the Liberal

cause ?

From the moment when the suspicions of the Welsh

Members were aroused as to the attitude of the Govern-
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ment towards Disestablishment, every endeavour was made
to enlist the open approval and support of Mr. Tom Ellis.

It was maintained that the demand for immediate action

was but the fruition of ideas which he had strenuously

advocated in the early stages of his Parhamentary career ;

and if his adhesion could be secured his prestige was such

as would largely determine the attitude of his countrymen.

Accordingly, pressure was brought to bear upon him to

subordinate all considerations of his official position to

the stem demands of the moment, but the attitude of Ellis,

as shown by his letters, was severely cautious and critical.

" I think your terrible telegram was wired rather

hastily," he wrote early in February 1893, to one of the

most zealous supporters of the revolt.* " The session is

not yet three weeks old. We have repelled six or seven

votes of censure and got a first reading of the Home Rule

Bin. To-morrow we shall have Registration, and Thursday

the Welsh Suspensory Bill (which is far more drastic in

its operation than people imagine), and we are winning

by-elections. It is true that Gladstone has had, and will

have, to be pressed, but that is a necessity of the political

situation. The Cabinet generally is terribly go-ahead,

and even the most uncompromising Liberationist can well

understand the care and feeling of an old statesman and

churchman of eighty-three. I do not underrate the critical

position we as Welsh Members are in. I never have. But

I think that we should not get hysterical. The Tories

will fight Welsh Disestablishment far more fiercely than

they have ever fought Home Rule."

Replying to a suggestion that he should withhold his

support from the Government vmless satisfactory assur-

ances were forthcoming in regard to a Welsh Church Bill,

EUis wrote a week later : "No consideration whatsoever

would induce me to vote against the Home Rule Bill or

* The Rev. Gwynoro Davies of Barmoutli, to whom I am indebted for the use

of these letters.—J. H. E.
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to abstain. I have known Asquith's strength and in-

tention, and I never gave way to the panic about the

so-called ' betrayal.' I heartily took part in the pressure

on the Government. That very likely will have to be

exercised again whenever a move forward in the midst of

conflicting claims will have to be made."

But while he had turned a deaf ear to the importunities

of the impatient, Ellis was not blind to the significance of

the growing agitation. With his hand on the political pulse

of the Principality, he saw in the popularity of the revolt the

unmistakable manifestation of a deep-seated disaffection,

and he realised that grave complications would result from

the defection of the four Welsh Members unless steps

were taken to deal with the situation and to redress the

grievance. The Government therefore, on the advice of

Ellis, decided to introduce forthwith a Welsh Disestab-

lishment Bill, while Lord Rosebery, in the course of an
important speech at Birmingham, went out of his way
to give a definite assurance that the Government would
pass the Bill through all its stages in the Commons before

they prepared to make a fresh appeal to the electorate.

This declaration was justly hailed by Mr. Lloyd George
as a vindication of the course adopted by himself and
his colleagues.

" Our movement," he wrote, at the time, to one of

his loyal supporters, " has been adversely criticised by
those whose political courage ends with a threat and
whose national faith does not carry them beyond the

life of a single government. But, whilst these critics were
prophesying disaster as the only result of persevering

with the revolt, what happened ? The fact will always
remain that it was subsequent to the date of that revolt,

and after its success in Wales had become evident, that the

Premier gave a succession of pledges with regard to the

future of Disestablishment which the combined endeavours

of the Welsh Members had utterly failed to elicit from the
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Government prior to that protest. This fact constitutes a

complete vindication of the wisdom and opportuneness of

our stand."

The Bill was introduced in a trenchant speech by Mr.

Asquith on Thursday, April 26th, and, after a full day's

tournament, in which leading politicians on both sides of

the House took part, the debate was adjourned, on the

motion of Mr. Lloyd George, until the following Monday.
The respite afforded him an opportunity for the prepara-

tion of a convincing statement of the Welsh demand,
and he made full use of it, with the result that he held

a crowded House in close attention with a speech

which displayed all the characteristic excellencies of his

oratory. At the outset he marshalled an effective array

of startling statistics with which he refuted the claim

made by the Opposition that the Established Church

in Wales was increasing in a greater ratio than Welsh
Nonconformity. Then, in passages of passionate declama-

tion, the speech developed into a fervid vindication of

Wales to the title and prestige of a nation, and it closed

with a glowing picture of the wrongs which Wales had
long suffered from the presence of an ahen Church in its

midst. He assured the House that he would not willingly

offend any man in the matter of his creed, and he was
ready to believe that the Church of England had exer-

cised a beneficial influence on the destinies of the English

race ; but it was for him to speak as a Welshman of what

the Anglican Church had been in Wales, and he did not

hesitate to say that she had been the enemy of the common
people. She had betrayed the people whose spiritual

interests were committed to her charge by endeavouring

to stamp them out as a nationality from amongst the

nations of the Empire. She had betrayed the religion of

which she was the sole exponent in Wales by bringing

disgrace upon its authors, and he strongly protested

against the postponing of projects for the amelioration of
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the condition of the Welsh nation for the purpose of ex-

tending exceptional indulgence to an Establishment the

priesthood of which, during their whole career, had simply

had one long record of betrayal of that nation's highest

interests.

Mr. Balfour, the leader of the Opposition, deemed it

necessary to follow, and to devote the greater part of

his remarks to the scathing strictures of " the exponent
of Welsh Nonconformity," as he described the Member
for Carnarvon, whom he severely rebuked for the bitter-

ness of his attack upon the Established Church.

The Manchester Guardian, in the course of a leading

article on the following day, emphasised the real signi-

ficance of Mr. Lloyd George's invective. " Mr. Lloyd
George's speech," it declared, " will be a revelation to

most Englishmen of the unsuspected depths of passionate

animosity entertained by the Welsh masses for the EngHsh
Church in Wales. The temper may be bitter and it may
be unjust, but it clearly exists in formidable strength,

and it is a good thing that Englishmen should be left under
no illusion on that point. There may be reasons for

maintaining the Anglican Establishment in Wales, but
there is against it at all events this reason, that it is a

source of fierce resentment and exasperation to the majority

of Welshmen. Like all Celtic peoples, like all people who
have had a hard struggle to resist absorption, the Welsh
have long memories, and their indictment against the

Church goes back for eight centuries or more."







CHAPTER VI

THE "YOUNG WALES" MOVEMENT

The revolt of the four Welsh Members achieved a greater

result than its immediate purpose of forcing the Govern-

ment to action. It created anew the sterner spirit of Welsh
pohtics, the determination to subordinate mere party con-

siderations to the higher interests of Cymric nationahty.

Mindful of the inherently volatile character of Celtic

emotion, Mr. Lloyd George was extremely anxious that

this new spirit should not be allowed to evaporate with

the tactical victory at Westminster, but should rather

be crystallised into definite action and organisation, and

thus be made a permanent influence in the political

development of the Welsh people, for he cherished the

hope that, after the. manner of the great democratic

upheaval of 1868, the revolt would mark the beginning

of a new and fruitful era in the pohtical welfare of the

nation.

It is well to recall that some years prior to his election

to Parliament—^indeed, in his first pohtical speech in the

Carnarvon Boroughs—Mr. Lloyd George had urged the

necessity of an Independent Welsh Party which, while in

general adhesion to the Liberal Party, should have un-

fettered freedom for any independent action that the

exigencies of the Parliamentary situation might show

to be advisable in the special interests of Wales. " Ex-

perience," he declared on that occasion, " proves that we

cannot redress the grievances of Wales except on the lines

of a distinct and independent Welsh Party."

His later experience as a Member of Parhament served

105
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to confirm his early views. Indeed, he had not been

long at Westminster before he sought to put his precepts

into practice, for at one of the periodical meetings of the

Welsh Members he formally proposed that they should

openly declare themselves to be a distinct political entity,

separate from, though not altogether independent of, the

Liberal Party as a whole. He urged upon his colleagues

the consideration that, if they really were a separate group,

as they professed to be, with their special appurtenances

of a sessional Chairman and of official Whips, after the

manner of the Irish Parliamentary Party, the time had
come when they should receive, both in the Commons and
in the country, recognition as such. But if, on the other

hand, they were not possessed of sufficient moral backbone

to take, when necessary, an independent course or to place

loyalty to Welsh nationality above and before adherence

to English Liberalism, " then," he exclaimed, " let the

country know it and let us give over playing at independ-

ence in the privacy of our own Committee Room."
To be thus taunted by the youngest of their number

—

" the Benjamin of the Welsh Party," as Mr. Lloyd George

was described on one occasion by its Chairman—could not

but be an exasperating experience for the Welsh Members,

but they had become so inured to scornful references

as to be quite unaffected by them, even though one of their

own number publicly acclaimed " the appropriate signifi-

cance " of the epithet of the " White Feather Brigade "

which had been contemptuously flung at them.

The appeal was futile, and Mr. Lloyd George in-

tuitively looked to the Welsh hills, remembering that

his ideal of an independent Welsh Party could only be-

come actualised by the demand and decree of the people

themselves.

The revolt had now opened the way for this realisation

of the political salvation of Wales. " Hitherto," he de-

clared at a meeting of his constituents at Bangor, " Welsh
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support has fetched nothing in the poUtical market, and
it is time in the interests of Wales to initiate a new pohcy."
He reminded his audience on a later occasion that, so far

from this being a new theory or a recent discovery on his

part, he had advocated its necessity on his first appearance
on a pubUc platform at Bangor, and he justly claimed that

he had since urged it both in and, as he put it, occasionally

out of season. " I do not believe in a national pohcy,"

he declared,
'

' which is merely a matter of resentment

towards Liberalism. When we have a quarrel with the

Liberal leaders it is suggested that we should punish

them by becoming Nationalists ; but when we have
patched it up with them, we are to show our contrition

by abandoning our independence. That is child's play.

I do not believe in a policy which you start in a huff and
drop in a hurry. Let us discuss it on its merits in moments
of calm, when dehberation is possible. That is why I

have chosen the present time for laying before the country

my humble arguments for a bold and independent national

policy."

He made no secret of it that the policy which appealed

to him was that of the Irish Party, with its freedom and

readiness to take full advantage of the kaleidoscopic

changes in the pohtical situation for striking a profitable

bargain solely in the interests of Ireland with whatever

Party that happened to be in power.
" If anyone suffers from the obstruction of the reactionary

forces represented in the House of Commons," he declared,

" it is the Celtic nationalities of this kingdom. The orders

of England are promptly attended to." At the same time

he laid stress on the significance of the fact that of the three

Celtic nationalities there was one that " even shot ahead

of England herself in the number of drastic and compre-

hensive measures which it has succeeded in forcing from

the Imperial Parliament ; and that nationality," he added

in explanation of its phenomenal success, " is the only one
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of our three Celtic peoples which has organised and
drilled the whole of the progressive forces in city and
hamlet into one compact league, inspired and propelled

by the spirit of patriotism." Therein lay the secret of

Ireland's success. Behind the serried ranks of her Parlia-

mentary representatives lay an organisation which, com-
prising as it did the great mass of her populace, so deter-

mined and dominated the policy of the Party at West-
minster as to make it a true and vivid reflection of the

sentiments of the Irish proletariat.

Attracted by these virile and democratic features of

the Irish system, Mr. Lloyd George was bent on making
it the model of his plans for ridding the Parliamentary

representation of Wales of its inchoateness. Accordingly he

urged the paramount necessity of mobilising the political

forces of the Principality into one strong homogeneous
organisation which should play as big and as decisive a

part in politics as the National League in Ireland.

It will be remembered that, some time prior to his

advent to Parliament, Mr. Lloyd George had striven for

the fusion of the two leading pohtical organisations in

the Principality—the North Wales Liberal Federation

and the South Wales Liberal Federation—^into one central

body to be known as the Welsh National League. But
notwithstanding the force and reason of his arguments,

he failed in his purpose. Vested interests were too deeply

rooted to be torn up, and the two separate organisations,

with their plethora of officials and committees, were left

to cumber the ground.

Profiting by that early experience, and mindful of

the fossilised character of the two existing Federations,

he resolved on the creation of a new organisation which

should be free from their inherent weaknesses. He
stipulated that this new League should be broad-based

upon the national unity of Wales " with no division into

North and South Wales, with its distracting and dividing
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influences, but a united Wales." The distinctiveness of

this new organisation was reflected in its appellation,

"'Cymru Fydd,"* while the comprehensiveness of its purpose
was manifested in a series of definite objects comprising
the conservation of the national individuahty of Wales, the
furtherance of special legislation on national lines, the

preservation of the Welsh language with the cultivation

of native literature, art and music, and also the pro-

motion of the return to Parliament of Members definitely

pledged to support the policy of the League.

Mr. Lloyd George was careful not to overlook the

cardinal fact that, however well designed the mechanism
of an organisation may be, it must inevitably fail in its

purpose without effective motive-power. He therefore

urged that, if the new organisation was to captivate

the interest and support of Wales at large, it should

make a direct appeal to the inmost heart of the people.
" And where," he inquired, " wiU you find that except

in the unifying and inspiring claims of common patriot-

ism ? There has been no national movement in Europe

during the present century which has accomphshed great

things for its nations that has not had its origin in

patriotism, and derived its impulse from the same source.

We behold races everywhere prostrated in abject despair,

raised to the highest level of a self-respecting and powerful

people by means of the same power. The spirit of patriot-

ism has been like the genii of Arabian fable. It has burst

asunder the prison doors and given freedom to them that

are oppressed. It has transformed the wilderness into a

garden, and the hovel into a home. It has helped to drive

away poverty and squalor, and brought riches and happiness

in its train. It has raised the destitute into potentates,

and bent monarchies to its will. Now this is the mighty

spirit which has wandered homeless and ainalessly amongst

our hills. Let us requisition the powerful aid of a force

* The Welsh equivalent for the phrase " Young Wales."
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which has done so much for our fellow-men in other countries.

That is why we are endeavouring to make this new move-

ment a patriotic rather than a party one."

Like his compatriot Tom Ellis, Mr. Lloyd George had
read with avidity the nationalistic writings of Mazzini and

of Thomas Davis, and had caught the glow of the idealism

reflected in the " Young Italy " and the " Young Ire-

land " movements. Infected with Mazzini's faith in youth

as the best apostolate in a nation's cause, Mr. Lloyd George

directed his attention and his appeal to the youth of Wales ;

and it was he who first coined the suggestive phrase
" Young Wales" as the watchword of the new movement.

With Mr. Lloyd George, a concept is not long cher-

ished before he seeks its realisation ; and the ideal of

" Young Wales " was no exception. He followed up the

inception of the movement with a crusade throughout

the Principality to proclaim, with aU the fervour of a friar,

the new evangel of Welsh NationaUsm. " We must be

true to our nationality," he declared in speech after speech,

" for the lesson that Welsh patriotism has to teach us is

that we cannot be good men unless we are good Welshmen
to start with. We may admire England to our heart's

content, but let us not mimic it. The first and foremost

article in our creed should be fidelity to our own country

and our people. There have been men in the past who
gladly sacrificed everything they had for Wales. It is only

when the whole nation is possessed by the spirit of their

high example that we shall make any real progress. We
who are young men on the threshold of manhood—^in full

possession of the faculties and energies with which Provi-

dence has endowed us—are entitled to ask whether our

time must be frittered away like that of our forefathers in

a policy of vain expectation for the good that is coming

to our country, or whether we should not at once bend our

whole vigour and strength to the task of freeing her from

all oppressions, so that when the time comes for us to be
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gathered to our fathers, we shall carry into the tomb not

a wreath of faded hopes, but trophies of real victories

which we have helped to win for the freedom, the honour
and the greatness of the little land we all so cherish."

It needs no touch of imagination to depict the thrilUng

effect of such eloquent appeals upon the emotions of a people

proverbially susceptible to the charms of oratory. The
heart of Wales was stirred as, hitherto, it had been stirred

only by the great princes of its pulpit.

In one district where the Liberal Association had, as

the result of political apathy, fallen into a state of utter

desuetude, over a thousand were enrolled as members of

the "Cymru Fydd," while at the close of a meeting ad-

dressed by Mr. Lloyd George in an industrial village

where the local Liberal Association had only been able

to muster an attendance of sixteen even for so important

a task as that of selecting a Parliamentary candidate,

no fewer than seven hundred members were secured for

the new organisation. And these personal triumphs were

repeated in every part of the land.

The phenomenal success of the movement aroused

the resentment of the whole official retinue of the Federa-

tions, and this found expression in open hostility. Mr
Lloyd George was depicted as a pohtical iconoclast, and

even the disinterestedness of his motives was called in

question. The cleavage rapidly widened into conflict

in the Press and on the public platform. On the one

side were ranged the younger men, ardent in their

devotion to Mr. Lloyd George as their leader and hero,

and eager in their desire to secure the subversion of a system

under which a nation's politics had been left to degenerate

into a souUess mixture of caucus and party shibboleth

;

while on the other side were the older men to whom the

Caucus was a veritable Ark of the Covenant, the repository

of honoured traditions and a sacred link with the past.

The young leader was quite undeterred by this oppo-
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sition. " Do you intend to have an Independent Welsh
Party," inquired a Parhamentary pressman of Mr. Lloyd

George, just at that period. " Certainly," was his immediate

and emphatic reply, " that is our aspiration—a ' Young
Wales ' Party with ' National ' motives. You will find it an

accomplished fact after the next General Election. The
idea of Nationality," he added, •' is a vigorous and grow-

ing one, and, as a compact band, we shall get our wants
promptly attended to by the Liberal Party, in addition

to being able to squeeze the Tories when in office."

" And your distinctive platform ? " queried the inter-

viewer.
" Disestablishment first and foremost ; that question

is the battle ground upon which our very existence as a

nation has been challenged. It must therefore be decided

first. Then Land Reform must come—a most pressing

subject. Finally, Local Veto and Home Rule for Wales.

All Liberal measures, as you will perceive, to none of which
the Liberal Party is in the abstract hostile."

Lord Rosebery's assurance regarding the Welsh Dis-

establishment Bill naturally gave great delight to those who
were so strongly opposed to Mr. Lloyd George's projects.

They claimed that this pledge rendered all independent

action utterly unnecessary, but to this Mr. Lloyd George

retorted :
" The ' Cymru Fydd ' movement and the proj ect

for the formation of a Welsh National Party will not be
affected at all by Lord Rosebery's declaration. Even
granting that the Welsh Bill passes the two Houses of

Parliament in the next session, the necessity for a national

organisation for the advancement of Welsh national

interests would still be as pressing as ever. Disestablish-

ment is only the first, and by no means the greatest, of our

national questions that are awaiting solution. There is

Local Veto, Land Reform, Welsh Home Rule, and the

contemplation of a national system of education. But in

order to mature public opinion on these questions, and
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especially to enlighten English opinion on their importance,

we must organise ourselves into a National Party—not to

act in opposition to the Liberal Government, but in order

to ensure that that sectional pressure, which is always

being brought to bear on all Liberal Governments, should

not exclude Wales from her rights in the future as it has

in the past."

With a view of promoting the progress of the new
movement, a monthly periodical, entitled Young Wales,

was issued under the editorship of the present writer. The
first number made its appearance in January 1895, with

a glowing tribute to Mr. Lloyd George's leadership as its

outstanding feature. " It requires not the faculty of a

seer," wrote the editor, " to perceive that Mr. Lloyd George

is leading in a new epoch in the history of Wales. The youth
of our nation are rallying round his standard ; and he, in

turn, is consolidating their enthusiasm and energies, and
is stimulating their activities by inspiring them with the

glorious hope of ushering in for this grand old country of

Wales ' that golden age whose light is of the dawn.'
"

The glow of this editorial tribute found its full reflection

in the ardour of the homage rendered to Mr. Lloyd George

by the youth of Wales in every sphere and calling ; and

significant in the highest degree is the fact that nowhere

was the spell of his personality more obvious and potent

than among the students at the various colleges. " Grow
up, I beseech you," exclaimed Lord Rosebery in the course

of an address to the students of the University College

at Cardiff,* " under the auspices of this Young Wales of

which you speak and of this University which embodies

so much of the aspirations of Young Wales. Grow up to

love your country. Make your patriotism an honest, real,

heart-felt patriotism. Be inspired by a true enthusiasm

for what you believe in your heart and in your conscience

will serve your country."

In January 1895.

3—1
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A few months later the students at the University

College of Wales at Aberystwyth formed among themselves

a " Welsh National Society," * and their devotion to the

Young Wales movement was demonstrated by their action

in enthusiastically electing Mr. Lloyd George to the Presi-

dency of the Society.

Mr. Lloyd George showed his appreciation by favouring

the Society with a carefully prepared inaugural address

which, alike in the felicity of its phrase and the cogency of

its argument, constituted a brilhant exposition of the basic

foundation of nationality. As the address still retains

with undiminished force both its plea and appeal, some
of its most salient passages may here be cited. After

welcoming the formation of the Society as an earnest of

the desire and intention of the students to labour for Wales,

Mr. Lloyd George proceeded to say :

" In determining to associate yourselves for the

purpose of assisting in schemes for the amelioration

and elevation of Wales, you have proceeded wisely

in calling the spirit of nationality to your aid. In

endeavouring to operate upon a community for good
or evU, you must discover first the elements which

exercise the greatest influence upon its life and char-

acter. You are true to the highest scientific instincts

in recognising that there is nothing deeper or more
permanent than race. Our separate nationality ought

to be the starting point in the study of every Welsh
question. It is true that human nature is the same all

the world over. One man possesses every quality

which his neighbour enjoys, but you will find that

Nature has endowed one man with certain qualities

to such an extent as to give tone and bent to his whole

temperament. It is that predominance which con-

stitutes character, and anyone possessing the least

* Founded by the author of this work.
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tact must take this balance of qualities into account

if he wishes successfully to deal with that individual.

It is equally true of nations. We do not claim that

Welshmen monopolise any national gifts. Nor do

EngUshmen. Nevertheless in its distribution of

mental and moral gifts, Nature has been more prodigal

of certain faculties in endowing one nation, and of

different quahties in its equipment of the other, and
the pohtician must be tactless indeed who overlooks

this fact in appealing to a nation. By the formation

of this Society you show that you fully appreciate

the importance of recognising it as a basis of poUtical

action.

"But you have to contend with another objection

—that is, that while the existence of Welsh nationality

may be admitted, it is said the sooner it disappears

the better it will be for the coimtry. But is that so ?

I have a superstitious confidence in the prescience of

Providence in these matters. Welsh nationahty has

survived two thousand years in spite of every human
effort to crush out its vitaUty. The strongest govern-

ing forces in the world have successively attempted to

crush it, to coax it, and even to pray it out of existence.

The Roman, the Saxon, the Dane, the Norman, and
lastly, the race which is a blend of all, have waged
an intermittent warfare against Welsh nationahty for

twenty centuries, and stUl, after all, here we are

forming Welsh Nationalist Societies, estabUshing

Welsh Universities, and claiming the same measure

of Welsh national self-government as our forefathers

fought and died for hundreds of years ago. Have
you ever, in the course of your scientific studies, come
across anything which was created in vain ? Until

you do so, I advise you to beheve that Providence has

not made an exception in the case of Welsh nationahty.

Its strength shows no sign of decay nor any symptom
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of senility, and I will continue to believe that its vigour

has been fostered for the purpose of serving some
beneficent purpose in the elevation of the race which

is inspired by its influence. In thus forming a Welsh
National Society you are indicating your shrewdness

as men of the world by recognising the most patent

and potent agency in Welsh life. Above all, on
higher grounds, you are doing well to tread the path

to which the finger of Providence unmistakably

points.

" Now, admitting our separate nationality, it may
be asked—what has that to do with pohtics ? My
first answer is this : Racial characteristics affect,

even if they do not determine, the social condition

of a people. You simply have to take the land ques-

tion to realise this. England has suffered quite as

much from the fall of agricultural prices as either

Ireland or Wales. But that depression does not pro-

duce such acute symptoms in England as it has in

the other two countries. Why ? For the simple

reason that in Wales and Ireland you have to take

into account the Celtic temperament which has given

rise to the land hunger, which does not exist in England
at all. There is no part of the country which has been
smitten more severely by agricultural depression

than, let us say, Essex. But there, when the farmer

finds that he cannot profitably cultivate the soil, he

gives up his farm as soon as that has been made
reasonably clear to him. But that is not the case in

either of the other two countries. The Welsh and
Irish peasants pinch and starve themselves and their

families in order to cling to their homes. They
sacrifice everything to this mad craving for land,

which seems to be peculiar to the Celtic races.

" In Essex the farmer soon surrenders his farm
when he finds that it does not make roast beef and com-
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fort for him. In the West of Ireland the cultivators

of the land live on seaweed and potatoes, and even

after being reduced to that abject state. of poverty

they require a corps of police, backed up by a company
of hussars, to drive them out of their miserable hovels

with baton and sword. That in itself is a sufficient

illustration of the difference in the social condition of

the Celtic peasantry in both Ireland and Wales as

compared with that of the English tenant farmers.

And it is all a matter of race.

" Moreover, racial characteristics have a large share

in the moulding of the poUtical opinions of a people.

Anyone glancing at the political complexion of the

map of the United Kingdom cannot escape from this

conclusion. Lord Salisbury gloats over it, and Mr.

Chamberlain, in appeaUng to Enghsh audiences, makes
political capital out of it. The Celtic fringe is deeply

Liberal ; the Teuton is stohdly Conservative. And
just look at their respective attitudes towards

suggested reforms. The Celtic peasants in Wales
come before their Land Commission, and by an over-

whelming preponderance of voices ask for land courts,

fair rents, fixity of tenure, and! similar drastic reforms,

which would make him independent of his landlord.

The EngUsh agriculturists, on the other hand, go to

their Commission to ask for bi-metallism, a tax

on foreign com, and the hall-marking of foreign

goods. The Welsh workmen vote for a measure of

temperance reform, giving them the power to control

licences within a very limited scope, and this to the

Englishman is an undue interference with liberty.

The Welshman passionately and persistently claims

rehgious equahty in this country, but the great

majority of Englishmen regard it as an abomination

which they cannot for a moment tolerate.

" There is the most fundamental difference in their
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methods of approaching poUtical matters. This is

easily accounted for. Politics are very much a matter

of temperament. You can bring enough logic to

satisfy any ordinary mind of the reasonableness of

any side of political argument. It is the temperament
of men that determines the issues for them. That
is why racial characteristics possess such an influence

upon the predominant pohtical opinion of a nationality,

and they have a still greater indirect influence. They
fashion the habits, pastimes and the moral discipline

of a people. The man of the world of the Piccadilly

brand thinks he knows everything because he wears

the latest tie months before the despised Welsh
provincials learn there is any change in the fashion of

twisting it. For all that, the Welsh peasant, with

his vivid Celtic imagination, sees more of both heaven

and earth from his hill-sides than the shrewdest man
of the world can from his fog-enveloped club windows.

" What is still more, he possesses a more favourable

environment and temper for reflection upon what he
observes.

"England, it is true, has a great literature, and
I cast no doubt upon its popularity in that country. I

do not say that England has no great musicians, nor

do I doubt the love of her people for music. England
has great preachers and powerful religious organisa-

tions. But in Wales music and literature have been
for centuries, and still are, the pastimes of the people.

And as for religion, whilst in the great towns of Eng-
land you have 80 per cent, of the population outside

the walls of any and every religious association, in

Wales you have barely 30 per cent, at the outside.

All this must have its effect on the political views of

these respective nationaUties.
" Now, football may be a great institution in its way

for the development of the national muscle, and that
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is a laudable enough object, although I have never

yet known how your muscular strength is supposed

to be improved by standing, one out of 20,000, in a

sloppy field for hours to gaze at thirty men straining

theirs. Horse-racing is also a splendid institution for

the improvement of the national character. I take

that statement on trust. Mr. Chaplin says so, and he

ought to know, although I confess in all humility that

it has never yet been made quite intelligible to me what
particular national virtue is strengthened by attract-

ing crowds to stare at a parcel of half-starved jockeys

scampering madly round a fence. Still, I admit, for

the sake of argument, that the football field and the

racecourse are calculated to evolve a much finer

type of manhood than the Eisteddfod, the Cymanfa,*
and the Sassiwn.* That I am not at all concerned

to dispute now. All I say is, that it must be a very

different type, and in nothing has this been made
clearer than in the politics of the two races.

" My third answer is this : That patriotism is a

powerful incentive to unselfish action, and that in an

age when every motive power is pressed into the

service of humanity we ought not to neglect such a

beneficent agent for good. We have already seen

what it can do for the cause of education. It has built

and endowed three colleges—the pride of the land.

It has set up excellent secondary schools in every

town throughout the country. It has given us a

University which the heir of the greatest throne in the

world need not be ashamed to preside over. It has

in the course of a single generation raised a poor

country from the position of being the most imper-

fectly equipped with educational advantages in Western

Europe to that of a land whose educational institutions

are quoted by statesmen as models to emulate. If it

* The distinctive names applied to tlie great preaching festivals in Wales.

'
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can achieve so much in one branch of national en-

deavour, why not in others ? You have but to har-

ness it to the pohtical slow-coach, and it will soon

run it uphill.

" Military men, are, I suppose, the most Imperial-

istic, as far as their views are concerned, and yet there

is no class that so thoroughly recognises the importance

of local patriotism as an incentive to noble deeds. Sir

Colin Campbell, when he wished his Scotsmen to

storm a dangerous position, never appealed to those

Imperial instincts, which are supposed by Unionist

politicians to be the only safe and sure incentive to

right political exertion. He simply said, ' High-

landers, remember your hills !
' and they faced death

with shouts of triumph—all for the honour of those

beloved hills."

Like the bards of other days, Mr. Lloyd George thus

appealed to his countrymen in the true patriotic strain,

and thereby struck a chord that vibrated throughout the

land and found an echo in the heart of Young Wales.

Youth had been called to the work of regeneration : youth

answered with spontaneity and enthusiasm.

The 1895 session had been definitely ear-marked by
the Government as primarily a Welsh session, for, in accord-

ance with Lord Rosebery's assurance, the Welsh Bill was
to be expedited through all its stages in the Commons.
The National Liberal Federation signahsed its approval of

the arrangement by making Cardiff the venue of its annual

gathering, in the month of January, on the eve of the

new session.

A resolution in support of the Home Rule policy of

the Government was submitted to the assembled delegates,

and to Mr. Lloyd George, as the leading representative of

the Cymric people, was accorded the place of honour as

chief spokesman. He barely exceeded the fifteen minutes
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which were at his disposal, but within that time he charmed
the vast assembly, Saxon and Celt alike, with a speech

brimful of sparkUng humour, of brilliant imagery and of

thrilling eloquence. Mr. Tom ElUs, who was seated on
the platform, was in ecstasy as he kept ejaculating in his

native tongue, "Da iawn, fy machgen i, da iawn"*;
while Dr. Spence Watson leaned back in the chair, his face

beaming with delight.

The speech was an appeal to first principles, a clarion

call to a generation—^too ready to inquire after the price

of everything, but the value of nothing—to recognise the

elemental and sacred rights of nationahties. " We want
to develop a nation, not of beggars but of men," he ex-

claimed in ringing tones. " You may give Ireland har-

bours in every creek and fill those harbours with the finest

fishing fleets in the world. You may make tramways and

railways and roads over every Irish bog and hill-side, and

pave them, if you will, with British gold, but all will be

naught unless you give her the right to work out her own
salvation."

His triumph on that occasion was justly acclaimed

as one that few of England's greatest orators could have

achieved in similar circumstances, and Welsh hearts beat

proudly with the thought that the assembled delegates

would take back with them the memories of the magic

of Cymric eloquence.

Mr. Lloyd George, fresh from the Cardiff gathering,

set out for Westminster in eager anticipation of the im-

pending conflict over the Committee Stage of the Welsh

Bill. Already he had given an earnest of his own intentions

in a declaration that no greater mistake could be made
than to regard the moving of amendments in the Com-
mittee stage of a Bill as savouring, even in a shght degree,

of hostiUty to its fundamental principles. The Irish

Members had not hesitated to move amendments to the

* Very good, my boy, very good 1
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Home Rule Bill, and Mr. Lloyd George claimed the same
liberty of action over the clauses of the Welsh Bill. And
he lost no time in making good his claim.

Among the proposals embodied in the Government Bill

was one for the appointment of three Commissioners to

whom would be entrusted the administration of the

liberated tithe of Wales. Mr. Lloyd George stoutly

opposed such a proposal on the ground that it was an
intolerable insult to the manhood of Wales, and the insult

was aggravated by the announcement that two of the pro-

posed Commissioners were either Englishmen or Scotsmen,

both of them dubious Liberals, the only Welshmen being

a Tory, and all three Churchmen. He moved an amend-
ment, approved by the Welsh Members as a body, that

the property should be managed by a Welsh National

Council elected by the County Councils of Wales.

Mr. Asquith was, in Mr. Lloyd George's phrase, " at

first very stubborn," and he flatly refused to entertain

such a proposal. However, " as the result of a little

gentle pressure," as Mr. Lloyd George euphemistically

described his own unyielding determination to force the

amendment to a division, the Home Secretary was ul-

timately won over to its acceptance as an integral part of

the Bill. But ere the Committee stage of the Welsh Bill

could again be resumed the Government suffered defeat

in a division on the question of the supply of cordite,

with the result that Parliament was forthwith dissolved

and an appeal made to the country.

Once more Mr. Lloyd George found himself in the

throes of a bitter electoral contest. Never were his oppo-

nents so absolutely sanguine of victory as on this occasion.

All the omens were exceptionally favourable. A staid

section among the Liberals in the constituency were known
to be sore and sullen in respect of the revolt of the previous

year, and especially in regard to Mr. Lloyd George's action

in forcing upon the Liberal Government the acceptance
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of his amendment to the Welsh Bill. Moreover, the Con-

servatives had succeeded in persuading Mr. Ellis Nanney

—

confessedly their most doughty champion—again to come
forward to do battle for their cause.

A few months prior to the actual contest Mr. Lloyd
George himself seems to have been affected with the mis-

givings which prevailed in regard to the probable result,

even among the strongest of his supporters. " Even if

I were thrown out," he confided to an interviewer, " it

would not be such a dreadful thing. ParUamentary hfe

is not such an enjoyable position as all that."

With the first clash of controversy, however, he
" turned to his course as the horse rusheth into the

battle." The momentary misgiving vanished before his

inbred lust for battle. " The struggle," he assured his

supporters, " will be a severe one, but, personally, I do

not mind that. I do not beUeve that the prospect of a

stiff fight has yet cost me a night's sleep, and I am rather

glad than otherwise that my opponents have at last found

someone who has the heart to stand up for them and who,

moreover, is such a downright Tory. There is no mistake

about him. He is of the good old Church and Constitution

sort. One prefers fighting a man of that kind. The
issues are much more clearly defined, and there will be no
confusion in the mind of any elector as to what principles

he has to decide between. The Tory candidate belongs

to that favoured class of men who think that things, as

they are, are exactly as they ought to be. He finds this

world all right, and £iny change in it must necessarily be

for the worse. He is a squire, and so the Constitution

guarantees to him a heavy rent roll. That puts the present

world all right. The Church, as by law estabhshed,

secures for him spiritual consolation and counsel at some-

body else's expense, and that puts the next world all right

for him, so why should there be any change ? On the

other hand," he added, " I happen to hold the doctrine
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—a very revolutionary one, no doubt—that the men who
work and toil, the men upon whose labour the wealth,

the greatness and the very existence of the community
depend, ought, at any rate, to enjoy equal privileges

and opportunities with those whose sole service to their

generation is in the direction of a consumption of the
good things produced by the exertions of others."

Early in the contest Mr. Lloyd George found it necessary

to deal with what he termed " the floods of condemnation "

poured upon him for pressing his amendment in the Com-
mittee stage of the Welsh Bill, But he declared in clear

and unequivocal words that, so far from seeking pardon
or indulgence, he meant to stand or fall by such action.
" I decline to regard any Government, whether Liberal

or Tory, as if its decrees were the edicts of Providence."

In justification of his action, he predicted that the appoint-

ment of a National Council would be found to be an essen-

tial part of the administrative machinery of any Welsh
Disestablishment Bill in the future.

He based his appeal to the constituency for a renewal

of its trust, not merely on the score of his Parliamentary

record of five years, with its outstanding assiduity in

promoting the distinctive interests of Wales—an assiduity

which not even the most relentless of his opponents at-

tempted to gainsay—^but on the special services which

he would be able to render in the immediate future. For

in view of the general expectation of the return of the

Unionists to power, he took occasion to remind the electors

that Mr. Balfour had referred to the Welsh people in dis-

paraging terms and had flung at them the contemptuous

words de minimis non. " If I am returned to Parliament,"

declared Mr. Lloyd George, " I will undertake to be a thorn

in Mr. Balfour's side. I will bring Wales continually

under his notice until he is compelled to give us something,

if only for the sake of peace. If I have been sometimes

rather troublesome to a Liberal Ministry in the cause of
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Wales, I will be a hundred times more so to a Tory
Government."

Not in vain was the appeal made, for the returns of the

ballot box marked Mr. Lloyd George as the victor for the

third time. " If he had only retained the seat by a single

vote," declared the Manchester Guardian on the morrow
of the triumph, " it would have been an achievement of

which, under the circumstances, any candidate might have
been proud." But he retained it, not by one vote, but by
no less than 194, or only two votes below his majority at

the General Election of 1892. Mr. Lloyd George rightly

emphasised the special significance of this victory in such

difficult and untoward circumstances. " The reactionary

tide," he declared with exultation, " which has swept over

England has dashed in vain against the rocks of the Eryri.*

We have reason to congratulate ourselves not only because

we have been victorious, but also upon the fact that ours

is almost the only constituency in the country where a

Liberal majority has been maintained unimpaired."

Once more courage had carried him to a great triumph.

* The Welsh designation for the mountainous range of Carnarvonshire.



CHAPTER VII

A WIDER OUTLOOK

The advent of the Unionist Party to power at the General

Election of 1895 furnished Mr. Lloyd George with a new
perspective for a general survey of the political situation.

It was impossible to minimise the significance of the

disaster to the Liberal Party, marked as it was by the

sensational defeat of leaders like Sir William Harcourt

and Mr. John Morley. A rout so overwhelming was not

to be explained away as some phenomenon utterly un-

related to the exigencies of the opposing parties.

To Mr. Lloyd George there was no difficulty in putting

a finger on the real cause, which he declared to be the

unreasoning fear of " the predominant partner " in regard

to the possible dangers of giving Ireland the right of self-

government. Unionist spokesmen had succeeded in per-

meating the English electorate with the fear that Home
Rule for Ireland would inevitably lead to the dismember-

ment of the British Empire ; and so Mr. Lloyd George urged

that this fear should be allayed by the substitution of

a policy of Home Rule All Round as the main item in

the Liberal programme, pointing out that public feeling

in favour of a federal system of government would ripen

with such rapidity that it would provide the much-needed
solution of the Irish problem.

This espousal of the principle of Federal Home Rule

was no afterthought, begotten of the exigencies of the

Liberal Party in the day of disaster. As already indicated,

it figured as one of the cardinal principles of his poUtical

career, and he never missed an opportunity, either in or

126
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out of Parliament, for urging its adoption as a measure
of practical politics. Only some three months before the

General Election he seconded a motion in Parliament
in support of this principle. He pointed out then that,

under the existing system of centraUsation, and of con-

sequent congestion, it was impossible for the Imperial

Parliament to address itself adequately to the distinctive

needs and claims of the constituent nationalities of the

United Kingdom. As he expressed it, " It is not a case of

driving six but sixty omnibuses through Temple Bar."

He emphasised as a regrettable result of the present

system the fact that the smaller nationalities found it

necessary to revert to " something in the nature of lawless-

ness " before they could secure the attention of Parliament,

and in proof he cited the Crofters Bill, the Irish Land Bill

and the Tithe Bill. " I believe," he concluded, " in con-

ceding Home Rule all round, because by so doing we shall

be able to utilise the spirit of local patriotism. Honourable
Members opposite are too fond of pouring contempt upon
such a sentiment as a worthless and even a pernicious

one. But our military authorities discovered its value

long ago. Why, for example, has Wales been given her

own special troops ? Is it not because our men of action

realise that there is nothing that brings out the best and
most soldier-like qualities of their men Uke an appeal to

the fame of their own native land ? It serves to bring out

the most manly qualities of the men—their courage, self-

respect and readiness for self-sacrifice. What is true in

the warfare against foreign foes is equally true in the

warfare which we are waging against social evils."

But there was still another argument for thus broaden-

ing the basis of the Liberal policy of Home Rule ; and in

the calm which followed the electoral storm Mr. Lloyd

George found a favourable opportunity for urging afresh

upon his countrymen the tactical advantages of this

larger policy. To the October issue of Young Wales he
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contributed a special article on " National Self-government

for Wales," in the opening passages of which he set himself

the task of unveiling the contributory causes which had
led to the great Liberal rout at the polls. " These," he

wrote, " are to be found in the forces which have led to

the overthrow of every Liberal Ministry during the past

thirty years. In each case the fall has been due not so

much to defects or defaults of Liberal Ministers, but to

circumstances over which they had no control. One dom-
inating element in these disasters is what Lord Salisbury

designated the swing of the pendulum. This operation is

substantially confined to the English electorate. It is

a noteworthy fact that no such tendency appreciably

influences the decision of the Celtic constituencies of this

country. Election after election they record practically

the same vote. The Celt is Liberal in his politics because

he is Conservative in his temperament. The Englishman

beheves in changing Governments. He Ukes ' to give the

other side a try.' The Government in power may do well

or badly—their conduct scarcely controls the result in

England."

In his general diagnosis Mr. Lloyd George emphasised

the fact "that much of the legislation promoted by Liberal

statesmen, although adapted to the needs and demands of

the Celtic nationalities, has been in advance of EngUsh
opinion. On the other hand. Liberalism has been occa-

sionally punished because the policy of its leaders has been

too tardy and timid and even reactionary to satisfy Celtic

wishes and wants. In these cases the Liberal leaders were

not altogether blameable. They had to attune their

statesmanship to suit the English ear." Mr. Lloyd George

justly acknowledged that the Liberal Ministry of the pre-

vious Parliament had made the most strenuous efforts to

fulfil its pledges to the various sections in the ranks of its

supporters. " Never has Parliament sat so long and so

continuously as in the sessions prior to the last General
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Election. Never had such a potent and resolute Oppo-
sition to be encountered. Never had Ministers adopted
such drastic measures to overcome resistance. But all in

vain ! Because the Opposition has all along received the

active approbation and encouragement of EngUsh public

opinion. All these troubles have but one common origin.

The Celt and the EngUshman are at cross purposes. This

diversity of opinion on pohtical, social and religious

questions, instead of disappearing, widens as the years

go by, until it has at last produced a state of things in-

tolerable to the Celt and inimical to the goodwill which
ought to exist between the various nationahties con-

stituting this United Kingdom."
Turning to the matter of remedy, he dismissed the

suggestion for the abolition of the House of Lords as one

that did not meet the exigencies of the case. " That
Chamber does not count for much when the democracy
is united in any resolve." Proposals for the reform

of Parliamentary procedure he also set aside as too in-

adequate a remedy. " The real evil arises from the

utter impracticabnity of setting up a single Legislature

which will satisfy the requirements of both Celt and
Teuton. When the Imperial Parhament is Conserva-

tive, the demands of the Celt are voted down. When
it is Liberal, England niust be attended to, and the Celt,

who has so many arrears to dispose of, finds that either

England is not ripe on these questions, or, before their

turn for treatment arrives, she has changed her mind and
either rendered impotent or dismissed the Liberal Ministry

before a tithe of the poor Celt's wrongs have been even so

much as looked at. It thus comes about that, although

Wales has been praying for Disestablishment, Temperance

Reform and Land Reform for at least five General Elections,

she seems at the present moment to be another fifteen

years removed from a settlement of most, if not all, of

these questions at the hands of the Imperial Parliament.

3—

J
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It must, therefore, be perfectly obvious that no self-

respecting nationality can possibly tolerate such a state of

things without making a strenuous effort at redress."

Mr. Lloyd George insisted that the only practical

remedy for this outstanding grievance of the Celtic com-
munities was to be found " in some system of Federalism

which confers upon each separate nationality the right

to manage its own domestic affairs. This has the advan-

tage of going straight to the source of all the trouble.

Neither foreign policy, nor the hostility of other nation-

alities, nor the necessity of dealing with the affairs of

a colonial Empire can possibly interfere with the work of

a local Legislature engaged only with its own domestic

affairs. Why, therefore, waste time and strength in

heroic enterprises for the carrying of heavily laden trains

of Liberal baggage across swamps and over mountain
ranges when there is a practicable pass at hand ? And is

it so certain that there is any other method of settling the

Irish question which is likely to prove acceptable to the

English people or to be even workable ?
"

A comprehensive scheme of Federal Home Rule, under

which each of the component nationalities of the United
Kingdom would have a Parliament of its own to deal

with its own domestic affairs, and at the same time would
return Members to the supreme Parliament to dispose of

Imperial concerns—such was Mr. Lloyd George's panacea
for the difficulties that had overtaken the Liberal forces

and impeded their march. "It strikes me," he declared

in the concluding passage of the article, " that the surest

and speediest method of attaining Irish Home Rule is by
the advocacy of a simultaneous extension of the same boon
of self-government to all the four nationalities constituting

the United Kingdom."
In view of the outstanding importance of this contri-

bution to Young Wales, the editor decided, with Mr.

Lloyd George's full assent, to submit an advance copy
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of the article to leading Liberal statesmen, as well as

to the most representative of the Irish Members, in quest

of an expression of their opinions on the issues therein

raised. Among the replies was one from Mr. Gladstone,

who expressed his fear that any declaration from him
" would be more likely to cause embarrassment than
advantage," while Mr. Asquith begged to be allowed

to content himself " with the part of an attentive spec-

tator." But the leading Members of the Irish Party

were unanimous in declaring that, while they were ready

to regard with sympathy the demand for a fuller re-

cognition of the status and interests of the constituent

peoples in the United Kingdom, they felt constrained to

insist that Irish Home Rule should continue to occupy the

position of priority in the Liberal programme.
Lord Rosebery's contribution to the discussion came to

hand too late for publication in that particular issue of

Young Wales. Pending its appearance in the following

month's number, a copy of it was forwarded to Mr. Lloyd
George, and he, in turn, dispatched it to his uncle, Mr.

Richard Lloyd, at Criccieth. " Whilst it does not commit
Rosebery definitely to Home Rule for Wales," wrote Mr.

Lloyd George in an accompanying note, " it shows pretty

clearly that his sympathies lie that way. Its appearance

wUl create quite a sensation. With patience and a thick

skin we are on the right road to victory."

In view of this enthusiastic reference to Lord Rose-

bery's letter, its reproduction here will not be with-

out interest : "I am gratified by the tone of your letter,"

he wrote, " and by your wish that I should contribute

an expression of opinion to your symposium on some
form of Home Rule for Wales. But that, for the pre-

sent at any rate, is a topic to be thrashed out in Wales

itself, and I have debarred myself from the discussion of

all such questions of policy until the policy of the present

Government shall have been announced. I must, how-
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ever, say this much—that there is serious, and perhaps

increasing, difficulty in obtaining the time and attention

of Parhament for the discussion of subjects which do not

directly concern England, but only the other members of

the British partnership, unless they happen to involve

burning principles of larger application, such as Church
Disestablishment, when they encounter the zealous hos-

tility of the English Tory majority, in entire disregard of

the wishes of the particular nationality affected. It is,

therefore, a legitimate and practical topic for discussion

how this difficulty may be met by devolution or otherwise,

and I hope that your symposium may have a fruitful and
practical result."

Academic as the Young Wales symposium may have
appeared to the Party managers, it furnished Mr. Lloyd
George with important data in determining the trend of

political opinion ; and he took steps towards securing

for his proposals the full force of a sanctional policy.

Tactical considerations made it imperative that he should,

in the first instance, thaw the distrust of the Irish Members
and so secure their assent, and to that end he directed

his full strength.
" Last night," he wrote to his brother, " I interviewed

Dillon and this morning Healy. I arranged matters all

right—striking out or altering such parts of the resolution

as they objected to—^nothing important. As a matter of

fact, I struck out one sentence which I had introduced

purposely to assuage them." Having thus forged into

definite shape a practical resolution which embodied the

gist of his proposals, Mr. Lloyd George convened a meeting

of the Liberal Members of Parliament with a view to its

adoption as the formulated policy of the Party as a whole.
" From what I have been able to discern," he informed

an interviewer, " I am strongly inclined to believe that

some such policy as I have outlined in my Federal pro-

posals would be accepted by the Liberal leaders, provided
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a little pressure were brought to bear upon them from
the outside. Some of them, I know, would be only too

glad to see the country take up the question in earnest

and modify the Home Rule attitude in the direction I have
indicated. As for the rank and file of the Party, this

solution of the Home Rule problem would be heartily

welcomed."

His sanguine anticipations were soon discounted by
the active opposition of a small coterie among the Liberal

Members. " The rascals," wrote Mr. Lloyd George to

his brother, " are doing their best to poison the Press

against us." Their machinations succeeded, for the meet-

ing proved to be so fissiparous in tendency that it was
deemed prudent to commit it to no definite proposal

of any kind, while the Liberal Press—to quote from the

editorial comment of the Saturday Review—" united next

day in belittling the gathering as an abortive and mean-
ingless affau."

Mr. Lloyd George was not to be deflected from his

purpose by a temporary rebuff of this kind, but ere he had
time to recast his plans, one of the Welsh denominational

organs made a sudden and savage attack upon him. At
the General Election of 1895 the Liberal Member for a

constituency adjacent to the Carnarvon Boroughs, in

dechning to come to the aid of Mr. Lloyd George's can-

didature, justified his action on the ground that he

regarded him as the principal cause in the upsetting

of the Liberal Ministry, for the Government would not

have resigned on a matter so trivial as the supply of

cartridges had they not been disheartened by seeing that

they had lost control over their followers while their

majority was so small. " Unless Mr. Lloyd George agrees

to change his course in the future," added his censor,

" I must dechne to give him my support."

Mr. Lloyd George's retort was crushing. " If I am a

man who breaks up a Liberal Government and whose
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presence in the House of Commons is an injury to Liberal-

ism, it is very remarkable that I, the wrecker of Liberalism

have had to encounter the most bitter and even the most
savage opposition of the Tory Party, whereas my critic

is left absolutely unmolested by the Tories in his division."

For a time this deadly rejoinder effectively secured

him against a further attack, but his zest in pressing

upon the Liberal Party the claims of Federal Home Rule
brought about its recrudescence in a more virulent form.

A series of articles appeared in the columns of the accre-

dited journal of one of the Welsh Nonconformist bodies

in which Mr. Lloyd George was charged with having

moved his amendment to the Welsh Disestablishment

Bill without the authority of the Welsh Party, and the

writer claimed " authoritative information " for his state-

ment that " Lord Rosebery's Ministry had chosen to

resign rather than face certain defeat at the hands of

the Lloyd George coalition of Tories and Parnellites."

Week after week Mr. Lloyd George was pilloried in

this journal as a man who had wantonly wrecked a

Liberal Ministry and had, as a result, blighted the hopes

of his countrymen for a full generation. With ruthless

phrase and bitter invective, the writer likened him to the

upstart Cleon, the demagogic shoemaker whose sole virtue

lay in his tongue, and who, as the result of a brawling voice

and a reckless pandering to the merest whims and im-

pulses of the populace, had succeeded in pushing himself

to place and power in the councils of the Athenians.

The articles created something like a sensation through-

out the Principality, and public interest was intensified

by the mystery attaching to their authorship. At the

same time they indirectly furnished proof of the com-
manding place which Mr. Lloyd George had already won
for himself, for these attacks had the effect of increasing

the circulation of the journal concerned, to an extent

altogether unprecedented in its history.
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Naturally, Mr. Lloyd George's friends warmly resented

the bitter tone of the articles. A denominational organ,

they urged, should not lend itself to individual spite or

the malice of a" clique, while the motives of the offending

journal were openly impugned by the Welsh Press in

general. " It is pharisaical," declared one leading journal,
" for it professes to wish Mr. Lloyd George no harm."

Amid all the din and hubbub begotten of the attacks

Mr. Lloyd George remained silent. He steadfastly refused

to take notice of the articles, on the ground that he had
neither the time not the disposition to concern himself

about " cowardly attacks made by anonymous and irre-

sponsible writers." Even his silence served to add to the

sum of his offences in the eyes of his anonymous accuser,

who, after the fashion of a petulant child, complained

that " it is a new thing for Lloyd George to be silent."

It was unfortunate that at the time when the articles

were appearing the one man who was in a position to

pronounce authoritatively upon the justice or otherwise of

the charges was abroad. This was Mr. Tom Ellis, who, as

Chief Whip to the Rosebery Ministry at the time of its

resignation, could throw light upon the considerations

which had determined the decision of the Government.

However, when ElUs returned to this country the accusing

articles were brought to his attention, and forthwith he

issued a categorical denial to every one of the charges that

had been made. From the fullness of his official know-

ledge he was able to testify that Mr. Lloyd George's action

was so far from being in any way contributory to the

resignation of the Ministry that Mr. Asquith's accept-

ance of his amendment was made with the concurrence

of aU his colleagues and with the expressed approval of

the Welsh Party as a whole. Naturally, this statement

from such an authority was considered by Mr. Lloyd

George's friends as a complete vindication of his personal

honour and of the correctness of his attitude.
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Gratifying as the statement was, it did not suffice

to heal the wounds which Mr. Lloyd George had received

in the house of his friends. Temperamentally, he is

one of the most sensitive of men. It is true that he

has appositely described himself as a petrel that seeks

its haunts amid the rage of fierce tempests ; and it may
well be doubted if, during recent years, any public man in

this country has ever encountered more obloquy and mis-

representation on the part of his opponents. " No one,"

he exclaimed in Parliament only a few months back,
" has had more abuse than I have had." But he faced

abuse and calumny unflinchingly, even serenely. Hard
and continuous though the blows of his opponents were,

they made no dent in his armour, and he has confessed

that not even under the fiercest of attacks has he known
the enervating aftermath of a sleepless night. But,

like one of Bunyan's characters, his whole armour is

in front, for protection against the opposing host. Un-
protected, his back is altogether vulnerable to any associate

who should raise an unfriendly hand to strike. Nothing

hurts him so much as to be doubted by one of his own
faith, while a rupture with an associate has been known
to sadden him for days. There lies the reason why the

attacks in a Nonconformist journal succeeded in giving

him pain. Had they appeared in a Tory organ he would

have made merry over their gibes, but, published as they

were in a journal presumably on his own side, he chose to

suffer in silence.

The articles, in spite of their concentrated venom,

utterly failed to affect, even in the slightest degree, either

his popularity among his countrymen or the prospects of

his career. Their real significance lay in their setting,

for they revealed afresh- that bitterness of sectarian bias

which has long been the bane of Welsh life. It is only

such as are intimate with the history of Wales during the

past fifty years who realise how dominating and even
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pernicious an influence denominationalism has proved itself

to be. It has absorbed the nation's best energies, retarded
its development, and thwarted its highest purposes. In
every sphere, in every direction, sectarian considerations

have usurped the place of national interests, with the
result that even public appointments have been deter-

mined more often than not by denominational influence

rather than by personal fitness. The Welsh denomina-
tions have all been smitten with that excess of partisanship

which has lost the savour of a virtue. The adherents of

each have utilised the full force of denominational
sentiment wherever they could command the power of

a numerical majority.

Mr. Lloyd George" from the outset of his public career

had set his face against this baneful influence, and he was
ever urging his countrymen to make the welfare of the

nation rather than the triumph of a denomination the

mainspring of all their impulses and interests. *But the

scurrilous attacks upon him in an organ which was regarded

as one of the bastions of Welsh Nonconformity served to

open his eyes to the hopelessness of his crusade. Despite

the fervour of his nationalistic speeches and appeals,

the evils of sectarian prejudice remained as firmly en-

trenched as ever.

It has been observed that nothing so blights a man's

hopes and paralyses his energies as the sense of disillusion-

ment. In illustration of the truth of this one has but to

recall an incident in the career of the famous Hebrew
reformer who set himself the task of regenerating his race.

With a reckless disregard of personal consequences he dealt

a fatal blow to the Egyptian who strove with a Hebrew
;

but when he found the purity of his motive challenged

by the very man whom he had readily served, he turned

and fled in the bitterness of his disillusionment.

One marks a touch of this sense in Mr. Lloyd George

towards the close of the year 1895. It had been no easy
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task for him to face, almost single-handed, the armed
hosts of the Government in demanding that the Welsh
Bill should be framed upon a more democratic basis

;

but when he found that his action was being deliber-

ately ascribed in a Nonconformist journal to personal

pique and obstinacy, and that his advocacy of the prin-

ciples of Federal Home Rule was being pilloried as a

nefarious desire to wreck the long-cherished hopes of

his countrymen, it is not surprising that in the bitterness

of his disappointment he seriously contemplated, as he

confided to the most intimate of his associates, the re-

linquishment of his political career.

Just at that time when his future seemed to be gravely

endangered, there occurred at St. Stephen's an event

which not only affected his intentions, but even helped

to shape the course of his subsequent career. Early in

the session of 1896 the Unionist Government introduced

an Agricultural Rating Bill, the main object of which,

according to its chief sponsor, Mr. Chaplin, was to grant

financial relief to the agricultural industry. Now it so

happened that matters hinging upon agricultural rating

constituted one of the staple interests of the firm of

soUcitors at Portmadoc with whom Mr. Lloyd George had
served his articles, and he had there gained a thorough

insight into its intricacies and had mastered the question

in all its bearings. Thus the introduction of the Govern-

ment measure found him fully equipped for the occasion.

On the second reading of the Bill he delivered a speech

which was afterwards described by a Parliamentary press-

man as " logical in arrangement, complete in argument,

earnest in spirit and literally coruscating with effective

points." Having dubbed the measure a Landlords'

Relief Bill, Mr. Lloyd George proceeded in a tone of affected

artlessness :
" But the landlords say that they are not

asking for relief for themselves, it is only for the distressed

farmer. Ah !
" he exclaimed, as he discarded the affecta-
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tion, " it is the old professional beggar's trick. He pretends

to beg for others, but the moment the charitable person's

back is turned the stalwart ruffian goes and spends the

money in the nearest public-house. The time has come
for plain speaking upon this subject," added Mr. Lloyd
George, as he reverted to his favourite policy of carrying

war into the enemy's camp. "Hear, hear!" ejaculated

Mr. Chaphn in bhssful ignorance of the speaker's pur-

pose. " I find," continued Mr. Lloyd George with an
approving nod over Mr. Chaplin's ejaculation, " that,

taking the aggregate rentals received by the Ministers who
come here to plead the cause of distressed agriculturists,

they will benefit by this Bill to the extent of ;^67,ooo per

annum."
" How do you arrive at those figures ? " gasped Mr.

Chaplin in astonishment.
" By taking the income tax returns," was the reply.

Then, in the blandest of tones, he added : "I find that

the right honourable gentleman himself will benefit by
the relief provided by this Bill to the tune of ^700 a

year." The statement descended on the Treasury Bench
with a crash. In a moment Mr. Chaplin was on his feet,

and in tones quivering with emotion, he assured the

House that he would not benefit under this Bill " by a

single sixpence." Assailed by demands from the Unionist

benches for the withdrawal of his assertion, Mr. Lloyd

George declined to withdraw a syllable. He pointed out

that if Mr. ChapHn would not benefit by the Bill his estate

would. " Taking the capital of their land," he proceeded,

with outpointed finger at the Treasury Bench, " the

Ministry will benefit under this Bill to the extent of two

and a quarter millions. And all this is done to relieve

the distress of the farmer. Having bled the farmer to

the last drop of his blood, the landowners are now seeking

to bleed the taxpayers, who are to be driven into the

landowner's leech-pond."
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The speech marked—to quote Mr. Lloyd George's

own phrase in a descriptive account to his brother
—

" the

greatest hit " in his Parliamentary career. " House in a

ferment," continued the letter, " congratulations showered

on all sides. There may not be much in the descriptive

columns of the papers, for the reporters have boycotted

the debate, but the Front Opposition Bench was full,

and Morley, Asquith and the whole lot of them were

delighted."

Mr. Lloyd George added to his laurels when the Bill

reached its Committee stage. During the whole of that

period he was always to be found in his corner seat. He
listened to every speech, marked every changing phase of

the situation, and directed his manoeuvres accordingly.

He spun out amendments to the Bill with such amazing
ingenuity and unfailing resourcefulness that he became
regarded, in the words of a leading journal, as " the unofficial

leader of the Opposition," while the Westminster Gazette

hailed him as " the most able of the critics of the Bill."

The undaunted vigour of the fight captivated the interest

of all parties. " Everyone marvels," wrote an eye-witness

in the Press Gallery, " at the endurance which Mr. Lloyd

George shows in keeping up the debate for nearly ten

hours at a stretch. Odds are being freely laid that he

must break down before the last clause of the Bill is

reached." Parliamentarians vied with the Press in paying

tribute to his adroitness and his wonderful staying powers.
" Mr. Lloyd George in Committee," wrote one of his Par-

liamentary colleagues,* " reminds me of the very amusing
description given by Mr. Stead of the mouse that made his

nights a torture when he was a first-class misdemeanant in

HoUoway Gaol. The moment the Speaker has left the

Chair Mr. Lloyd George begins his work, and he keeps

on, nibble, nibble, nibbling the whole night long, with such

a monotonous pertinacity of ingenious criticism as suffices

* The late Mr. J. M. Maclean, at tliat time Unionist Member for Cardiff.
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to drive a long-suffering Minister into a state of despair.

Then if he is ever caught—^but this does not often happen

—

Mr. Lloyd George puts on a look so child-like and bland

that no one has the heart to say an unkind word to him."

In view of the pertinacity with which the course of the

Bill was being impeded, Mr. Balfour resolved upon drastic

measures for expediting its progress. Accordingly, when
Clause 4 was reached, Mr. Chaplin moved that it be forth-

with added to the Bill without discussion. As such a

course was quite at variance with the agreement already

made between the two sides, by which certain amendments
to Clause 2 were by mutual consent held over for consider-

ation under Clause 4, angry cries of protest immediately

broke from the Opposition benches. On the division being

called, about forty Members—^Liberal and Irish:—in token

of their protest, refused to leave the Chamber for the

division lobbies in accordance with a regulation which was
at that time in force. The Chairman of the Committee
peremptorily called upon them to leave the Chamber, where-

upon Mr. Lloyd George, pale and defiant, rephed : "I de-

cline to leave the House under the circumstances." The
Speaker was immediately sent for, and the doors of the

division lobbies reopened. With the appearance of the

Speaker in the Chair, the Chairman reported what had
taken place, and mentioned the names of five of the recal-

citrant Members as having refused to obey the Chair. As
Mr. Lloyd George's name came first in the hst, the Speaker

inquired of him if he still persisted in his refusal. Quick

came his reply, curt and direct :
" I do, sir ; I decline to

go, as a protest against the action of the Government."

The other Members followed his example, with the result

that each of them was " named," and, on the motion of

Mr. Balfour, their suspension for a whole week followed.

Taking advantage of this enforced respite from his

Parliamentary labours, Mr. Lloyd George journeyed down
to his constituency to explain why he had been excom-
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municated, as he playfully put it. " Five minutes before

the fateful division," he said, in reviewing the circumstances,
" I had been talking with the Chairman respecting the

amendments to Clause 4. I called his attention to the fact

that the clause as it stood was sheer nonsense, for it was
not only illogical, but even ungrammatical. When I thus

privately called the Chairman's attention to it, he admitted

that I was quite right, and that the clause as it stood had
no sense. ' Then I shall move an amendment to the clause,'

I remarked to the Chairman. ' Very well,' was his reply,
' but don't make a long speech over it.' You can therefore

understand my surprise, after this understanding with the

Chairman, in observing, only a few minutes later, his

action in accepting the whole clause in its unamended
form as part of the Bill."

Mr. Lloyd George's constituents needed no justification

of his action : they extolled his fearlessness, and acclaimed

him a hero. At that time a Parliamentary by-election

was being fought at Frome. The Liberals in the constitu-

ency made a fervid appeal to Mr. Lloyd George to come
over and help them, assuring him that so great was the

general admiration of his plucky stand over the Rating

Bill that they felt sure the effect of his appearance in the

constituency would secure a Liberal triumph at the poll.

He acceded to the request, and, as predicted, the magic

of his eloquence assisted towards the desired end. The
constituency was wrested from its Unionist allegiance, and
LiberaUsm throughout the land rejoiced over the gain of

a seat.

Within less than a month of this exciting experience

Mr. Lloyd George had to face the sorrow of a great personal

bereavement through the death of his mother on the

19th of June, in her seventieth year.

Typically Welsh in temperament and in outlook upon
life, Mrs. George embodied in a striking degree those

personal characteristics which inhere so deeply in the native
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womanhood of Wales—a sagaciousness which takes cover

under a reserve of demeanour, and an eagerness of interest

which finds its outlet almost exclusively in the hfe of the

home and in the affairs of the chapel. " She cared noth-
ing for poUtics," Mr. Lloyd George remarked, " her chief

interest was that of religion."

Exactly two and thirty years had passed since that
dark day of sorrow in the little homestead in Pembrokeshire
when she had been left a widow, with no means, but with
a doubled responsibihty for the care and welfare of her

children. The early portion of these thirty odd years

had been a period of carking care and unremitting anxiety,

but gradually the shadows had retreated from the humble
hearth before the sure and steady approach of an increasing

prosperity. For her, life's noon had indeed been troubled,

but peace had come at eventide. Not only had she the

satisfaction of seeing her two sons firmly established in

the profession which she herself had marked out for them,
and her only daughter happily married, but hers was the

deep and subtle joy of being the mother of the most potent

and popular of the accredited leaders of her race. She' was
denied the vision of the dazzling heights to which his genius

was to land him, but ere her race was run there was the

earnest of a success greater and more brilHant than even
the fond hopes of a mother had dared to picture. And
what more could any son desire than the knowledge that

his mother had lived to see him honoured, trusted and
acclaimed as leader in the land of his fathers ?

With his keen sensitiveness to the sorrows of hfe, as

to its joys, Mr. Lloyd George felt acutely the shock of

bereavement, and every word of sympathy brought com-
fort and healing to his bruised spirit. " Harcourt spoke

to me very sympathetically about our bereavement," he

wrote to his brother on his return to Westminster, " and
so has almost everyone."

But men must work, and within a few days of his
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return from the chilling shadows of the grave, there came
the distracting call of duty. The Agricultural Rating

Bill, having survived the perils of its Committee stage,

came before the House for its third reading ; and in the

course of a speech on that occasion Sir William Harcourt,

speaking in his capacity as the leader of the Opposition,

took the opportunity of making a eulogistic reference to

Mr. Lloyd George, " whose eminent services with regard

to this Bill will be recognised by the House." Naturally,

this compliment gave him great gratification. " This is

a most unusual thing for a leader to do—to single out

one of the men who have fought, for special allusion," he

wrote home to Criccieth the same evening. " Sir William

Harcourt' s pointed compUment to Mr. Lloyd George,"

observed the Westminster Gazette on the following day,
" was certainly well deserved. It is doubtful if a private

Member has ever done greater service to his Party in Par-

liament. He started this session a little suspect with the

majority of Liberals, but it is generally recognised now
that, primarily on the Rating Bill, but also on the Educa-

tion Bill, no words of praise could be too strong for what
Mr. Lloyd George has done."

The value of this tribute is all the greater when it is

remembered that the same newspaper, in a review of the

session, had pronounced it " a difficult year for any orator

to make his mark," for the new Parliament represented
" the child of national exhaustion, of a self-protective

cynicism, of class interests." It is therefore not without

significance that it was in such a session, when the omens
were obviously unpropitious and the strategic elements

scarce, that Mr. Lloyd George succeeded in estabhshing

a reputation as a gifted Parliamentarian and a brilUant

debater. " It is so lucky," he wrote to his brother as the

contest over the Rating Bill was drawing to its close,

" that this has turned out to be the Bill of the Session."

His modesty ascribed to the caprice of circumstance a
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result which was almost exclusively due to his personal
prowess, for it was not so much luck as pluck that secured
for him out of the arid clauses of a Rating Bill the satis-

faction of a personal triumph and of an enhanced prestige.

The Rating Bill gave Mr. Lloyd George his opportunity,
and he grasped it.

It is interesting to refer to the newspaper comments
on his advancement in the session of '96. " To the credit

of Mr. Lloyd George," observed the Daily Chronicle,
" must be put the first beginnings of the fight on the
Agricultural Rating Bill. He is a man of great abiUty,

ingenuity, force and readiness of mind, and he has a re-

markable eye for weak points in a debate. His keen
criticisms have often been caught up later by the Front
Opposition Bench and adopted as the main line of attack.

This was especially so on the Rating Bill, and many of the

points over which Liberal speakers waxed most eloquently

were first suggested by Mr. Lloyd George. Of all the

men on the Liberal side, he has made the greatest mark
this session."

Even more significant, in a sense, was the tribute paid

him by journals on the other side. " Mr. Lloyd George,"

declared the Daily Mail, " is far and away the most nimble,

bold and hard-working young Radical in the House at

the present time. He has dropped Wales, and now goes in

for harassing the Government all round. He speaks on
all manner of questions almost entirely without the aid of

notes, and it is very uncommon for the Speaker to rule him
out of order."

Gratifying as these tributes must have been to a

young politician of a highly sensitive temperament, he

had the satisfaction of knowing that they had their counter-

part in the judgment and attitude of his own leaders.

The commanding place which he had won for himself

in the House of Commons secured for him the compli-

ment of an invitation from Lord Rosebery to meet at

3—

K
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dinner a number of ex-Cabinet Ministers with a view of

taking counsel upon the poHcy and prospects of the Liberal

Party.

Reference has already been made to Sir William Har-

court's tribute in the Commons. " Sir William Harcourt,"

observed a Member of Parliament reputed for his faculty

of keen discernment, " is always on the look-out for rising

merit. Nothing could be more judicious than Harcourt'

s

patronage of Lloyd George." But Sir William Harcourt

was as enthusiastic as he was judicious in his high ap-

praisement of Mr. Lloyd George's prowess as a Parliamen-

tarian, for his references to him in private were even more
emphatic and adulatory than his tribute in public. A
leading politician who afterwards attained to Cabinet rank

has been heard to say that, when the Scottish Rating Bill

was under discussion in the Commons in the summer of

1896, he spent a week-end with Sir William Harcourt at

his country house in the New Forest, for the purpose of

considering the amendments to the Bill as tabled by the

Scottish Members. After a careful perusal of these amend-
ments, the Liberal leader is said to have exclaimed, in a

tone of impatience : "All the Scotch Members put together

are not worth Lloyd George's little finger for a real fight."

Sir William Harcourt' s interest in the young Welsh
Memberassumed a more practical and serviceable form than

that of a largess of handsome compliments. He urged him,

in private, to prepare himself for the responsibilities of a

high place in the next Liberal Ministry. " You are too

gifted a man," the veteran leader is said to have remarked,
" to fritter away your powers in playing the part of a

mere free lance. You are destined for much higher things.'

'

The writer has heard Mr. Lloyd George confess that Sir

William Harcourt' s words made a direct and effective

appeal to him, spoken as they were at a time when his

spirit had been bruised by the bickerings of a section of

his own countrymen and when his motives had been
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grossly impugned. They served to open his eyes to

the realities of his position and the possibilities of his

future.

It would be unjust to say that Mr. Lloyd George, in

the words of the Daily Mail, had " dropped Wales." That
he could never do, for the interests of his people were

woven into the very warp and woof of his being. It would,

however, be true to say that the horizon of his political

interests suddenly and rapidly widened beyond the con-

fines of the Principality. Hitherto Wales and politics

had been for him synonymous terms. The one had com-
prised the other as cause and effect. He regarded pohtics

as the instrument whereby the realisation of the national

aspirations of Wales could be attained and the highest

welfare of the Welsh people ensured. And so the struggle

over the Agricultural Rating Bill, together with Sir William

Harcourt's advice, proved epochal in Mr. Lloyd George's

career ; his outlook on politics thenceforth included within

its range the democracy of England.

A few years later, in a review of a session in which

the Member for Carnarvon had figured with conspicuous

success, the Times pointed out that " Mr. Lloyd George's

abilities entitle him to a share in the fortunes of the Liberal

Party which would offer him greater scope than the most
complete dictatorship of a little band of Welsh Members."

But it was just that leadership of the Welsh Party

that Mr. Lloyd George craved for at the outset of his

Parliamentary life. " Early in his career," wrote an

eminent observer of men and matters in Parliament, at

the time of the Agricultural Rating Bill, " Mr. Lloyd

George suffered from the indiscretions of an enthusiastic

countryman, who hailed him as ' the Welsh Parnell.' In

endeavouring to live up to this mark, Mr. Lloyd George

succeeded in observing what the House has this session re-

cognised as sterUng qualities in debate." This observation

marks a just interpretation of Mr. Lloyd George's early
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purpose. Unquestionably he went into Parliament ready

and eager to do for Wales what Parnell had accomplished

for Ireland in the creation of a National Party which

fulfilled its purpose as the symbol of the nation's entity

and the recognised instrument of its progress. "What

might have happened had his desire been realised is a

matter that lies beyond human ken. Already one eminent

Welsh patriot has boldly predicted that some future

historian, in tracing the growth and development of the

Principality, will pass judgment upon the shortsightedness

of the nation in not monopolising for itself the services

and the genius of one of the most gifted of its sons.

That may be true, but at present one is content to

emphasise the fact that the turning point in Mr. Lloyd

George's career came at the close of his triumph over

the Agricultural Rating Bill. It was then that he came
within sight of his Rubicon—and he crossed it. In the

expressive phrase of a leading journalist, " the Parnell of

Wales became the Chamberlain of England."

England profited at the expense of Wales.



CHAPTER VIII

THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH

The return to Parliament of men filled with higher

aspirations than mere craving for position, and the deter-

mination of minorities to influence, if they cannot shape,

the trend of legislation, have evolved methods of warfare

which were practically unknown until Ireland " blocked

the way." The full-dress debate fulfilled its spectacular

purpose, but seldom achieved any result beyond recording

in well-ordered speeches the general views of the great

opposing parties and the particular attitude of outstand-

ing members. It has been the slow, sapping tactics and
the guerrilla methods of a determined few that have
achieved the greatest results in the modern Parliament-

ary battlefield, but fortunately perhaps for the party

in power it is given to few to employ such methods with

success.

The reputation which Mr. Lloyd George estabUshed

during the 1895 session was not built up alone on his clever

handling of the opposition to the Agricultural Rating Bill.

Time and again he proved a master in the art of tormenting

the Government either by recalhng their own past, or by
discovering the weak points in their defences.

In the early part of the session he intervened, with

telling effect, in the discussion on the Navy Estimates.

During the previous year the Unionists, then in opposition,

had pressed on the Liberal Government the urgent necessity

for enlarging the naval dockyard at Pembroke to make
it available for the repair of any disabled warship in time

of war ; and, naturally enough, Mr. Lloyd George readily

149
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associated himself with a demand that carried with it

substantial advantages for a Welsh dockyard.

With the turn of the electoral wheel the Unionists

found themselves in a position to make good their own
demand; but, denuded of its ulterior motive, it lost its

attractiveness, and the early enthusiasm for its adoption

evaporated. This changed attitude afforded a keen
strategist like Mr. Lloyd George splendid vantage ground
for an effective attack, and he made full use of it. " Last

night," he wrote to his brother towards the end of March,
" Herbert Lewis and I had a great time on Pembroke
Dock. Last year we supported Allan on the question

even against the Liberal Government, so our record

was a clean one. I told Goschen * that Lord George

Hamilton had urged the Liberals to do the very thing the

Tory Government were refusing to do now. Goschen at

last got irritated—^for he is a short-tempered chap—and
said I was misrepresenting Hamilton. At this I sprang

up—quoted from Hansard Hamilton's own words—and

appealed to the House whether I had misrepresented him.

(Great cheers.) I then went for them hot and strong for

their electioneering dodge in promising this thing before

the Election and now that they had won Pembroke,

declining to pay up. I am told on all hands that I

never spoke better in my life. Herbert Lewis says that

I never did so well in the House. I kept the thing going,

and whereas they expected to get their Naval Bill

through before dinner, they didn't get it until nearly

midnight."

The Naval Works Bill was followed by the Military

Manoeuvres Bill, and the Government anticipated little

opposition to this measure. But again, as the result of

a brilliant piece of tactics on the part of Mr. Lloyd George,

their hopes were disappointed. " I suddenly developed a

keen interest in soldiering," he wrote on the morrow, " and
• At that time First Lord of the Admiralty.
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I moved an amendment on the spur of the moment.
Lowther would not allow it because it was not strictly in

order. Very well ; I altered it at once. He had theo to

take it. I divided, and their Bill was talked out. The
Under-Secretary for War came to me afterwards to say that

he would be most willing to meet my views on the subject

if I had any objection to any part of the Bill. That's

the way to play the game. My blood is now up, for I

hadn't warmed to it before."

His quickened ardour found ample opportunity for

effective demonstration. The intimidation exercised by
certain Welsh landlords towards a number of tenant

farmers who had given damaging evidence before the

Welsh Land Commission evoked from him a strongly con-

demnatory motion. " I must make the Government sit

up for a couple of hours after midnight," he wrote in antici-

pation of the debate on his motion, " and I shan't be sorry

for it. You must make them feel a certain amount of

inconvenience if you mean to get anything out of them."

It soon became manifest that this policy of causing in-

convenience was not to be reserved for the exigencies of the

Treasury Bench. For some time there had been considerable

agitation throughout North Wales on account of the action

of the London and North-Westem Railway Company
in dismissing from its service a number of Welsh plate-

layers for no reason other than their ignorance of the

English language. Town and County Councils, as well as

other public bodies in the Principality, had passed resolu-

tions in emphatic protest against so arbitrary and harsh a

proceeding. But in vain, for both directors and share-

holders of the company readily endorsed the action of their

officials. Such gross unfairness naturally evoked immediate

and bitter opposition on the part of Mr. Lloyd George.

To him it meant not only the infliction of unjust punishment

upon a deserving body of men, but also a deliberate slur

upon the native tongue of Wales. He therefore deter-
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mined to bring home to the Railway Company the fatuity

of their poUcy.

In the session of 1895 he brought the matter forward

in the House of Commons, under cover of a motion that

a special inquiry should be made in regard to the com-
plaints of the dismissed workmen. The full significance of

this becomes more apparent when it is remembered that

never before had Parliament been asked to intervene in

this way between employers and their aggrieved workmen.
Still, although Mr. Lloyd George was able to command
sufficient support on the floor of the House to secure from

Mr. John Bums the enthusiastic exclamation that " this

is a great day for labour," he was by no means satisfied,

for he knew that a mere resolution, even if adopted by the

High Court of Parliament, was not sufficient to deflect

from its course a great industrial concern like a railway

company, which, hke Achilles of old, was vulnerable only

in one certain spot. But in the following session the

company was promoting a Parliamentary Bill on an

extensive scale, and this was an opportunity of making

it feel the arrow of opposition. " The North-Western

Bin," Mr. Lloyd George wrote in May 1896, " has involved

me in no end of correspondence, interviews and so forth.

They are taking it up in earnest in Carnarvonshire. I think

that we shall make a good show and gain something. No
harm in proving that Nationalism means something more
immediate and substantial than ideals." The opposition

he had decided upon was successful to a degree. " The
London and North-Western Bill came on to-day," he wrote

to his brother a few days later, " but when they saw that

we were ready, they instructed their counsel to withdraw

their Welsh clauses from the Bill so as not to imperil the

whole of it. We have defeated them at any rate for a

year."

In the light of the later developments of his career, it is

significant that, even in the early period of his Parliamentary
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activities, the intricacies of Budgets came within the

range of his interests. " I spoke on the Finance Bill," he

wrote home on May 12th, "in order to postpone it, and I

succeeded, much to the amusement of the whole House."

One needs to refer to the speech to understand and
appreciate this claim to the full. As soon as the House
went into Committee on the Finance Bill, Mr. Lloyd George

moved an amendment to the effect that tea grown in any
portion of the British dominions should be exempted
from the payment of Customs duty. The practical effect

of this, he pointed out, would be to exempt the tea of India

and Ceylon from taxation, and he urged that Britain should

encourage industries in those parts of the Empire that were

not self-governing, more especially as those that were self-

governing had taken advantage of their powers to impose

duties upon goods sent to them from the mother country.
" A good deal has been said about a British ZoUverein to

encourage British trade in all parts of the world," he

continued, " but here is an opportunity of making a prac-

tical start. It is easy enough to make speeches upon ques-

tions of this kind," he added, with a reproachful glance

at the Unionist benches, " but what is the good of doing

so if you do not avail yourselves of such an opportunity

for carrying out a policy of that kind? "

Although Tariff Reform had not yet developed into a

live issue in practical politics, it was already known to

be simmering among a section of the Unionist Members

;

and therefore the House hailed Mr. Lloyd George's advocacy

of the principle of Colonial preference as a refreshing in-

stance of skilful acting. It is true that Sir Michael Hicks

Beach, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, was dubious as

to whether Mr, Lloyd George spoke with his tongue in

his cheek, for he confessed that he did not quite know
if such an issue had been seriously raised, more especially

as it emanated "from the other side of the House, where

the policy of Protection has hitherto been described as
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one of a reactionary character." But as the question had
been thus definitely raised, the Chancellor had no course

other than, in the misnomer of Parliamentary phrasing,

to adjourn the discussion by moving " to report progress "
;

and then whatever doubt he may have had vanished when
he caught sight of the triumphant look with which Mr.

Lloyd George greeted the adjournment. The ruse had
succeeded.

After so exacting a session, with its incessant skirmish-

ing over matters ranging from dockyards to schools, from

military manoeuvres to tea duties, and more especially

with its arduous and brilliant struggle over the intricacies

of the Agricultural Rating Bill, it is not surprising that

Mr. Lloyd George should confess towards the close that he

felt " rather done up." The session had proved as ex-

hausting as it had been eventful, and both body and mind
craved for the anodyne of thorough relaxation. Hitherto

a Parliamentary recess had brought him only a variation

of work. It had been his custom to snatch a few days'

sojourn at Llandrindod Wells, but even there he would

alternate the course of its sulphur waters with what
he humorously described as "a pyrotechnic display

of Liberal principles—^just to vary the monotony of a

fortnight's brimstone with a day's fire." But the greater

part of the recess was invariably devoted to long railway

journeys and the delivery of carefully prepared speeches

at crowded meetings ; and as often as he returned home
from such exhausting itineraries, he would find it necessary

to concentrate his attention on the increasing work of his

office at Portmadoc. With a view, therefore, of ensuring

a thorough respite, hitherto denied him but now necessi-

tated by considerations of health, he decided, at the pro-

rogation of Parliament in August 1896, to seek a holiday

abroad.

At this time there were in the Argentine RepubHc as

many as three thousand Welsh settlers, the descendants
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of a body of peasants who, to escape the festering tyrannies

of arbitrary landlords, had migrated from Wales in the

sixties, seeking for a land where they would be free to

live and to labour in the unfettered exercise of rights which
men have ever regarded as sacred and inahenable. Alas !

the gleam whch led them far from their native hearths

proved to be an illusion, for the land on which they settled

was so apparently worthless that its ownership was not

even claimed by the Argentine Republic.

At first the little band of settlers were subjected to such

hardships and deprivations that they would have died

from starvation had not the British Admiralty dispatched

to their succour a gunboat with provisions ; but, in time,

the innate qualities of the settlers, their intrepidity and
industry, triumphed : the wilderness was made to blossom

as the rose, and the arid wastes of the Chubut Valley

became transformed into one of the finest wheat-growing

districts in South America.

Mr. Lloyd George, like his countrymen generally, was

familiar with the romantic story of the Patagonian settle-

ment, and it was essentially characteristic of his Cymric

sympathies that he, accompanied by his colleague, Mr.

Herbert Lewis, should direct his first journey abroad to

South America to visit the haunts of his sturdy com-

patriots.

As soon as they set foot on South American soil they

were received with the utmost cordiality. At Vigo Mr.

Lloyd George had the rare experience of being asked to

unveil a statue which a native general had erected in his

own honour. On arriving at Monte Video the travellers

were gratified to find that the chief of the telegraph service

was a Welshman named Jones, who, eager to secure due

honour for his distinguished countrymen, at once com-

municated with all the leading Ministers of State. They,

in turn, accorded the visitors special favours. At Buenos

Ayres the Government placed a gunboat at their disposal

;
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free passes were given them over all the railways ; a banquet

arranged in their honour was attended by two ex-Presidents

and leading Ministers of State, as well as by representatives

of all the banks and great commercial houses ; and they

were enrolled as members of the leading clubs, which
Mr. Lloyd George described as the finest and most luxurious

he had ever seen.

On being asked later whether he had taken the oppor-

tunity of inquiring into the politics of the country, Mr.

Lloyd George replied with an emphatic negative. " We
were on a holiday," he explained, " and we wished to make
it as complete as possible. Of course, we could not cut

ourselves adrift entirely from our old bad habits, and we
attended one meeting of the House of Deputies. We
could not help being interested in the manner in which

the Chambers work and in seeing how Ministers of State

are brought from the Upper to the Lower House to answer

a challenge."

From Buenos Ayres the travellers set out for the

Cordova Moimtains, where they spent several days amid
the most delightful of scenes. " Sometimes," declared

Mr. Lloyd George, as he afterwards recalled the memories

of those days, " we were riding through groves of great

palm trees. Variegated parrots would fly chattering across

our path, humming-birds would start beneath our feet,

cactus and mimosa trees filled the whole air with fragrant

perfume. At other times we rode through fine vineyards,

and every cottage had its fig trees, on which the figs were

ripening in the summer sun. Life in such a land is an idyll."

Equally favourable were his impressions of the natives.
" They received us in a very friendly fashion, and gave us a

royal welcome. As we entered their encampment we heard

a kid, or ' gavarita,' bleat ; half an hour later it was cooked

ready for our meal. On the conclusion of the meal, our

guide sang us a Spanish song to the accompaniment of

a guitar, which he himself played. A native minstrel was
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stirred to emulation, and responded in fine style. There
we remained until nightfall, expecting to return when the

moon had risen. But instead of the moon we had a thunder-

storm. We hastily mounted our horses, and rode after

our guide and his Indian comrade through lonely passes

and over narrow pathways flanked by a precipitous chasm
on the one side and steep rocks on the other. Sometimes
we could not see even a foot's space in front. Then sud-

denly the whole wild scene would be lit up by a vivid flash

of lightning. Our two guides rode ahead, heeding nothing,

but twanging their guitars and singing love songs. It was

an experience we would not have missed for anything."

Nothing gave Mr. Lloyd George greater gratification

than to observe the commanding positions occupied by
his countrymen in the life and activities of the Argentine.

One was a doctor with a large practice, another was the

head of one of the leading banks, while a third was the

dominating figure in the domain of commerce. In almost

every sphere Welshmen were to the fore, and their repute

was such as reflected lustre on their race. Mr. Lloyd

George had the satisfaction of meeting not only the father

of the Welsh colony at Chubut, looking " as hale and as

vigorous and as determined as ever," but also Senor Tello,

the Governor of that portion of the country in which the

Welsh colonists had settled. To quote Mr. Lloyd George's

reference to an interview with Seiior Tello :
" When he

heard that I was a Galleusis, as they call the Welsh out

there, his first words to me were in the dialect of South

Wales :
' Shwd mae ymachan i ? ' (How are you, my

boy ?) He complained that the Welsh settlers partook

of too much ' bara, menyn a the ' (bread and butter and

tea), and he confessed that he was lost in astonishment

over the numerous Eisteddfodau held by them. A singing

competition was a novelty and a curiosity to him, and so

were the many chapels and the strict Sabbatarianism

which existed among the Welsh settlers."
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The Governor confided to Mr. Lloyd George that he
had had a good deal of trouble with those Welsh settlers

over the matter of military drills, the rigorous observance

of which was made binding by the law of the land upon
every male adult in the Argentine. The Welshmen had
no objection to being drilled, but their religious scruples

would not permit them to turn out on Sunday, the usual

day for such drills, and the result was that numbers of them
had been thrown into jail. Such scruples were beyond the

Governor's comprehension. He could not understand why
such quiet, peaceable, law-abiding settlers should choose

imprisonment rather than observe the customs of the

country. Equally inexplicable to him were their racial

characteristics. " If I tell them that they are English,"

the Governor informed his visitors, " they get into a

fury, and say that they are not. If I want them to speak

Spanish, they claim that they are British subjects. They
won't have anyone in their schools who does not know
Welsh, and they will have their own way in everything."

When Mr. Lloyd George sympathetically suggested to

the Governor that he must find such people rather trouble-

some, he immediately replied in emphatic tones :
" Ah,

Seiior, not at all ! They are a fine people, a noble people.

Last year I went up country and was surrounded by six

hundred Indians. But the brave Galleuses heard of it,

and one hundred and fifty of them instantly mounted their

horses and rode up country and rescued me from peril.

No, no ! They are not troublesome. They are a splendid

people. Send me more of them—as many more as you
can."

The Governor's eulogy notwithstanding, Mr. Lloyd
George knew that the feelings of the Welsh settlers were

rankling under acute grievances. They were not allowed

their claim to be Britons ; their children were compelled

to learn the Spanish tongue ; and, what was still harder

for them to bear, some of their cherished traditions.
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notably in regard to the observance of the Sabbath, were

being ruthlessly violated. " The fact is," declared Mr.

Lloyd George in the course of an interview on his return, "the

British Government are so concerned over the capitalist

Jews in South Africa that they have no time to think

of their own people in Patagonia. Why, the Welshmen
out there have far more serious grievances than the Uit-

landers on the Rand. I am sure of it, that if there were

only as many Welsh in Patagonia as there are British in

the Transvaal, they would have settled their grievances

for themselves without any aid from the home country,

for"—and this with a merry and significant twinkle in his

eye
—

" these Welsh are such good shots."

Mr. Lloyd George had need of the full measure of health

and strength which his holiday brought him, for on his

return the work of Parliament made fresh and exacting

demands on his energies.

Early in the session the Unionist Government, stub-

bornly disregarding all conflicting interests, and oblivious

to the inherent complications that had baffled all previous

attempts to solve the problem of elementary education,

introduced a Voluntary Schools Bill. Confessedly framed

in the interests of the Church schools, the measure afforded

Mr. Lloyd George full scope for enhancing his position and

prestige as a Parhamentarian. He had gained, from his

own personal experience, an intimate knowledge of the inner

atmosphere of a typical Church school, and how Noncon-

formist pupils in such schools were made to feel as outsiders

and unworthy of consideration. It is therefore easy to

understand his vehement opposition to a measure which

sought to buttress their foundations afresh.

In the course of a telling speech in the debate on the

second reading of the Bill, he held up the voluntary

schools to public opprobrium for giving only as meagre

an education as the State would allow ; while he charged

the managers with paying the teachers, on whom the
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moral and mental welfare of the children so vitally de-

pended, such stipends as the titled supporters of the schools

would not dare to offer to the trainers of their racehorses

;

and yet they had the audacity to claim that they were
entitled to be relieved of an intolerable strain at the ex-

pense of the community. " A more impudent, hypocritical

plan," he exclaimed, " was never put forward."

Dealing with the objection that the religious teaching

in Board schools was not definite enough, Mr. Lloyd George

blandly inquired :
" What is definite religious teaching ?

Is it the advancement of the character of the child or the

interests of a particular denomination ? " He claimed

that if the issue really hinged upon the character of the

child, there was no virtue or lesson which would conduce

to the building up of sound, honest, manly character which
could not be taught in Board schools. Mindful of the

Anglican demand for dogmatic teaching, he again assumed
the role of catechist. " What is meant by dogma ? " he

inquired, addressing himself to the Unionist Members on

the opposite benches, who vociferously demanded such

teaching. He deliberately paused for a reply, and an
impulsive Anglican interjected, "The religion of parents."

Instantly Mr. Lloyd George seized on the interruption.
" What !

" he exclaimed, " the religion of parents ! Is

that to be the determining consideration in Wales, where

nine-tenths of the pupils in these Church schools are the

children of Nonconformist parents ?
"

This retort, effective and instantaneous as it was, not

merely discouraged any further interjections from his

opponents, but it revealed to the House the real motive

of his opposition. If the religion of the parents was
made the determining consideration, then, as far as Wales

was concerned, there would be no place for controversy

and no necessity for voluntary schools. " But," he con-

tinued, "if by definite religious dogma is meant that in

the most subtle of sciences, points which are in dispute
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with the most powerful intellects in the world are to

be submitted to the judgment of an immature child

who cannot understand the simplest problem in arith-

metic—^if that is what is meant by the teaching of dogma,
then let it be given to those who can comprehend it. But
that is not the sort of instruction that is wanted in this

country. Teach the children historical facts, read the

Scriptures to them, discipline their intellects and train

their moral perceptions, and so when they come to decide

these great questions for themselves, they will be able

honestly to select those dogmas best adapted to the de-

velopment of their nature."

There is nothing that so surely tests the resourcefulness

of a Parliamentarian as the. framing of an effective " In-

struction " to a Bill which is about to enter upon its Com-
mittee stage. The strategic value of an Instruction is

obvious when it is remembered that it not only retards

the progress of a measure, but it also affords vantage

ground for a flanking movement which may prove more
damaging than the frontal attack of a second reading

debate. But the teisk is not easy. It necessitates highly

developed skill in ParHamentary warfare, and a thorough

knowledge both of tactics and of the intricacies of Parlia-

mentary procedure. Not only must the weak spot in the

fabric of the Bill be unerringly located, but the utmost

wiliness must be exercised in eluding the vigilance and

challenge of the Chair.

It was inevitable that a highly controversial measure

like the Voluntary Schools Bill should provoke a number
of Instructions from the Liberal benches ; but out of all

that were tabled, only one survived the rigorous censor-

ship of the Chair. " Great triumph for Lloyd George,"

wrote one of the shrewdest of Parliamentary observers*

;

" another step in successful Parliamentary career achieved

by sheer ability, lived up to with unvaried modesty. To
* "Toby, M.P.," in Punch, March 6, 1897.

3-L
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frame Instruction on going into Committee has always
been, for technical reason, work of great difficulty. To-
night six Parliamentary hands essayed it with respect to

Education Bill. The youngest alone accomplished it."

Mr. Lloyd George's Instruction sought to empower the

Committee " to insert clauses in the Bill with a view to

making provision for ensuring adequate representation of

local authorities or parents on the management of the

schools in receipt of the aid grant." In urging the adop-
tion of his Instruction, Mr. Lloyd George declared its main
object to be the creation of some form of popular govern-

ment for all State-aided schools ; and in illustration of its

necessity, he laid stress upon the fact that the managers of

voluntary schools were composed, in the main, of clergy-

men. " The fact that a man is a clergyman is not neces-

sarily a qualification for managing a school. Clergymen
are not as a rule very capable administrators. They are

not men of the world—not men of affairs." For that

reason he strongly urged that their ranks ought to be sup-

plemented by men who knew something about business

methods and who had an insight into human nature. As
long as the clergy continued to be practically the sole

managers of the voluntary schools, it would be found that

teachers would be selected for other reasons than those of

educational fitness.

Adroitly directed, Mr. Lloyd George's arrow penetrated

an interstice in the ramparts of the Government, for one

of the most loyal of the Unionist Members* intervened in

the debate with the declaration that there was " a great

deal in the views urged by the honourable Member for the

Carnarvon Boroughs." But the encouraging applause for

this frank avowal elicited from Mr. Lloyd George and his

associates was quickly followed by an outburst of hilarity

from all quarters of the House when the gallant Member,

after an ostentatious disclaimer of being " a fanatical

* The late Major Rasche, at that time Unionist Member for S.E. Essex.
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enthusiast on the subject of education," proceeded to

assert in plaintive tones that he was not prepared to follow

the Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs, " because," as

he said, " one must draw the line somewhere." Still,

Mr. Lloyd George was not altogether deprived of the solace

of a convert, for with the same breath the speaker hastened
to assure the House that he " had not the slightest intention

of voting against the Member for Carnarvon."
The Instruction was defeated by a majority of 136

votes in a division in which 404 Members took part, but
Mr. Lloyd George had the satisfaction of having initiated

a debate which, as Sir Edward Clarke candidly confessed,

greatly embarrassed the Government and seriously menaced
the existence of the Bill ; and he followed up this tactical

advantage by moving in Committee a number of amend-
ments marked by an ingenuity and skill which not only

ensured their ready acceptance by the Chair, but reflected

in a special degree the characteristic traits of a gifted

Parliamentarian.

At the outset of the struggle in Committee the serried

ranks of the Government supporters regarded Mr. Lloyd
George's incursions with benevolent interest. They ap-

preciated the force and ability with which he urged his

views, and they laughed heartily over the clever witticisms

that frequently streaked his criticisms. But it was not long

before they began to realise that this youthful Member,

who spoke with such meUifluousness of voice and suavity of

manner, constituted the most dangerous of their foes, for

it was obvious to the least understanding that he succeeded,

where many failed, in riddling the Government measure in

deadly fashion. The result of their disenchantment was

soon made evident, for Mr. Lloyd George found himself not

only deprived of his wonted attentive hearing, but con-

fronted with a latent hostility which became vocal with

opportunity. On one occasion when he was urging, in

pertinent fashion, the claims of necessitous Board schools,
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as opposed to those of the voluntary schools, for more
generous grants on the part of the State, he was interrupted

with raucous notes of dissent from the opposite benches.
" I know," he retorted, " that honourable Members op-

posite do not care to hear much about necessitous Board
Schools, and I am not at all surprised to hear their grunt-

ing." Thereupon he was reminded from the Chair that

such a phrase was not a Parliamentary expression and he

was called upon to withdraw it. This he readily did—and
with good grace.

The prestige which Mr. Lloyd George was rapidly

adding to in the House as a bom fighter found its reflec-

tion in a currency of feeling among Liberals generally that

in the Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs they, as a

Party, possessed a most valuable asset. Early in the year

1898 the National Liberal Federation met at Leicester,

and, by common assent, the outstanding feature of the

occasion was the brilliancy of the speech made by Mr.

Lloyd George in support of Electoral Reform, and described

by the Westminster Gazette as " a piece of Celtic oratory

which completely captured the audience." In this speech

Mr. Lloyd George, after emphasising the fact that the good
old maxim of Trust in the People had not yet been fully

incorporated in our Acts of Parhament, proceeded to say :

" In this country we give one vote to one man and thirty to

another, but I have never been able to discover on what
principle we make this unfair distribution. We give one

vote, or probably no vote at all, to the man who handles

the plough, while we give ten votes to the man who handles

the hunting whip. We give one vote, or no vote at all, to

the man who sows the seed, while we give ten votes to the

man who neither sows nor reaps, but only consumes. It

is a case of one vote to the busy bee, and ten to the devouring

locust. It occurs to me that if we are going to deprive

anyone of votes, we ought to start with the man who con-

tributes nothing by his exertions to the wealth and pros-
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perity of the country. He works not, neither let him vote.

But we must not deprive people who work hard and risk

life, health and comfort in order to contribute to the pros-

perity of the country. It is not the soil, but the soul of

the people that we wish to see represented in the House
of Commons. And have not the drones," he added with

a characteristic touch of scoffing raillery, " a House all to

themselves which they guard as jealously as though it were

a pheasant preserve ?
"

He confessed to his audience that he had never been

able to understand why the House of Lords should have
become " so dear " to a people famed for their common
sense as the people of England. " Is it," he continued,
" on account of the hereditary principle upon which peers

are selected ? Is it simply the fact that a man is the son,

and the elder son, of a father who may be as big a fool as

himself ? " He would guarantee to provide from among
the quarrymen of Bethesda a much better assembly than

the existing House of Lords, which at present is a cowardly

assembly, a fraud upon our institutions. If an Irish or a

Welsh Bill comes up for consideration this assembly of

peers instantly mutilates it, for Ireland and Wales, it is

argued, are defenceless. Such is the assembly so worthily

led by the man who bombarded the Cretans and who ran

away from the Turks."

This sarcastic reference to the late Lord Sahsbury

marked an antipathy on the part of Mr. Lloyd George

which was strongly evidenced even in his earliest journalistic

efforts and which found expression on many a later occasion.

At this time Lord Salisbury combined the tenure of the

Foreign Office with that of the Premiership, an arrange-

ment which drew from Mr. Lloyd George in the course of

the session a notice of motion to call attention in the public

interest to the detrimental effect in the matter of govern-

ment of the retention of two such important offices in the

hands of one individual.
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Although no opportunity for bringing forward this

motion was ever forthcoming, Mr. Lloyd George had the

satisfaction of noting the practical endorsement of his action

by the Times, which acknowledged " the growing uneasiness

with which Lord Salisbury's continued tenure of the Foreign

Office, along with the Premiership, is contemplated not

only by independent observers but within the ranks of

his own Party adherents."

In all political parties there are men who may be

depended upon to support all and every proposal which

emanates from their own particular side of the House.

Such men are a delight in the eyes of the Whips, who have

little use and small welcome for independence of thought

or of action.

Mr. Lloyd George had been a good Party man without

being subservient. His extreme purely Welsh national

views had been modified so as to bring his actions into line

with practical politics, but he had never sacrificed his

innate independence by following a course which, while

it might lead to paths of pleasantness and peace, was
directly opposed to his own inner consciousness. That

he would, when occasion offered, fight as keenly against

his friends as he was accustomed to do against his political

opponents was demonstrated not infrequently, but never

more so than in the beginning of the session of '98.

Among the amendments to the Address was one moved
by Mr. John Dillon* in support of the Irish demand for a

Catholic University in Ireland. This amendment was sup-

ported in a powerful speech by no less distinguished a

statesman than Mr. John Morley ; and in view of the

large number of Members who were known to be sym-

pathetic to the suggestion, it was anticipated, both in the

Press and in Parliament, that the proposal would secure a

large following in the division lobby. But the prophets

* At that time Mr. Dillon was the official leader of the Irish Parliamentary

Party.
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had not reckoned with Mr. Lloyd George, who, in a speech

vehement in its untempered outspokenness, opposed the

amendment in the most uncompromising fashion. He
admitted at the outset that it was the j&rst occasion on

which he felt constrained to vote against the wishes of the

Irish Members on an Irish question, but he refused to con-

cede that adhesion to the principle of Irish Home Rule

carried with it a committal to every movement supported

by the representatives of Ireland. He claimed that the

mere fact that Liberals were prepared to confer the fuUest

powers on Ireland ought not to preclude them from looking

into the merits of every Irish proposal brought before the

House of Commons.
Dealing with the special considerations urged in sup-

port of the plea for a Catholic University in Ireland

—

namely, the poverty of the country and the preponderance

of its Catholic population—Mr. Lloyd George contended

that it was quite possible to meet those circumstances

without setting up a Catholic University on Irish soil.

There ought to be no difficulty in establishing in Ireland a

University which any clever boy, however poor, could

enter and in which the Catholic creed would be in a position

of equality with every other creed. " But it is evident,"

he added, in a tone of reproach, as he turned to face the

phalanx of the Irish Members, " that there must be some-

thing more than that behind this demand. The real object

of the proposal must be to set up a University, Catholic in

tone. Catholic in atmosphere ; and we Nonconformists are

determined to oppose the creation of such an institution no
matter from what side of the House the proposal comes."

Casting his eye in the direction of the Front Opposition

Bench, Mr. Lloyd George confessed, to the amusement of

the Unionists, that he had grave misgivings regarding his

own leaders. " My right honourable friend, who has

written a most uncompromising essay on 'Compromise,'"

he added, pointing towards Mr. John Morley, " has been
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trampling upon his own philosophy in every sentence of

the speech which he has just delivered." Then in the

sternest of words he proceeded to warn his leaders that if

they committed themselves to such a proposal, without

reference to the convictions of their followers, they would
wreck the Party.

The warning had its effect. The men on the fence

hurried down on the opposition side, and even the leaders

became dubious, with the result that Mr. Dillon, denied

the necessary permission for the formal withdrawal of

his motion, had to suffer the mortification of seeing it

" negatived without a division." The moral of the in-

cident was rightly interpreted the next morning by a

leading newspaper in its comment that " so unexpected a

result was primarily due to the courageousness of Mr.

Lloyd George's attitude."

This boldness of action had its aftermath in an es-

trangement between the Irish Members and himself, and,

although he sat on the bench immediately below them,

the narrow dividing line became as an impassable gulf,

and the friendly relationships of former days were entirely

suspended. This feeling continued to smoulder right

through the session, and it flamed forth afresh when, in

the summer of 1898, the Irish Local Government Bill

made its appearance, as a Government measure, on the

floor of the House of Commons. For the most part, such

hostile criticism as was forthcoming was levelled at its

financial clauses, and it is of interest to note the testimony

of the, Westminster Gazette that the attack was left "in

the main to Mr. Lloyd George and the private Member."
Mr. Lloyd George openly avowed that his opposition

arose from the fact that the Irish landowners would profit,

under the provisions of the Bill, to the extent of £300,000,

In his eagerness to wean the Irish Members from their

open friendliness to the measure, he took occasion to re-

mind them that even such advantages as were being secured
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by the Bill for their rural districts were, as a matter of

fact, being purchased at the expense of their towns ;

whereupon one of the Irish Members, amid the approving
cheers of his colleagues, testily exclaimed :

" Let us take
care of ourselves." In an instant there flashed forth the

retort :
" Ah ! that's your policy, is it ? Then let me tell

you," he continued, " it is time that British Members were
beginning to take care of themselves."

Happily, with time these ruffled feehngs were gradually

soothed. The comradeship of former days was revived,

with the result that simultaneously with the exit of the

Bill from the Commons Mr. Lloyd George had the gratifica-

tion of sending word to his brother that he had succeeded

in " smoothing the Irish down."
Shakespeare's dictum on greatness might well be applied

to Parliament, for few are bom to Parliament, many
achieve it at the call of ambition, and some have it thrust

upon them.

Mr. Lloyd George must be included in the first category.

The very spirit of Parliament permeates his whole being.

From the moment of his entrance to the House of Commons
he breathed, as it were, his native air. Every detail of

its strange and intricate procedure interested him. The
great Parliamentarians fascinated him.

All this is apparent not only from the record of his

career, but more especially from the tone of an address

on some impressions of the House of Commons which he

delivered about this period to the members of a Literary

Society associated with one of the Welsh Nonconformist

Churches in the metropolis. In this address he confessed

to his audience that, at the outset of his Parliamentary

career, his personal predilections, both as a Welshman
and as a Nonconformist, lay rather with Chamberlain than

with Gladstone ; but he hastened to add that, as he marked

the demeanour and the public policy of the two men,

he found himself falling completely under the spell of
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Gladstone's marvellous personality. Future ages, he de-

clared, would describe Mr. Gladstone as the greatest figure

of all time.

In terse and vivid characterisations, he passed under
review the leading ParUamentarians of the day. Mr.

Chamberlain was delineated as " the most expert debater

and perhaps the most interesting personality now left in

the House." Mr. Balfour was declared to be " the most
popular of our Front Bench men," while Sir William Har-
court was described as one " whose great gifts and real

statesmanship are not recognised as they should be, because

of his trenchant wit and amusing persiflage." Mr. Healy
was singled out as " one of the most versatile men in the

House and perhaps the only one who can lay claim to ora-

torical power of the highest order." But of all the Parlia-

mentary leaders who had come within the range of his ob-

servation, Mr. Lloyd George declared Pamell to be the one

who had exercised " the most complete personal ascendancy

over the House of Commons."
In the course of his address he laid stress on the fact

that, whatever its faults might be, the House of Com-
mons reflected the changing moods and passions and
character of the country as a whole. He admitted that

there was but little appeal to fundamental principles in

its debates, but that was due to the fact that the Members
took such principles for granted. Referring to the oft-

repeated statement that speeches in the House never

influenced the votes of its Members, he claimed that even

if they produced no immediate effect in the division lobbies,

they exercised a determining influence upon the fate of

great movements. Why was it that Peel was converted

to Free Trade, Disraeli to Franchise Reform, and Gladstone

to Irish Home Rule ? Was it not because of the silent

influence and persistent efforts of the supporters of those

measures in the House of Commons ? Sudden as the con-

version in each case may have appeared to be, it really
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represented the cumulative effect of many speeches and
of successive years of constant education in the merits of

those great questions.

This concentration of interest in ParHament and Par-

liamentarians kept Mr. Lloyd George always in touch with

passing political moods, and to him 1898 was a red-letter

year, for it marked a great upheaval in the front rank of

British statesmanship. In the month of May Mr. Glad-

stone passed away. Although four years had elapsed

since he had taken final leave of his place in the House of

Commons, the scene of his historic triumphs continued to

reflect the lustre of his genius and to thrill to the magic

of his name. Instinctively men of all shades of political

opinion realised that his death marked not only the close

of a great career, but also left " a gap," as Mr. Lloyd George

so aptly expressed it, " like that made by the fall of the

greatest of the oaks of the forest."

In response to the writer's request, Mr. Lloyd George

consented to contribute to the pages of Young Wales an

article embodying some of his own personal reminiscences

of the departed statesman. As the article has lost none

of its arresting vividness of phrase and of portraiture,

the reader will doubtless welcome the reproduction of the

following passage :

" I am but a young member of the House of Commons,

and only enjoyed the privilege of sitting there under Mr.

Gladstone's leadership for four years. But from all I

hear, I doubt whether Mr. Gladstone's marvellous powers

were ever displayed to a greater advantage than during

this period. Mr. Balfour, in his fine panegyric, deprecated

any attempt to reconstruct Mr. Gladstone's oratorical

efforts out of the dead pages of Hansard. The burning

glow of his genius is not to be found there. Those who

have heard Mr. Gladstone alone can appreciate the force

of the observation. His eloquence was independent of

language. It was of the wireless type of telegraphy. The
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electric waves which move audiences sped on their way
without the adventitious aid of words. This struck me
very forcibly the first time I heard him. It was in the year
1884. He was conducting through the House the Franchise

Bill of that year. The late Mr. Cecil Raikes—no special

favourite of Mr. Gladstone's—^had moved an amendment
claiming a redistribution of seats as an essential con-

comitant of the extension of the suffrage. The tone of the

speech was somewhat calculated to offend a nature so

sensitive to every taunt of dishonourable deaUng as Mr.

Gladstone's. He was told that, if the Government had
been sincere and genuine in their desire to redress the evils

of the representative system, they would have accepted

without demur the Conservative proposal. The speech

aroused Mr. Gladstone's ire to an extent quite unaccount-

able to me. His reply was fierce. He lashed Mr. Raikes

with wrath. And yet it was not so much what he said that

struck me. I read the speech on the following morning,

and, had I not heard it, I could not have believed it capable

of producing any exceptional impression. But it did,

however, create quite a sensational effect for the moment.
It was due to the magic of his delivery. He played with

the words ' sincere and genuine,' introduced and rein-

troduced them with furious reiteration, repeated them with

an infinite variety in inflexion and modulation of voice

—

all indicative of unmeasured contempt and derision for his

now cowering critic. He drove his finger at him as if it

were a rapier. I can well remember the painful silence

that fell upon the crowded Tory benches when the speech

was over. It was as if they had been prostrated by a

succession of shocks from a powerful electric battery. I

believe that the amendment, important and ultimately

successful as it was, would have been negatived without a

division had it not been for the interposition of a lithe

young man, who got up on the floor of the House below the

gangway, and, in a merry and audacious utterance, com-
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pletely restored his party to animation. This was Lord
Randolph Churchill. He soon had many Members on both
sides of the House laughing gaily over his daring quips and
cranks about the Prime Minister who had ' tried to terrify

the House.' All enjoyed it save Mr. Gladstone himself.

He sat with solemn mien and an aspect reproachful of such
merriment. This experience explained to me how Mr.

Gladstone held such sway over all who came within range
of his oratory."

Equally striking is the passage in the same article in

which Mr. Lloyd George recalls the thrilling memories of

the titanic struggle between Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Cham-
berlain over the Home Rule Bill in 1893 :

" Mr. Gladstone's conducting through the House of

Commons of the Home Rule Bill of 1893 is regarded as the

most marvellous display of Parliamentary skill and en-

durance ever witnessed in any assembly. The first thing

done by every visitor to the gallery of the House of Com-
mons during the progress of the great debates in Committee
on that Bill was regularly to scan the Treasury Bench to

view the man whose dialectical achievements were the

wonder of the hour. How disappointed he must have felt

at seeing nothing but a shrunken figure lying huddled up
and torpid, apparently in the last stage of senile exhaustion

!

There was no movement in the palhd and drawn face to

indicate consciousness of "the environment as the debate

dragged wearily along. At last, an alert, trim figure from

one of the back benches above the gangway would rise,

and with metallic voice and clear enunciation he would
commence a caustic criticism of the clause under considera-

tion. The speech was a prolonged gibe, always more or

less directed at the prime author of the Home Rule BiU.

For a few minutes, nevertheless, the recumbent figure on

the Treasury Bench showed no revived interest in his

surroundings. Then a sneer, more bitter than the rest,

levelled with a hissing vehemence, produced a sudden
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change. A quick spasm of anger passed over the worn
features, the eyes opened, there was a dart at any con-

venient piece of notepaper lying on the table in front, a
hasty scribbhng of a note, and the slumbering statesman
was awake and attentive. It was evident that not a sen-

tence of the acid series now passed unheeded. The moment
Mr. Chamberlain sat down, amid the triumphant plaudits

of his friends, up sprang the devoted object of all this biting

invective, with a nimbleness that startled the uninitiated.

The shrivelled frame became instantly transfigured. The
shoulders were thrown back, the chest, heaving with passion,

bulged forward, the eye flashed fire, and there stood before

you an erect athletic gladiator fit for the contest of any
arena. To describe the speech surpasses my powers.

The voice sonorous and clear as a bell, piercing in accent,

rich and deep as the sound of the surf breaking on the shore.

I have never heard its like. The expression of the nimble
face, every muscle of which seemed to have been drilled in

the practice of conveying all phases and shades' of subtlest

meaning ; the action, unsurpassed in appropriateness,

grace and power. All these live in the memory but elude

description. Every art of his resourceful rhetoric was
exerted to confound and crush his relentless adversary.

Who that saw it can forget the inimitable comedy of the

gesture with which he accompanied his allusions to the

innumerable quotations from his opponent's former speeches

which Mr. Chamberlain had always at his command ?

How friend and foe alike were convulsed with mirth as

he derisively slapped his coat-tails, saying, ' Oh, but he has

a quotation in his pocket.' Then there was the blighting

scorn with which he mocked his assailant's claim to a

monopoly of consistency. I recollect that the speech

which I have more particularly in my mind was delivered

during the dinner hour. For all that, not a Member left

his seat until the orator sat down. Then the Chairman
adjourned ' for his chop,' and the Members rushed in
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excited groups to the dining-rooms to talk over the latest

exhibition of the ' Old Man's ' oratorical prowess. I sat

next to a brilliant young Tory who was quite fascinated

with the performance. What specially struck him was
the exquisite acting displayed in its delivery. He had
heard, he told me, the first actors in Europe and in America,
and, whether in tragedy or in comedy, he thought Mr.
Gladstone excelled them all."

The year which saw the death of the famous statesman
had not completed its course before the Liberal Party found
itself stricken with grave trouble, for in the month of

December Sir William Harcourt resigned the Liberal

leadership in the House of Commons. The sense of be-

wilderment and of loss which the news created among
the rank and file of the Party was aggravated by the

further intimation that Mr. John Morley, from a feeling

of chivahous loyalty to his colleague, had also decided

to withdraw from the inner circle of the Party leaders.

Naturally these startling resignations gave rise to much
speculation, and various explanations were forthcoming

regarding the generative cause.

When interviewed by a representative of the Press on

the day on which Sir WilUam Harcourt' s resignation was
announced, Mr. Lloyd George confessed that the announce-

ment had taken him by surprise. " Personally," he said,

" Sir William Harcourt is the most popular occupant of

the Front Opposition Bench, especially among the yoimg
fellows of the Liberal Party. There is a human note about

him which is rather wanting in certain of the other leaders.

The young fellows have such a positive affection for Sir

William Harcourt that if it were thought that his retire-

ment was due to any sort of intrigue against him, they would

at once rally round him."

To an inquiry concerning the probable choice for the

succession, Mr. Lloyd George replied :
" From the point

of view of capacity Mr. Asquith is obviously the man

;
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but it must not be forgotten that he has a large practice at

the Bar, and it is impossible for any man, however great his

capacities, to lead the Liberal Party in his leisure moments.
Sir Henry Fowler's age and experience would indicate him
as a possible successor, but the appointment of Sir Edward
Grey, young though he is, would undoubtedly be p(5pular."

Mr. Lloyd George supplemented this expression of

opinion by declarations on the public platform, in which
he sought to hearten the Liberal Party under the stress

of its domestic troubles. " Greatly as we all regret the

resignations of Sir WiUiam Harcourt and Mr. Morley,"

he declared in a speech at Manchester, " let us not for-

get that no Party ever had finer leaders. Liberalism,

it is true, is now shedding its leaders. It is the moult-

ing season, and I suppose that parties, like fowls, must
go through that process ; but I confess that I am glad

that we are getting through with it now, three years

before the General Election falls due, so that when that

Election comes the Liberal Party will be found in as fine

feather as ever it has been."

The same heartening message reverberated in a speech

which he delivered at Birmingham to the members of the

Executive Committee of the National Liberal Federation.
" I feel confident of one thing," he declared, " and that is

that there is no reason for any despair in anything that has

recently happened to us as a Party. If Sir William Harcourt
is bent on carrying out his resignation, then I venture to

think that the best test of generalship on the part of any
aspirant for the vacant leadership will be supplied by the

work which requires to be done in the immediate future

on the actual field of battle ; for during the coming months
all these probable leaders, whose names are now being can-

vassed for the vacancy, will have ample opportunity for

proving their mettle. After all, let us not forget that no
leader is worth a schism in the Party of progress. The
example of Ireland ought to be a warning in that respect.
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Let us devote ourselves to the task of fighting the foe with
all our energy, and the leadership question will settle

itself."

At this time the Welsh nation was being bereft of

its leaders by a much more drastic process. In the sum-
mer of 1897 there passed away the Chairman of the Welsh
Parhamentary Party, Sir George Osborne Morgan. Entering

Parliament at the time of the great upheaval of 1868, as

one of the harbingers of the new era in Welsh politics, he
had continued for thirty years to represent the interests

of Wales at St. Stephen's with a fidelity and a devotion

which had earned for him the gratitude and the veneration

of his countrymen. As Mr. Lloyd George testified of him,
" nothing dulled the brightness of his hopefulness for his

country's future. He possessed a keen sense of his duty to

Wales, and he had in a great measure that kind of moral

courage that braved derision when duty demanded action."

In the following year Wales suffered a still heavier loss

in the death of Mr. Thomas Gee, its veteran chieftain.

For many long years he had been the dominant figure in

the national life of Wales, and no one had wrought so

strenuously and so successfully for the democratisation

of the Principality. Although he repeatedly refused to

enter Parhament, his influence was such as to deter-

mine in the highest degree the character and standard

of the Welsh representation in the House of Commons.
" Mr. Gee "—^to quote from Mr. Lloyd George's tribute

to his memory—" was raised up at a time when Wales

sadly wanted leaders, and he nobly stood to the front.

The effect of his hfelong services was to banish the fear

of the ruHng classes from the heart of the Welsh people,

to teach them self-respect and self-reliance, and to help

them towards the attainment of full political and social

rights."

But of all the losses that Wales suffered in the first

line of her leaders, the heaviest came in the spring of

3—

M
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1899 with the startUng news of the death of Tom Ellis.

Both Osborne Morgan and Thomas Gee had passed away
in the fullness of mellowed age after long years of ser-

vice in the cause of their countrymen. With each of

them the allotted span had already been exceeded, and in

their departure men marked the natural and inevitable

end. But the death of Tom Ellis came with a shock that

reverberated throughout the land. He was young in years

and, brilliant as was his career, it was regarded as but an
earnest of what was to come. But

—

"The world which credits what is done
Is cold to all that might have been."

It was this thought that deepened in the minds of his

countrymen the tragedy of so untimely an end— the

realisation that their fondest hopes had been killed like

the budding fruit nipped by a springtide frost.

Though he passed away before attaining the early age of

forty, Tom Ellis had accomplished much for his native

land. He had reinvigorated the spirit of its politics,

inspired its peasantry with renewed hope, and had given

the nation a wider and larger outlook. With fitting phrase

Mr. Lloyd George voiced the tragic significance of his loss.

" It is," he declared, " a fresh illustration of the dark fate

that seems to overhang the Celtic nations that whenever
they have found a national leader in whom they have com-
plete trust, he is taken from them."

It was inevitable that the removal in such rapid suc-

cession of three commanding figures in the leadership of

the nation should have profoundly affected Mr. Lloyd

George's own position.

On the evening of the day when Ellis was laid to rest

amid the silence of the hills he loved so well, the writer

recalls that as Mr. Lloyd George was sorrowfully wending

his way back from his comrade's grave, he was accosted

by a Welsh farmer, who remarked to him in a subdued
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tone : " You and he were the twin heroes of our httle

race. Henceforth you will fill the position alone."

Instinctively one felt the force of the remark. Within
nine years of his advent to ParUament, the Member for the

Carnarvon Boroughs had become the most conspicuous

figure in the national life of Wales—the centre of its hopes

and the practical director of its destinies. On the death
of Sir Osborne Morgan he had been nominated for the

vacancy in the Chairmanship of the Welsh ParUamentary
Party,* but he had declined the position. Already he was
exercising among his people a leadership much more vital

and real than any titular post could secure for him.

Shortly after the death of Tom Ellis, Sir Henry Camp-
bell-Bannerman, in the exercise of his authority as the

chosen leader of the Liberal Party in the House of Com-
mons, intimated to the Welsh Party his readiness to appoint

a Welsh Member as one of the Opposition Whips. There

was a well-grounded feeling that this offer had sprung

mainly from a desire to secure the advantage of Mr. Lloyd

George's personal association with official Liberalism ; but

when it was brought to the attention of the Welsh Members
Mr. Lloyd George strongly urged its refusal, on the ground

that it was to the advantage of Wales that its representa-

tives should hold themselves free to exercise independent

action if the poHtical interests of the Principality so re-

quired. Many of the Welsh Members made no secret of

their eagerness to see the offer accepted, but Mr. Lloyd

George succeeded in securing their acquiescence in his

suggestion. At that time he still cherished his early

dream of an independent Welsh Party at Westminster

after the Irish model, and he was eager to see it materialise

into actual fact.

The time was not yet when the path of his destiny

should stand revealed.

* It is worthy of note that the nomination was made by Mr. McKenna.



CHAPTER IX

THE BOER WAR

In the opening days of 1899, shortly before the reassem-

bling of Parliament, Mr. Balfour was dining with a small

company of his political associates, and in the course of

the evening the conversation veered round to the coming

men on the Opposition benches. Name after name was
mentioned and their merits duly canvassed and criticised.

Mr. Balfour is said to have listened patiently to the observa-

tions of his friends, but with the exhaustion of their lists

he gravely shook his head as he remarked, " You have
missed the most promising man of the lot. In my opinion

the coming man on the other side is that young fellow

Lloyd George." *

Mr. Balfour's natural intuition had marked the blade

which heralds the full ear ; and it is safe to say that before

the session had run its course there was no quarter of the

House of Commons where such a tribute would not have
evoked a ready echo.

The official records of the session of 1899 show at a

glance the versatility of Mr. Lloyd George as a Parlia-

mentarian and the wide range of his activities, for he

spoke on the floor of the House with captivating fresh-

ness on matters so diverse in their import as Armaments
and County Councils, Jurors' Qualifications and Provisional

Order Bills, Wei-hai-wei and the Naval Works Bill, Private

Legislation Procedure and the Wine and Beerhouse Acts

* This incident is related on the authority of the late Dean Howell, whose son

—

at that time Unionist Member for the Denbigh Boroughs—^was present on the

occasion referred to.—J. H. E.
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Amendment Bill. But the main force of his activities was
concentrated on the question of Primary Education and
on the Tithe Rent-charge Bill, which occupied attention

in the early part of the session. On both of these he was
regarded as an acknowledged authority.

In the previous session, as the result of good fortune

in the ballot for Private Members' motions, he had moved
a resolution to the effect that " it is essential to a just and
efficient system of education that there should be within

reach of every child in England and Wales a public

elementary school under local representative management,
and that there should also be provided increased faciUties

for the training of teachers in colleges free from sectarian

control" ; and he made effective use of his opportunity by
deUvering a speech denunciatory of the poHcy of State

favouritism in the sphere of the elementary school.

The session of 1899 had not advanced many weeks

before Mr. Lloyd George seized another favourable oppor-

tunity for raising the whole question afresh. In the

month of March he moved that " in the opinion of this

House the system of primary education in England and
Wales inflicts upon a large portion of Her Majesty's sub-

jects a serious grievance which demands the immediate

attention of Parliament " ; and his speech on that occasion

was mainly devoted to a trenchant statement of Non-
conformist grievances in respect of elementary schools.

As reference will be made later to the conspicuous part

which Mr. Lloyd George played in the education con-

troversies in Parliament, it must now suffice to point out

that even thus early in the session he was consoUdating his

position as one of the most briUiant debaters in the

Commons.
Equally noteworthy was the prominent part which he

took, a few weeks later, in opposing the progress of the

Tithe Rent-charge Bill. On the occasion of the second

reading he delivered a speech which charmed the whole
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House with its aerating witticisms. He based his opposi-

tion on the ground that, under the provisions of the Bill,

the Anglican clergy would benefit to the extent of £87,000

at the expense of the community. " On what is this dole

of £87,000 based ? " he inquired, and then himself gave

the reply :
" Upon a report brought up in a hurry by a

Commission appointed for another purpose. As far as I

can see, the main pillar and support of this policy was a

clergyman of the name of Jones. The changes are rung

on the name of the Rev. Mr. Jones on page after page of

the report. First of all we have what the Rev. Mr. Jones

said in 1836, and then what he said in 1840 ; and then

there is a pamphlet which proves that the Rev. Mr. Jones

is of the same opinion in 1850 ; and then there is a quota-

tion in a footnote from a letter written by the Rev. Mr.

Jones to Sir Robert Peel. All is Jones until you get sick

of the Rev. Mr. Jones, in spite of the honourable and

ancient name he bears, and you really do not care ' what

happened to Jones.'* Jones," he added amid the hilarity

of the Members, " is really the basis of the whole case. I

would invite the attention of the House to the grievance

which Mr. Jones has made out. He declares that, prior

to the days of commutation, the income of the clergy was
not known, and consequently the overseers could not get

at it. But ever since commutation was effected the value

of the clergyman's interest has been known, with the

result that now he can never escape his little liabilities.

And this grievance has lived since 1836, and Mr. Jones

has left this as a post obit—that the clergy are not now
in as good a position to deceive the overseers as formerly.

This is the grievance seriously put forth by a minister of

the only ' Hall-marked religion in the land.'
"

The speech was illumined with a number of telling

aphorisms, such as : " Human nature is pretty much the

* This was the title of a play which at that time w£is staged at one of the

London theatres.
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same, especially if found in holy orders." But towards
the close wit and humour were laid aside as his voice

hardened into vehement protest. " We have heard a good
deal of the condition of the poor in large towns, of fever-

breeding congested districts, and of people rotting in the
slums, but nothing has been done to improve these con-

ditions. It is the high rates that are retarding the needed
improvements, and in passing this Bill we shall still further

aggravate the matter. What an answer this Bill will be
to those Welsh constituencies who, at the last General

Election, gave up their share in that great struggle for

rehgious equahty which has been part of the inheritance

of their race ! And what for ? For a prospect of a pension

of five shillings when sixty-five years of age," he cried, as

he flashed a reproachful look at Mr. Chamberlain, who
had made Old Age Pensions a leading item in the Unionist

programme at the previous election. " All I can say,"

added Mr. Lloyd George in a contemptuous tone, " is

that the mess of pottage promised to them has been con-

sumed by other gentlemen who are higher up at the table.

The money which was to be devoted to Old Age Pensions

has been given to the landlord and the parson. Why, the

squire and the parson have broken into the poor-box and
divided its contents between them !

"

This reference to Old Age Pensions is interesting from
the fact that Mr. Lloyd George had served on the Select

Committee appointed some two months earlier by the

Government—and avowedly at the instance of Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain—to report upon the practicability of a pension

scheme. Although Mr. Chamberlain was not a member
of that Committee, he naturally watched over its proceed-

ings with a paternal interest, and he kept in sympathetic

touch with its deliberations. From the outset he marked
Mr. Lloyd George as the most outstanding and resourceful

of the seventeen members who constituted the Committee,

and he invited him to his private room to discuss the
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problem in all its bearings. Mr. Lloyd George accepted

the invitation, and it is not without significance that Mr.

Chamberlain entrusted him with the draft of a scheme
which he had himself carefuUy prepared, remarking, as he

handed it over : "I am giving you my own copy and,

indeed, the only one in existence."

It is interesting to recall that in its report the Select

Committee recommended the grant of a pension to every

British subject, on attaining the age of sixty-five, who had
a weekly income of less than ten shillings, and who had
" endeavoured to the best of his ability, by his industry

or by the exercise of reasonable providence, to make pro-

vision for himself and those immediately dependent upon
him." Unfortunately, neither time nor money was avail-

able at the moment, and Mr. Lloyd George's chagrin was
the more intense because of the successful raid upon the

Exchequer by such a measure as the Tithe Rent-charge

Bill.

At the close of the session in the month of August,

Mr. Lloyd George, accompanied by two of his compatriots,

left for a tour through Canada, on the invitation of Lord
Strathcona, then the High Commissioner of the Dominion,

for the purpose of inspecting the country, with a view to

seeing how far the land could be made serviceable to Welsh

emigrants of the farming and agricultural classes. While

there the party made full use of their time and travelled

through most of the districts likely to serve the purpose

of their visit.

Mr. Lloyd George was impressed with the massive

grandeur of the country. " We passed yesterday through

scenery," he wrote home in one of his letters, " that

defies description for grandeur and sublimity, Such scenes

as you only see in dreams are witnessed by brilliant moon-

light, which added to its impressiveness and weirdness.

Uncanny is the word for a good deal of it. Fancy crossing

a bridge and looking down into a ravine seven hundred
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feet below you—^winding along ledges of rocks with a dark

valley a thousand feet beneath you, and a river meandering
along like a silver thread !

"

He was equally struck with the immense possibiUties

of the Dominion. " I am very much impressed at the

vastness of Canada's fertile belt," he declared in the course

of an interview with a representative of the Toronto Globe.

" We all knew by looking at the map that Canada was a

huge country, but we had no idea that the cultivated part

was so great. Not only the wheat-providing plains of

Manitoba and of the North-West have surprised me by
their abundance of wealth, but also the rich minerals of

British Columbia, which seem to me to be unlimited. My
only criticism is that the country has been very much
under-advertised. The possibilities of Canada strike me
as being immense. Everything that tends to make a
country great is present. Wheat, cattle, gold, silver, iron,

copper, fish, magnificent streams and inexhaustible water-

power are in abundance. There is nothing lacking except

enterprise and push. The Canadians have not shouted

loud enough for themselves. In the Oriental bazaars the

merchant who shouts loudest sells most goods, without

regard to the quahty. Canada's voice has been drowned
by the shouting of the Americans, who have, in conse-

quence, attracted trade where Canadian trade would have
been equally successful."

Even amid the backwoods of Canada Mr. Lloyd George
continued to keep his eye on the political barometer at

home. On one occasion he described Mr. Joseph Chamber-
lain as " an expert electioneerer." Assuredly the epithet

could with equal appropriateness be apphed to him, for

he, too, has the ingrained instinct for ivining the trend

of public opinion—that psychological insight into the

thoughts and emotions of the man in the street which so

essentially characterised the famous statesman from
Birmingham.
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Therein lies the reason why, long ere this, he had been

seriously concerning himself with the possibilities of the

next General Election. As has been already indicated, the

causes underlying the defeat of the Liberal forces in 1895

seemed to him to be clear and unmistakable, and he was
above all things anxious that the Party should profit by
the disaster and, in anticipation of the next contest, pro-

ceed to put its house in order.

His ideas in this regard were expressed in a special

article which he contributed to Young Wales as early as

1897, and the few extracts here given wiU not only indicate

their trend, but will suffice to show that already he had
studied wisely and well in the school of political philosophy.

" One of the effects produced upon the constitution of

the Liberal Party," he wrote in reference to the disaster

of 1895, " was a nervous distrust of programmes. Political

parties recovering from a downfall are like children getting

up after a stumble, who blame and belabour the obstruc-

tion rather than their own awkwardness in getting round

it. There is a disposition amongst Liberal leaders to con-

fine themselves to criticism of Unionist policy and exposure

of Unionist shortcomings. Any attempt at formulating

a positive Liberal creed is deprecated. This is a short-

sighted policy. No one beUeves that an Election could

be won by the Liberals upon a purely negative programme.

If that be so, then is it not high time to inquire when the

Liberal electoral policy wiU be promulgated ? We suffered

in a great measure at the last Election because no systematic

attempt had been previously made thoroughly to explain

to the average elector what Local Option, Disestablish-

ment, the abolition of the House of Lords, or even

Irish Home Rule meant. And unless some endeavour be

made to ripen public opinion, our leaders will be without

guidance when the time for determining upon their plat-

form arrives. That is why I urge that it is the duty of

the rank and file, who can speak freely without committing
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any Party, to do so without loss of time. If we were all

to affect the airs of front-rank statesmen, who await the

development of opinion, ere we pronounce our valuable

judgment, then what a plight the Party would be in when
the contest comes round! On the very eve of the Elec-

tion it would be helplessly distracted with the conflicting

arguments of rival claimants to place and position in the

programme. It is better that we discuss these matters

now, when there is time not merely to fall out if needs

must, but also to make up."

In the course of the article Mr. Lloyd George proceeded

to urge that the programme for the next Election should

be brought within dimensions that would make it a prac-

ticable undertaking for one Parliament. The Newcastle

programme, he averred, could not have been carried in

two Parliaments.
" These elongated programmes," he pointed out,

" have two fatal defects. In the first place, they excite

contention for precedence amongst those sections of the

Party whose interest is centred on some one particular

reform out of the several which constitute Liberal policy.

How disastrous this rivalry proved to the Party in the

1892 Parliament is now a matter of history. If the Party

be returned to power on a similar programme, it needs no
great prescience to foretell a similar fate for it. It is of

no avail to appeal to the forbearance of men whose souls

are absorbed and whose lives have been spent in the effort

to remove one specific evil. When priority may mean all

the difference between legislation to-day and postponement

for twenty or thirty years, it would be as useless as to

deprecate shouldering at a pit door where the crowd is

great and the entrance limited. It is one of the unavoid-

able circumstances of a crush.

" In the second place, inasmuch as no Liberal Adminis-

tration could hope to dispose of more than a third of the

programme in a single Parliament, the electors whose
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concern has been enlisted in the remaining two-thirds are

necessarily disappointed, and men depressed by a sense of

hope deferred fight badly, even when they do not sulk

outright."

For these reasons he urged that it was highly desir-

able from a tactical point of view that the progressive forces

should unite on the promotion of measures which might

be disposed of in the course of a single Parliament. " But
unity is only possible on two conditions : Firstly, the

measures proposed must be such as would, if carried,

facilitate the progress and ultimate efficiency of all the

other reforms now included in the Liberal programme.

Secondly, those measures must involve principles suffi-

ciently important and imperative as to strike the popular

imagination, and thus evoke the full strength and enthu-

siasm of those interested in reform."

After pointing out that neither Local Option nor Dis-

estabhshment nor the reform of the House of Lords ful-

filled these conditions, he urged that the reforms which

would ensure the necessary unity would be Registration

Reform, including one man one vote, and also a measure

of devolution which would enable each constituent nation-

ality in this country to deal with its own affairs. This,

then, was his suggestion for an attractive and effective

electoral programme :
" Registration Reform and Home

Rule all round, and if the Lords reject both or either,"

he added cheerily, " then an appeal to the country on

the abolition of the House of Lords in addition to the other

questions."

Politicians propose—^but circumstances frequently dis-

pose. The programme which Mr. Lloyd George had so

skilfully designed as a triumphant standard for the Liberal

Party in its next encounter at the polls was ruthlessly torn

asunder by the force of a dramatic and unforeseen develop-

ment in the political situation.

In the latter months of 1899 there appeared on the
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South African horizon an insignificant cloud which rapidly

spread until the whole pohtical sky was black and ominous.

Then the storm burst with terrific force and with devas-

tating havoc. The first intimation of the imminence of

war found Mr. Lloyd George amid the spacious and lonely

valleys of Canada. " The news from the Transvaal

threatens to alter my arrangements," he wrote home from
British Columbia on September i8th. " War means the

summoning of Parliament ; the former now seems inevit-

able. The prospect oppresses me with a deep sense of

horror. If I have the courage, I shall protest with all

the vehemence at my command against the outrage which
is perpetrated in the name of human freedom."

Obviously a critical review of the causes and cir-

cumstances which led to the Boer War lies quite

outside the scope of this work. Here, we are concerned

with its memories only so far as they recall Mr. Lloyd

George's attitude, and, in consequence, infringe upon the

story of his career. It is common knowledge that no
single individual in the land opposed that war with such

steadfastness of purpose and vehemence of invective as

he. Not content with delivering speeches that flamed in

wrathful denunciations of the statesman whom he regarded

as primarily responsible for the disastrous outbreak, he

boldly marched into the division lobby in opposition to

the vote for the necessary supplies. By friend and foe

alike he came to be regarded as the most strenuous and

conspicuous among those who were dubbed> in popular

parlance, the pro-Boers.

In order to understand—if not, indeed, to appreciate

—

the motive-forces which determined Mr. Lloyd George's

strenuous opposition to the whole course of the Boer War,

it is necessary to bear in mind one or two sahent facts.

The first concerns his early upbringing. Reared as he

had been on the hearth of one of the strictest of Noncon-

formist households, he had been sedulously taught to
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regard war as something essentially abhorrent and utterly

unchristian. It is safe to say that in no home in the land

had John Bright' s indictment of war found so ready an
echo as under the roof of the Baptist shoemaker in the

village of Llanystumdwy, and as a result there had been
deeply ingrained in Mr. Lloyd George, from his earliest

years, an instinctive and intense horror of war.

It will be recalled that the first speech made by Mr.

Lloyd George which received the imprimatur of print was
devoted to a scathing denunciation of the Egyptian War
of 1882. At that time the young orator, in the first flush

of his idealisms, was ready to indict all war as an anachron-

ism in the polity of States and in the progress of civilisation ;

but with increase of years and a corresponding contact with

public life and national affairs, his academic views deepened
into a horror of the inevitable and terrible results, and he
became more alive to the economic waste which is ever

to be found in the red trail of war.
" Is there any period in the history of England or any

other country," he inquired in the course of a speech which
he delivered shortly after the outbreak of the war in South
Africa, " when reforms were carried out in the time of

war ? The history of every country proves the contrary.

In the time of the Revolution in France a cry was raised

in favour of going to war with Prussia, England, Austria,

and Italy. ' No,' said Robespierre, ' the moment you go

to war there will be an end to all reforms.' France refused

to listen and went to war, with the result that the reforms

derived from the Revolution were to a great extent lost.

And here we are," he exclaimed in tones that quivered

under the stress of his emotions, " the greatest civilising

power in the world—engaged in the greatest military

struggle that we ever entered upon ! One would surely

expect some magnificent service to humanity from the

greatest effort ever made by the greatest civilising power.

What is that service ? I have searched for it in vain. It
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might be, as has been said, that as a result of the war
we should increase the profits of the gold mine owners by
three or four millions a year. What of that ? It would
have been cheaper, as a financial transaction, to have paid
them an annuity out of the pubhc funds, and all the blood
and bitterness and devastation would have been spared.

In money alone, the war is costing us at the rate of eight

millions a month. Every time a lyddite shot is fired it

costs what would pension two men for a whole year. One
battle blazed away £50,000 in shot and shell. The money
that would have built comfortable homes for hundreds of

thousands of our fellow-men has gone to dig graves in

South Africa."

There remains the further consideration that Mr. Lloyd
George's innate antipathy to war was intensified in the

case of the South African War by reason of the fact that

it was a war waged against a small State.

As has been already made perfectly clear, the principle

of nationality has from the outset constituted the pole-

star of his political creed. His first speech on the public

platform was devoted to a glowing eulogy of the essential

sacredness of nationahty, and he entered Parliament as

the chosen champion of a little race to give utterance to

its prescriptive and inalienable rights. " I have travelled

Wales for years—north, south, east and west," he reminded
the students of one of the Welsh National colleges some
years after his return to Parliament, " to preach what I

conceived to be the gospel of national unity and of national

hope." During those years when his ideals were being

crystalUsed he found an unfailing stimulus in the national-

istic tenets of Mazzini, and he passionately assented to the

dictum of the ItaHan patriot that " God has written one

line of His thought on the cradle of each people." In

speech after speech he urged the stimulating consideration

that the contracted span of small nationalities is, in a

special sense, encompassed with a Providential destiny.
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" If you look at the pages of history," he declared on one
occasion, " you will find that Uttle nations have ever

been the chosen vessels of the Tabernacle to convey the

best wines of Providence to the lips of mankind." Thus
he was ever proclaiming his belief in the inherent sacred-

ness of small nationahties—in their possession of some
Divine ethos that made them invulnerable to the devas-

tating shock of mere brute strength, and invincible amid
the most disintegrating of forces.

" Two thousand years ago," he exclaimed in thrilling

tones, in the course of a speech in the House of Commons,
" the great Empire of Rome came with its battahons and
conquered that part of Carnarvonshire in which my con-

stituency is situated. They built walls and fortifications

as the tokens of their conquest, and they proscribed the

use of the Cymric tongue. The other day I was glancing

at the ruins of those walls. Underneath I noted the

children at play, and I could hear them speaking, with

undiminished force and vigour, the proscribed language

of the conquered nation. Close by, there was a school

where the language of the Roman conquerors was being

taught, but taught as a dead language."

These considerations make it easy to trace the generating

causes of the bitterness of Mr. Lloyd George's opposition

to the South African War, to mark in his attitude the

natural fruition of ideas which he had fostered from the

days of his childhood, and to realise the honesty of purpose

that lay behind it all.

" We may be all right or we may be all wrong,"

he declared in vindication of those who were associated

with him in his protest against the war. " Time will

tell. But do not forget that time has shown that most

of the wars in which this country has been engaged were

blunders from the point of view of the people. At any

rate, do give us credit for being sincere in our motives

and as honest in our desire to promote the interests of
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Great Britain in this matter as are those who support
the policy of the war."

The first speech which he made on the public platform
after the outbreak of hostilities was delivered at Carmar-
then, in the month of November, in an atmosphere that

was electric with excitement. " Why do I object to war ?
"

he exclaimed in the opening sentence of his speech. " It

is because, as a Liberal, I hate and abhor all war, and
because I know of nothing that arrests progress like war.
I have come to the conclusion that I would be recreant

before God and man if at this first opportunity I did not
enter a protest against what I consider to be an infamy.
And here I do it to-night," he exclaimed, with flashing eye
and with uplifted hand, " even if I leave Carmarthen
to-morrow without a friend."

In appraising Mr. Lloyd George's attitude the fact

must be borne in mind that from the outset he steadfastly

refused to admit that the war was in any way inevitable.
" Most of us think," he candidly confessed, " that Kruger
was a pig-headed, stubborn old Tory, and our sympathies

were all on the other side—I mean with the young Liberal

Party in the Transvaal—with Botha and Joubert, who
were always in opposition to Kruger, and with Schalk-

Burger and Delarey. If we had only waited a short time

the Progressives in the Transvaal would have triumphed,

and the whole question would have been settled peace-

ably."

There was nothing which he resented so keenly as the

taunts of disloyal and traitorous conduct which his oppo-

nents were fond of flinging at him by way of retort to

his caustic criticisms. " Is every politician who opposes

a war during its progress of necessity a traitor ? " he

inquired on one occasion. " If so, then Chatham was a

traitor, and Burke and Fox especially, and in later times

Cobden and Bright and even Mr. Chamberlain—all these

were traitors."

3—

N
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Unsparing as he was in his criticisms of statesmen he

studiously refrained from any strictures on the men who
had taken the field. " I am not a military expert," he

explained to an interviewer, " and I have always thought

it unfair to criticise men who are risking their lives in the

performance of their duties, unless one is forced to do it

for the sake of the honour and the good name and the

security of the country."

Although Parliament reassembled in the month of

October for a special session on account of the war, Mr.

Lloyd George resolved to keep silence in the House " until

next session "—to quote his words
—

" when all would be

sick of the war "
; but the temptation to speak, born

of Mr. Chamberlain's vindication of the conflict, proved

irresistible. On October 27th he delivered a trenchant

speech in the course of which he came into sharp collision

with the great protagonist of the war, whom he openly

charged with having deliberately and shamelessly mis-

represented the concessions which the Boers had offered

to make. He read out to the House the statutory pro-

visions of the Transvaal Act, and proceeded to show
that the conditions and difficulties attending the franchise

in this country were much worse than were those im-

posed in the Transvaal. He denounced the readiness of

the British Government to go to war in order to obtain

the franchise for the Uitlanders in the Transvaal, " many
of whom," he declared in a satiric tone, " are not even

natives of this country. We are fighting for ' the full

franchise,' for ' pure and honest administration in the

Transvaal,' " he continued with a recurring flash of satire,

" and this is being done by a Government that has divided

three millions among its own supporters, backed by a

Chamber composed of landlords who have benefited to

the extent of hundreds of thousands—a Chamber for

which no British subject has a right to vote."

That Mr. Lloyd George was now rapidly coming into
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prominence may be inferred from the fact that in

January 1900 he was invited to address the Palmerston

Club at Oxford. Discerning the richness of the virgin

soil represented in an institution devoted to the further-

ance of Liberal interests among a great body of under-

graduates on whom the future of British poUtics would
largely hinge, he readily accepted the invitation, and
signalised his sense of the importance of the occasion

by deUvering a speech which, in deftness of phrase and
in the vnde sweep of its eloquence, remains to this day
unsurpassed in the annals of his oratory.

Just at that time Lord Rosebery and other prominent

Liberal statesmen were striving to inoculate poUtical senti-

ment with the tenets of Imperialism, and Mr. Lloyd George

resolved to warn Liberals against the glamour of what he

termed " this Disraelian Imperialism." The country, he

declared in the opening sentences of his speech at Oxford,

was suffering from an overdose of Imperialism, and the

greatest service which the Liberal Party could render it

was to inculcate the sound, healthy ideas of Fox, Cobden,

Bright and Gladstone.

" We are rather fortunate in one respect : the

follies of aggressive Imperialism which have dominated

our statesmanship for the last few years have been

brought home to us in a war with a small community

in South Africa rather than in a struggle vdth a great

European Empire. . . . There is much to be said for

Lord Rosebery' s theory that this war might be a

blessing in disguise. The fate of the Empire depends

not so much upon the war as on the way we profit

by its real lessons. It is the function of the Liberal

Party to see that, while none of these lessons are lost,

due weight should be given to the more important of

them. Still, the situation at the best is undoubtedly

a serious one, and the sKghtest reflection upon the set
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of circumstances which have led up to it would con-

vince any man that it is all the outcome of aggressive

Imperialism.

"The most deplorable feature of the situation is

the way the Liberals of Europe have given us up.

There was a time when they looked to Britain for

lead and succour. Now they have turned away in

sorrow and sadness of heart from the country that

was once for them an example of freedom. A Conti-

nental organ has this week been lamenting with evident

sincerity the change that ha^ taken place in the

statesmanship of Britain
—

' the old champion of

liberty.' There was no envy there. The land that

had prqtected Portugal against the rapacity of Conti-

nental despots, the land that had been the refuge of

persecuted patriots from every clime—that land is

now straining her resources to the utmost to accom-

plish by force what she has failed to effect by fraud :

the destruction of the independence of two small

republics in South Africa. What is there in that for

Continental Liberals to envy ? If they speak, in tones

of aggravated anger, it is because their indignation is

accentuated by a sense of despondency that their ideal

has proved false.

" Lord Rosebery has summed up our losses in this

war, but the greatest loss of all is not comprised in

his enumeration. It is true that at the end of this

war we shall miss millions from our coffers. We shall

lose much of that deference which is always paid to

the masters of many successful legions. We shall

miss many a gallant name from the roll call of our

warriors. But there is something infinitely more pre-

cious to every true lover of Britain that we shall miss,

and that is the distinction of being the hope and shield

of the weak and oppressed in all lands which was once

the brightest gem in Britain's glory. No Liberal at
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least would have bartered that for all the gold in the

Reind. I have carefully read through Lord Rose-

bery's speech, and have failed to discover in it any
single note that would indicate any appreciation of

this loss.

" Lord Rosebery would set himself to restore the

damage done to our prestige. But what are the

materials he would use for this purpose ? He has
supplied us with a list of them. He waxed eloquent

over the mere category. What are they ? We have
transport arrangements that no country in the world
can emulate. We have an incomparable navy. We
have more capital than any other nation could com-
mand, and—though he spoke with some reluctance on
this point—^we have a fine national character. This
he seemed to treat as a more doubtful national asset.

But these sentiments of Lord Rosebery have not even
the merit of originality. I recollect that the great

poet of the new Imperialism uttered the same ideas

in those immortal lines

:

We've got the ships,

We've got the men,

We've got the money, too.

But we do not convert music-hall rant into high-class

statesmanship by the simple process of substituting

the word capital for money and transport for

ships. In Lord Rosebery' s schedule of materials for

the restoration of the impaired temple of Britain's

prestige he has omitted the most important item of all,

and that is ' the righteousness that exalteth a nation.'

Lord Rosebery would sharpen England's sword in order

to make it more deadly. Let him rather purge the

Empire's conscience, so as to make its statesmanship

more upright. He will find that pay even as a mihtary

resource. That is one of the lessons of the war that
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Lord Rosebery has overlooked. Its greatest surprise

is not the Boer miUtary preparations, or artillery, their

weapons, their numbers, or even their strategy. You
will find that even all those had been anticipated. But
what we had not expected was the courage, the ten-

acity, the devotion, the whole-heartedness of the Boers

themselves, the way in which each Boer has put the

whole of his intelligence, strength and soul into the

struggle. That has been our greatest difficulty. That is

going to be the greatest barrier in the path of our

success. It proves that the most formidable weapon
with which a nation can arm itself is a righteous cause.

' Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just.' That

is where the Boer armaments have outclassed ours.

I am not begging the question when I assume the

superiority of their cause. It may be said, in the

words of Lord Rosebery, that the Boer Government
was a ' corrupt oligarchy,' although such a statement

comes with bad grace from a peer who sits in an
assembly adorned by the presence of Hooley's directors

and whose members voted to themselves out of public

funds millions of money under the pretence of re-

lieving agricultural distress. But, at any rate, it can

be said of the Boer farmers who line the trenches that

the hand that grasps the Mauser was never soiled with

a bribe. He fights for the freedom and independence

of his native land, and there is no more sacred cause

for which a man can die. If he has not been bribed

that is not because no opportunity has been given to

him. The millionaires started funds to buy him, and
if money could have procured the abolition of the

eight-hour day, of the prohibition to work on Sundays,

it would have been done long ago. In these days the

vulgar worship of wealth, when the golden key opens

every door, even that of academic distinction, as recent

experience in Oxford has proved, I thank Heaven for
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one little community at least where the millionaire is

not omnipotent."

A few days later Mr. Lloyd George supplemented his

Oxford oration with a speech in the House of Commons
in support of Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice's amendment to
the Address, which condemned the Government for " the
want of knowledge, foresight and judgment" displayed
in their conduct of South African affairs, and in their pre-

parations for the war. The speech was mainly devoted to

a scathing exposure of the conspiracy of a body of financiers

to subvert the independence of a small State under the

pretext of " equal rights for all "—a pretext which Mr..

Lloyd George tore to shreds as he proceeded to point out

that the wages earned by miners in the Transvaal were
four times as high as the wages earned by miners in this

country, while an eight-hour day for miners—which the

British House of Commons had so airily discountenanced

—was provided for in the enactments of the Transvaal

Government. " I should have thought," he said, " that

the greatest pride of the Uitlanders would have been to

take part in this conflict and fight for their supposed

rights. But how many have availed themselves of the

privilege ? They prefer to lounge about the hotels of

Cape Town, while English homes are being made desolate

on their behalf. I am sure that I shall carry the House
with me when I declare that such men and their grievances

are not worth one drop of British blood."

Although the whole trend of the speech was in direct

opposition to the sentiments of the great majority, it

profoundly affected the House as a whole ; its eloquence

touched men who had been left unmoved by the force of

his contentions. Immediately on the conclusion of the

speech Sir William Harcourt scribbled his congratulations

on the back of an envelope, which he passed on to the

young orator : " Magnificent ! You have delivered a
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speech which would have been worthy of Grattan at his

best " ; while Mr. Balfour confessed to a friend that,

intensely as he disagreed with it, he felt bound to admit
that it was the best debating speech he had ever heard
in the Commons.

In this world of ours, how frequently it happens that

the friends of to-day are the enemies of to-morrow, and
the greater the friendship or the deeper the respect, the
more intense is the later antagonism ! And so it is signi-

ficant that the bitterness of Mr. Lloyd George's opposition

to the Boer War soon crystaUised into deliberate attacks

on Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, whose growing ascendancy
over the House of Commons he had noted some months
before the outbreak of war, whilst there was an apparent
increasing supineness on the part of his own leaders,

who, as he believed, were already too weak and faint-

hearted.

Failure in politics as in business always engenders dis-

content and marvellously clears the eyes of otherwise

faithful followers and adherents ; and it is therefore

not surprising that on the defeat of the Liberals at the

General Election, and again on the occasion of Sir William

Harcourt's retirement, Mr. Lloyd George should have

stood forth to voice the general feelings of distrust held

by the rank and file towards the leaders of the Party. He
claimed the right of criticism on the ground that a little

straight talk would do them good, for there had been

much calling for censure in the conduct of the Opposition.

" There has been," he said," an absence of boldness and

vigour in attack. Never have opportunities been so missed

as by the leaders of our Party in these recent years, for

no Government of modern times has committed so many
obvious faults in both domestic and foreign affairs as the

present Unionist Administration. There has been abund-

ant material for their condemnation. But what have our

Liberal leaders done ? Something, no doubt, has been
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said by them on the various aspects of the policy of the
Government, but very gently, as if—to reverse an old

quotation—thej^ have been wiUing to strike but afraid
to wound. You know what is said about singers who are
not a popular success. They are described as having ' a
good voice for the drawing-room,' which means that they
lack vigour and power for an effective performance in a
more extended sphere. That really must be one's judg-
ment upon the average Liberal leader speeches on Tory
policy for some time past. They are simply good drawing-
room performances. They have been singing small in

Parliament and on the platform. One has no right to

doubt the sincerity of the convictions held by our Liberal

leaders ; but this we have the right to say, and it is time
it were said. If our leaders only felt as intensely as their

followers do upon the Government's record of political

corruption and of class favouritism, their attitude would
be speedily reversed. It is obvious that the restraint of

expression and demeanour imposed by our leaders upon
themselves in the face of such extreme provocation proves

that they are altogether too saintly to occupy the Front
Opposition Bench."

Now, in the agitated atmosphere of war, the Liberal

leaders seemed to have lost all energy and initiative in

face of Mr. Chamberlain's masterful personality, for never
had that statesman's prestige and popularity stood so

high as in the first flush of hostilities when the war fever

was sweeping through the land with the fierceness of a

prairie fire. He completely dominated the House of

Commons, and the savage lash of his invective descended
on the Opposition with terrific force.

Such fierceness might frighten even the Front Bench,
but the young Member for Carnarvon refused to be cowed
into silence. On the contrary, it served only to rouse his

own inborn pugnaciousness, and, like Lord Randolph
Churchill, whose plucky fight with the "Grand Old Man"
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of his day Mr. Lloyd George had deprecated but admired,
he was ready and eager " to go for the big game."

At Cardiff, not so very long before, he had portrayed
Mr. Chamberlain to a Convention of Welsh Liberals. " There
was a time," he said, in the course of his speech on that
occasion, " when Mr. Chamberlain ' chummed and pal'd

'

with Wales, but when Wales refused to betray suffering

Ireland Mr. Chamberlain passed her by on the other side.

He would not mention Wales on the platform, and he
ignored her very name. It was all ' Birmingham.' Still,

Wales was a land that produced heroes and martyrs in the

strife for religious freedom when Birmingham was nothing
more than a mere swamp. It was the land that gave to

England her simplest and strongest statesman in Oliver

Cromwell
; yet it is this land that is being ignored by

Joseph Chamberlain—England's tawdriest statesman. The
land of the despised Celt, forsooth, where freedom dwells

in every heart, and whose sons have shed their blood to

cement the fabric of this Empire, is treated as though
it had no right to talk about the Empire in the face of

Birmingham. Why, some people talk as if the British

Empire was to be found in the backyard of Birmingham.
In the present disastrous Indian War," Mr. Lloyd George
proceeded to assert, " it has been for the Celts to die and
for Birmingham to deal, to take the profit and to supply

the muskets by which 2,000 of our own soldiers have been
shot down. If there is one thing which the Liberals

specially need in these times it is some leader on the

Front Opposition Bench who will unmask the pretensions

of this electro-plated Rome, its peddling Imperialism, and
its tin Caesar."

The minor causes underlying this satiric note could be

forgotten now, for to Mr. Lloyd George the war in South
Africa had filled to the brim Mr. Chamberlain's cup of

iniquity ; and no Member was readier to combat the popular

statesman and to supply the necessary assurance that, in
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spite of appearances, there still remained an Opposition

strong to resist and to denounce.

In the course of the summer following the outbreak

of the war a dramatic announcement was made by the

Colonial Office that in the enemy's archives at Bloem-
fontein tbere had been found a number of sympathetic

letters from Members of Parliament in this country which
had been addressed to the President of the Orange Free

State and other Boer leaders. Naturally this created quite

a sensation throughout the country, and the public interest

was intensified by the withholding of the contents of the

letters and of the names of their authors. This air of

mystery inevitably gave rise to all kinds of damaging
rumours, and Mr. Chamberlain was strongly criticised in

Parliament for his action in not publishing the letters and
giving their authors an opportunity for either explanation

or defence. The most severe of his critics was Mr. Lloyd

George, who in a vehement speech denounced Mr. Chamber-
lain for having, by his action, placed every Member of

Parliament opposed to the war under a suspicion of

having been engaged in a treasonable conspiracy. Mr.

Chamberlain stated that immediately the letters had
come into his possession he had written to their authors

for an explanation, and as soon as their replies were forth-

coming the Government would come to a decision in regard

to the publication of the correspondence. " Mr. Lloyd

George," to quote from the observations of an eye-witness

of the scene, " now leapt to his feet—keen, agile, combative,

and with a rather nasty fighting look in his eye." Sweep-

ing aside Mr. Chamberlain's explanation, he exclaimed

:

" You were right to send copies of the letters to their

writers, but why did you anticipate this by giving the

House a hint of their contents ? You give the meaning,

but you take care to withhold the substance."

Mr. Chamberlain perceptibly winced under the blow.
" I gave it," he interjected, " in order to remove exaggerated
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accounts of their contents." Mr. Lloyd George turned
on him with renewed fierceness :

" Whence had such

accounts come ? How could they have got into the Press

without the connivance of the Colonial Government ?

Why had they been wired from South Africa ? What
about the censorship ? " Such were the interrogatories

flung at Mr. Chamberlain as he twisted and turned on the

Treasury Bench in obvious discomfiture. " War news,

dispatches, and letters from the front," continued Mr.

Lloyd George, his voice vibrating with indignation, " have
been withheld by the Government, but as soon as they

get hold of something which they deem discreditable to

their political antagonists they hasten to telegraph and
to publish it. Is this a fair way to treat a minority ?

It is difficult enough to oppose a war," he added, " but

is it well to make it so difficult to oppose bloodshed ?
"

The Member for Carnarvon was not content to frame

interrogatories to which no replies might be forth-

coming. " Was this the course of a gentleman ? " he

continued, pointing an accusing finger at Mr. Chamberlain.
" I venture to say that no other Member on that side of

the House would have done such a thing."

With a daring bit of strategy he now forced Mr.

Chamberlain himself into a defensive position. Late on
the night preceding this debate there had been issued the

report of the Special Committee which had been inquiring

into the question of the War Office Contracts, on account

of certain allegations that the War Office had shown pre-

ferential treatment to the Birmingham firm of Kynoch.
Although there had been little opportunity for the Members
to peruse its contents, Mr. Lloyd George, in his eagerness

to profit by its information, sacrificed some hours' sleep

to its perusal, with the result that, when the House met
on the following day, he had thoroughly mastered its

details. Quick to mark the seriousness of certain of its

admissions, he now turned them into effective missiles
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wherewith to attack Mr. Chamberlain. As the scope of

the debate would not permit him to raise the issue of the

Wax Office acceptance of the Kynoch contract, he passed

on to a general discussion of the dynamite scandals in

the Transvaal. " You talk about corruption in the

Transvaal, 6,000 miles away, about a dynamite monopoly
and Kruger's aid to his relatives ! Is it not time,"

he exclaimed, as he flung a scornful glance at Mr.

Chamberlain, " that we looked at home ? " The viru-

lence of the attack was now fully reflected in Mr.

Chamberlain's attitude. The face lost its wonted impassive-

ness. The legs were no longer crossed nor the arms folded

in the familiar nonchalant manner. Obviously his tradi-

tional imperviousness was pierced and torn asunder by his

young assailant. His eyes flashed with anger and he sat

in crouching fashion, ready to spring on his assailant at

the slightest chance. Again and again he resorted to

interruption—as, for instance, when Mr. Lloyd George had
referred to Kynoch' s as " a new firm," Mr. Chamberlain

interjected, " It has been in existence twenty years." A
smile flitted across Mr. Lloyd George's countenance

at this interruption for which he had so skilfully angled,

and he quietly retorted, " Yes, it has been nominally in

existence for twenty years, but it has really been made
since certain gentlemen from Birmingham have had influ-

ence at th«' War Office." Again, a minute later, there

was a fierce passage of arms as Mr. Lloyd George

proceeded to quote from the Report of the Contracts

Committee. " Here we proceed by innuendo," he casually

remarked in reference to the quotation. Eagerly Mr.

Chamberlain fastened upon the admission. " Hear, hear !

"

he cried with unmistakable satisfaction ; while the Union-

ists, catching from the triumphant inflection of his voice

the implication that the attack in the main consisted of

innuendoes, quickly took up the cry and repeated it.

" Quite so," commented Mr. Lloyd George smihngly

;
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" iftnuendoes such as the right honourable gentleman
makes against Liberals over those South African letters.

We adopt his methods ; we are fighting him with his own
weapons. We are meeting innuendo with innuendo."

Again and again Mr. Lloyd George hit out vigorously,

encouraged by the enthusiastic cheers of his party ; but
the moment he sat down Mr. Chamberlain sprang to his

feet. Pale with anger, he charged his opponent with

having attacked him under cover of an innuendo that he
was in some way or other connected with the commercial

interests of his brother who was at the head of Kynoch'S.

Up jumped Mr. Lloyd George. " I never said so," he

called out above the clash of voices. Mr. Chamberlain
refused to give way, to enable his opponent to make a

personal explanation, and the younger man remained
standing in stern and open defiance. Excited cries of

" Order !
" raged around them as they faced one another

;

and then the Speaker decided in favour of Mr. Chamber-
lain. Mr. Lloyd George pointed out that the Colonial

Secretary was speaking for the second time, and that

only with the indulgence of the House ;
" and if he mis-

represents what I have said," he added, " I am surely

entitled to make a personal explanation."

But Mr. Chamberlain proceeded in a few biting, scorn-

ful sentences to repudiate the insinuation that he was
in any way associated with the firm of Kynoch. " Let

me say now," he exclaimed, " that I have never inter-

fered by a single word with my brother's private affairs

any more than he has interfered with my public interests.

And I call it a gross abuse of the privilege of this House
to attack a public man through his relatives for whom
he is not responsible." Then, to the accompaniment of

a great cheer from the Unionist benches, Mr. Chamber-
lain resumed his seat.

No one rose. Mr. Lloyd George, flushed with the

exertion, and still more with the excitement of the occa-
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sion, was now content to sit still in his corner seat. The
Speaker rose to put the question, and then the Members
trooped into the Lobby to discuss the dramatic scene

which they had just witnessed. With unaffected pleasure

Liberal Members acclaimed Mr. Lloyd George as the

hero of the occasion, while the Unionists were ready to

admit that " Joe " had found his match at last.

His opposition to the South African War served to

unveil in Mr. Lloyd George qualities even sterner than

those which enabled him to fight the most aggressive and

deadly combatant in the Commons. Time and again

his actions drew forth the accusation that he was too

eager to pander to the whims of the populace and to

traffic in demagogic wares ; but the unflinching manner
in which he faced the storm of popular feeling in regard

to the Boer War should have sufficed to shatter any such

impression, for it is safe to say that throughout the whole

course of that war there was not a man in this country

who so persistently opposed the clamour of the multitude

or so courageously faced such heavy risks. In one town

after another, to which he journeyed for the purpose of

speaking in opposition to the war, he found himself faced

by yelling mobs ; and such was the violence he encoun-

tered that on more than one occasion the windows of his

cab were smashed by the angry crowds. And yet the

thrill of his eloquence not infrequently mesmerised a

hostile audience into silence, and even into acquies-

cence.

In March 1900 he was the chief speaker at Glasgow at

sL meeting of citizens opposed to the war policy of the

Government. The object of this meeting was keenly re-

sented, and an angry mob congregated around the building

and sought to force an entrance. A large body of Uni-

versity students attempted to rush the stairway, and the

police had to be requisitioned to assist the stewards,

who were being overpowered. It was amid the din and
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hubbub of such scenes that Mr. Lloyd George rose to

speak. " He had to stand for many minutes before the

noise quieted down," to quote from one who was present

on that occasion,* " but the self-restraint of the peace

men, and the cutting off of the outside mob, and Mr.

Lloyd George's good-humoured patience at last secured

comparative quiet, and he got in a few sentences. Once
started, he behaved in the most skilful way. Humouring
the rowdies, parrying smartly, and speaking eloquently,

he at last got complete control, which he held for about

forty-five minutes, making a fine speech, which was con-

cluded amidst thunders of applause."

Trying as such violence was, Mr. Lloyd George had to

undergo the severer ordeal of hearing from his own con-

stituency the unmistakable note of bitter resentment,

and of seeing men who had been zealous in the promotion

of his interests hang back in sullen disapproval of his

actions. Disconcerted as he well might be, he was eager

to justify his course of action, and the measure of his

courage may be inferred from his decision to address a

meeting at Bangor which was the one district in his con-

stituency where his supporters were known to be in a

minority even in normal times. Even the most doughty

of the Liberal stalwarts were perturbed by this decision,

and he was strongly urged, for the sake of the Party as

well as for his own, to abandon his intention. But their

timid-stricken counsels failed to move him. " I am going

to Bangor," he wrote to his brother at this time. " I mean
to insist upon it, although I hear that the bulk of the

leading Liberals are strongly opposed to a meeting at this

juncture, and they entreat me not to go. I will not listen

to them. If the policy of abstaining from meetings to

instruct the people is adhered to, judgment will go by

default against us, and we will be hopelessly beaten—and

we deserve to. If the Association still deprecate meetings,

" Mr. Comwright Schreiner, in his book entitled " The Land of Free Speech."
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I resign my candidature, as I cannot hope to succeed if

I am shut up."

The trustees of the hall where the meeting was to take

place became apprehensive, and demanded a substantial

guarantee against all possible damage. This was forth-

coming, and the necessary arrangements were proceeded

with,
" I mean to get there," he wrote on the eve of the

meeting ; and he did get there, in full sight of the hostile

mob that had congregated around the front entrance.

Within the hall Mr. Lloyd George had the satisfaction of

being faced with an audience mainly composed of his

political kinsmen, and although he had to speak to the

accompaniment of breaking glass as the stones came hurling

through the windows, he was able for an hour to plead his

justification of the course he had taken in regard to the

war. " Those who had the privilege of listening to Mr.

Lloyd George at Bangor," wrote one editor, " will not

readily believe that he has ever delivered a speech which,

in courage, lucidity, pathos and persuasiveness, excelled

his eloquent oration on this occasion. Thick must be the

skull that is impervious to the force of his arguments,

and hard must be the heart that does not respond to the

pathos of the appeals in favour of peace and conciliation."

An angry mob waited without, and Mr. Lloyd George's

friends urged him to leave by a back door ; but he walked

right out into the main road, where he was immediately

followed by the crowd. It was only when he was struck

on the back of the head by a bludgeon that he realised

his danger, and sought shelter in a neighbouring cafe,

where he had to remain, under police protection, until

the dispersal of the crowd sometime after midnight. Such

an experience, occurring as it did within the precincts

of his own constituency, was more bitter than all the oppo-

sition and violence which he encountered elsewhere.

The Bangor episode was as a sweet morsel in the mouth
3—0
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of his political opponents. It made it apparent that he
had lost favour even in his own constituency, and they

felt certain that the next General Election would mark
his rejection at the polls. They were strengthened in their

assurance by the fact that even in the outlying parts

of the constituency, whence he had hitherto drawn the

fullest measure of support, the war fever was at its height.

Nevin sent a congratulatory message to the Queen on
the success of the British arms in South Africa ; the Town
Councillors in the constituent borough of Pwllheli attended

the Mafeking celebration in their robes of office ; while

in every part of the constituency the relief both of Lady-

smith and of Mafeking was celebrated with the greatest

gusto ; and at all of these demonstrations Mr. Lloyd

George was vigorously denounced, and at some of them
his ef&gy was burned.

Corresponding to the elation of his opponents was the

dejection of his supporters. Many of them were visibly

dismayed, while all were agreed that his chances of retain-

ing the seat rested solely on the hope that the war fever

would have spent itself before the next General Election.

But the thread of their hopes was snapped by the dis-

solution of Parliament in the autumn of that year (1900),

when the Carnarvon Boroughs were again thrown into the

burning crater of a bitter contest.

Feeling among the local Liberals was intense, and
when the Executive Committee of the Association met
for the purpose of formally adopting Mr. Lloyd George

as the Liberal candidate, some of the most prominent of

its members expressed their intention of insisting upon a

modification of his anti-war attitude as the condition of

their support. But in the course of the meeting Mr.

Lloyd George, who had been quietly apprised of the

situation, came into the room with a jauntiness of

demeanour which took his critics by surprise. Fhnging

his soft grey hat on the mantelpiece, he turned to face the
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assembled delegates, and informed them that he had not
come there to be criticised or even catechised in respect

of his attitude to the war. " I want you clearly to under-
stand," he said, " that I shall continue to oppose the

war as vehemently as in the past, and if I am not allowed

full liberty of action, then it is for you to choose another

candidate. I have been asked to stand for other con-

stituencies, and if you are not prepared to accept me on
my own terms, choose someone whom you may regard

as more likely to retain the seat for Liberalism."

The challenge achieved its purpose. It stifled the

menace of carping criticism ; for there was not a man in

the room who needed to be reminded that it would be
impossible for any candidate to wage so strenuous a fight

as the hero of their past contests. And the fight would
be strenuous, for even the most loyal of his followers

doubted his ability, in the circumstances, to emerge suc-

cessfully from the arena of the polls. His opponents, on
the other hand, were so confident of victory that the sp>ecial

correspondent of the Times, after a visit to the constitu-

ency, predicted the certainty of the Liberal candidate's

defeat.

Such were the conditions amid which Mr. Lloyd George

embarked upon a contest which promised to be the hardest

which even he had known. He found estrangement where

before there had been nothing but friendship, and an

enervating suUenness where he had been accustomed to

look for enthusiastic support. But he fought with the

courage born of a righteous belief in his cause, and the

magnetism of his personality drew his old supporters

around him.

At his meeting at Nevin, a district in a remote corner

of the constituency, he was received, not with the fiery

outburst of Cymric enthusiasm to which he had been

accustomed, but with a frigidity that was symptomatic of

estrangement. Astutely he gauged the situation, and at
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the outset of his speech he sought to thaw the congealed
emotions of his audience. " I admit," he declared, " that

I may possibly have taken a mistaken view of affairs in

South Africa, but in any case I am perfectly honest in that

view." Then skilfully he passed under review the record

of a Government that had promised old age pensions,

houses for the working classes, and the reduction of local

taxation. Not a single old age pension, he pointed out,

had been granted, and not a single workman's house had
been built. But the landowners had benefited, under
cover of the Agricultural Rates Act, to the extent of two
million pounds a year, while the clergy were given a sum
of eighty-seven thousand pounds annually in relief of their

rates. " The promise of an old age pension of five shillings

a week for old working men," he exclaimed, "has been

compounded for a grant of half a crown a week to every

parochial parson in the land."

As the audience listened to their candidate discoursing

in his trenchant fashion upon the dehnquencies of their

traditional opponents, their changing demeanour was
marked by recurring outbursts of applause. And now,

taking advantage of the change, Mr. Lloyd George pro-

ceeded to vindicate his opposition to the war. After

expatiating on the causes that had precipitated the war

and on the consequent profits made by the firm of Kynoch,

he concluded, in thrilling tones :
" Five years ago the

electors of the Carnarvon Boroughs handed me my strip

of blue paper—the certificate of my election—to hand

to the Speaker as their duly accredited representative. If

I never again represent the Carnarvon Boroughs in the

House of Commons, I shall at least have the satisfaction

of handing back to them that blue paper without any

stain of human blood upon it." A wild burst of enthusiasm

greeted this declaration, testifying beyond all question to

the fact that his sway was still unbroken under the most

trying of circumstances.
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Bangor, even, where he had been mobbed only some
six months previously, yielded itself to the espousal of his

candidature with a devotion unequalled in the three

previous contests. " The whole meeting rose to its feet,"

wrote one who was present at the Bangor meeting, " as

Mr. Lloyd George made his way to the platform, and
shouted itself hoarse with its acclamation."

The superb fighting qualities which Mr. Lloyd George

displayed in the course of this contest, the masterly manner
in which he exposed the blunders of the Government in

respect of the South African War, and, more especially,

the magic of his eloquence and the thrill of his appeals

wrought a veritable revolution in the feelings of the elec-

torate within the narrow space of a fortnight. But not

even the most sanguine of his supporters anticipated such

a victory as the ballot boxes disclosed at the close of the

day of the poll—Saturday, October 6th—when Mr. Lloyd

George was declared the victor by a majority larger than

that attained in any previous contest. Of the stirring

scenes which followed his magnificent triumph—memor-

able alike in the annals of the constituency and in the

career of Mr. Lloyd George—we have a very vivid descrip-

tion in the account which Mr. Harold Spender contributed

to the columns of the Manchester Guardian.
" I am but a Saxon," wrote Mr. Spender, " and words

fail me to describe the scenes of dehrious enthusiasm

which I have just witnessed in this Uttle borough of Car-

narvon. The welcome of a people to their triumphant

champion, the expression of a great relief, the reaction

from great fear. For when, after a long day of working

and suspense, the figures revealed an increase of over

a hundred on the previous poll, then came recoil from dread

to exultant triumph. Great joy sometimes kills, and the

delirium of the people became a positive peril to their

hero, who was almost sacrificed to the frenzied worship

of his fellows.
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" I had the good fortune to be with Mr. Lloyd George

in his journey from Criccieth to Carnarvon, and it was
one continuous ovation to him all the way. Perhaps the
most touching tribute was that of his own native town,
where the people turned out in hundreds and accompanied
him to the station with a deafening uproar of cheers and
shouting, which went on until, with a few parting words
from his carriage window, he bade them be of good cheer.

Then to Carnarvon, a procession at the station to take him
to the Town Hall, and then, while the counting proceeded,
a gradually swelling crowd filled the whole street in front,

stretching as far as the eye could reach, wild with excite-

ment and expectation.
" It was close upon midnight when the suspense ended

and the Mayor stepped out on the balcony of the Town
Hall. ' Lloyd George,' he cried, but he could say no
more. One mighty shout rose from the multitude beneath.

No further word could be heard. Then came delirium.

It began with the usual appearance on the balcony, but
it did not reach fever pitch until Mr. Lloyd George essayed

to reach the Liberal Club under the escort of six constables.

He might just as well have relied on a set of corks to face

the rapids of Niagara. The love of those people was
almost terrible ; it was certainly dangerous. They closed

upon their hero ; they wrung his hand till it almost came
off ; they patted his back until it almost broke ; they

drowned his protests in their shouts. Manfully the con-

stables fought their way forward ; but from above, Mr.

George's white hat looked like a little paper boat in a

raging sea. And so they brought him to the door of the

club, a helpless hero, a conqueror almost slain by his

own conquest.
" Mr. William Jones, M.P., who had played a yeoman's

part in this contest, at last obtained silence, and then Mr.

Lloyd George spoke a few of those brief pregnant sentences

which he knows well how to coin : ' While England and
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Scotland are drunk with blood, the brain of Wales remains
clear, and she advances with steady step on the road of

progress and liberty.' A mighty shout rose up, such as

rose when, in 1895, he cried from the same window that

the wave of reaction had broken on the rocks of Snowdonia.
" Then occurred the noblest scene of all. Descending

from the balcony, we mounted into a brake, where Mr.

Lloyd George could be seen of all and yet be safe from
their too perilous attentions. This brake was filled with

the untiring lieutenants who had brought Mr. Lloyd George
safely through the fight. They advanced slowly down the

main street, the crowd with one consent formed up behind

in marching column, and as they marched they sang, while

every window and doorstep was filled with waving hats

and handkerchiefs. It was like the welcome of a king

returned from his wars. The enemy that was strong at

midday had disappeared.
" Seized by a sudden inspiration, Mr. Lloyd George

stood upright in the carriage, and so, with lifted hat, he

met the multitude face to face with a happy smile. A
few months ago they had stoned him, a few weeks ago

they were still against him ; and now, with silver tongue,

he had won back their hearts, and his people were with

him again. Surely few men have ever tasted such an

hour."

The wonder of Mr. Lloyd George's triumph was well

expressed in an editorial comment which appeared in one

of the Liberal journals in the constituency: "They say

that a miracle is a thing contrary to the usual course of

things. If that be a true definition of a miracle, then

Mr. Lloyd George's re-election for the Carnarvon Boroughs

is a miracle, for when the war fever was at its height, not

one-tenth of the electorate would have been found on

the side of Mr. Lloyd George."

Still more interesting were the newly elected Member's

own reflections on the result. " I do not like the idea of
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crowing over a victory," he declared at Bangor to a number
of his supporters who were holding a conversazione in

celebration of the triumph, " but I do think that we are

entitled to congratiilate ourselves upon the fact that we
made in these Boroughs a good stand for Liberal principles

when things were going badly elsewhere. Both the Times
and Mr. Chamberlain, who is the most powerful politician

in the country at the present moment, made a strong

appeal to this constituency to dismiss me, but the answer

to their appeal is to be found in the fact that my majority

has been increased. That is a very effective answer, and
I shall take good care to make more use of it when my
time comes to reappear in that interesting Assembly to

which you have again sent me. There are a good many
questions to be asked when I get there, and," he added
significantly, " I shall take good care that these questions

are asked and answered."

So, in the hour of victory, when nature would counsel

rest and recuperation after fierce, unceasing toil, Mr.

Lloyd George was already anticipating with eagerness the

renewal of the struggle in the arena of Parliament, and
was thus proving true to himself as one

Who comprehends his trust, and to the same

Keeps faithful with a singleness of aim.
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CHAPTER X
THE END OF THE BOER WAR

The " khaki " Election showed that the country had
responded to the suggestion of the Conservative Party

that they should be allowed to finish up the Boer War
and bring about a settlement in South Africa, for when
the new Parliament met in December 1900 the Liberals

were still on the Opposition benches.

Mr. Lloyd George soon gave earnest of his intention

to redeem the promise made to his supporters at Bangor,

for in the debate on the Address he moved the following

amendment :
" That Ministers of the Crown and Members

of either House of Parliament holding subordinate office

ought to have no interest, direct or indirect, in any firm

or company competing for contracts with the Crown,

unless the nature and extent of such interest being first

declared, your Majesty shall have sanctioned the coun-

tenance thereof, and, when necessary, shall have directed

such precautions to be taken as may effectually prevent

any suspicion of influence or favouritism in the allocation

of such contracts."

The real objective of this amendment was obvious

to every man in the House. During the General Election

Mr. Lloyd George in speech after speech had referred in

terms of scathing condemnation to the interests of Mr.

Chamberlain and of members of his family in companies

that had received preferential treatment at the hands

of the War Office ; and he was now setting himself the

harder task of indicting the Colonial Secretary on the

floor of the House. It was a daring thing to do, for Mr.
217
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Chamberlain invariably disposed of any opponent rash

enough to enter the arena against him with savage ruth-

lessness. Mr. Lloyd George, however, faced the ordeal in

a manner which suggested the trained lawyer concerned

only with the facts of his case, rather than the fiery orator

seeking rhetorical effects ; for the speech was a carefully

prepared indictment, not a philippic ; a recapitulation

of established facts, not an appeal to passionate partisan-

ship.

It appears that when Sir Hercules Robinson had
been appointed by the late Liberal Government as the

High Cominissioner of South Africa, Mr. Chamberlain

objected to him on the ground that he held shares in

Rhodesian Companies, although, as a matter of fact, these

had been disposed of prior to his appointment. " I will

admit," Mr. Chamberlain said, " that in no conceivable

circumstances will Sir Hercules Robinson be improperly

influenced by his previous connection with these specula-

tions. But something more than that is expected of a

person who has been appointed to represent the Queen
in a Colonial Government. It is not only necessary that

he should be pure, but, like Caesar's wife, he must not

be suspected."

This political aphorism was not forgotten by Mr. Lloyd

George, who, at the very outset of his speech in support

of his amendment, quoted it in pleading for a high standard

of austerity in public life. He reminded Mr. Chamberlain

of the regulation which he, as Secretary for the Colonies,

had made for the conduct of his own officers in Ceylon

—

a regulation which stipulated that no officer would be

allowed to engage in any commercial pursuits, or make or

continue any investment in any local company which might

interest him privately, or in any undertaking with which his

public duty was connected. " I am sorry to say," added
Mr. Lloyd George, " the right honourable gentleman is the

first to break his own commandments."
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He then proceeded to substantiate his statements by
recounting the interests of the Chamberlain family in

various companies which suppUed the War Office with

munitions of war. He referred to the fact that the firm of

Hoskins and Sons, who were Admiralty contractors, was
practically a private company owned by the Chamberlain
family. Moreover, the Chamberlain family had a consider-

able number of shares in Tubes, Limited, and in EUiott's

Metal Company. The latter company contracted largely

with the Admiralty, and members of Mr. Chamberlain's
household with other relatives of the family owned fully

half the shares. " These interests," he added in a biting

sentence, " have been acquired since 1893—that is to

say, since there has come into power the Administration

of which the right honourable gentleman is the most
potent factor."

Equally scathing were his references to the firm of

Kynoch, Limited, in which, he declared, members of Mr.

Chamberlain's family held shares to the market value of

nearly a quarter of a million. The official investigation in

regard to this firm, he pointed out, had disclosed the most
disgraceful system of favouritism towards one company
which had been manifested by any Government depart-

ment. " I do not say," declared Mr. Lloyd George in

the concluding sentences of his speech, " that either the

Secretary for the Colonies or the Financial Secretary to the

Treasury * has done anything to lower the standard of

proud pre-eminence which we enjoy as a country in this

matter. What I do say is, that they have given legitimate

ground for uneasiness, and, above all, they have established

precedents which, if they are followed, would lead to

something infinitely worse than anything I have spoken of

to-day."

The immediate effect of the speech was to put Mr.

Chamberlain on his defence. He informed the House
* Mr. Austen Chambetlain.
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that he had absolutely no financial interests in any of

the companies to which reference had been made ; and
his shares in the firm of Kynoch had all been disposed

of on entering pubUc life. Touched to the quick as he
had been by the strictures passed upon him, he went
on to say that it was very hard that after twenty-five

years of ParHamentary service he should be required to

explain to his Parliamentary colleagues that he was
" not a thief and a scoundrel."

The amendment was defeated, but Mr. Lloyd George
had again proved himself to be the most militant force

on the Opposition benches. Henceforth, as often as

Mr. Chamberlain appeared at the table of the House as

the great protagonist of the Government, men of all parties

instinctively looked for opposition or criticism to the

Member for the Carnarvon Boroughs—and they were
rarely disappointed.

Relentless and bitter as were Mr. Lloyd George's attacks

upon Mr. Chamberlain, these did not arise from any
feelings of personal antipathy—as a matter of fact, he

was always ready, in conversation with his friends, to

express his admiration of that statesman's great gifts

and qualities—but rather from the consideration of Mr.

Chamberlain's outstanding responsibility for the war in

South Africa. " In the village in which I was reared,

at the foot of Snowdon," he declared on one occasion,
" there was a mill which was worked by a small stream,

and in order to keep the water up to the level of the wheel

the builder had to build an embankment. I remember
that the village children used to make a hole in the em-
bankment and so prevent the Water from reaching the

mill wheel. Then the miller would wonder what had
happened. He would oil his machinery and see that it

was in perfect order, but the sacks of corn would keep

on accumulating until at last he found out the real cause.

Then he would fill up the breach, and the water would
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flow on towards the wheel, and the sacks of corn would
be ground into flour. The British Parliament," he con-

tinued, " is still in existence. The machinery is in per-

fect working order, but the motive power is lacking.

People go to the mill at Westminster and say, ' Make
us a sackful of land laws.' Others want a sackful of

Temperance legislation, and others, again, a sackful oi

Disestablishment. But nothing is turned out from the

mill. What is the matter ? There is a wicked child of

the name of Joseph Chamberlain who has made a hole

in the weir, and the river of national enthusiasm and
energy is running to South Africa."

Mr. Chamberlain might be the prime instigator of the

South African War, and as such the chief object of attack ;

but Mr. Lloyd George never suffered himself to be de-

flected from his main purpose by any personal issues.

The reports of his many speeches during the period of the

war mark the consistency, no less than the persistency,

with which he opposed every succeeding phase of the

struggle. At the very outset he had characterised the

war as "an infamy," charged the British Government
with " wanting to fight a little country the total of whose
population was less than that of Carmarthenshire," and
declared it to be " cowardice to trample upon the Boers."

In the course of a speech in the House of Commons he

ridiculed with caustic phrase the plea that the war had
been begotten of a desire to redress the grievances of the

Uitlanders in South Africa who were denied the franchise

in a land where they were being heavily taxed. "I do

not believe," he exclaimed, " that the franchise has any-

thing to do with the war. It is a fight for 45 per cent,

dividends."

With the defeat of the Boers in the field the war entered

upon a new stage, for the annexation of the two belli-

gerent Republics became the postulate of British states-

manship. Mr. Lloyd George strenuously opposed the
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suggestion on the ground that there was no justification for

such a step. Lord Sahsbury, he pointed out, had pubhcly

declared, about a month after the outbreak of war, that

this country sought neither' territories nor goldfields.

" What has become of that war ? " asked Mr. Lloyd

George. "It came to an end with the capture of Bloem-

fontein, when the Boer forces were overthrown, beaten

and demoralised. That ended the first war. A sensible

Government would then have brought it to an end. All

wars are so horrible in their incidents, so uncertain in

their events, that sensible statesmen will always, so long

as they can achieve the object for which they entered

upon war, bring it to an end at the first convenient oppor-

tunity. The worst of it is that we have no statesmen

at the head of our affairs, for what did the Government
do ? Instead of bringing the war to an end, when the

Boers were really beaten, they changed the whole purpose

of the war. Instead of making it a war to remedy griev-

ances, they suddenly said, ' No shred of independence '

—

not a shred, mind you. Then commenced the second war,

a more inglorious, more protracted, more desperate, more
disastrous, more costly war, and a war of which no man
can foretell the end. Do not forget these two wars," he

exclaimed. " I am here to denounce the second."

In another of his speeches he pointed out that an

honourable peace could have been made on no less

than three separate occasions. The first was after the

capture of Bloemfontein, the next was after the capture

of Pretoria, while the third occasion came with the opening

up of negotiations between Lord Kitchener and General

Botha. The failure to take advantage of such favour-

able opportunities he declared to be wholly due to Mr.

Chamberlain. " It is because," he said, " we have a mere

electioneerer and not a statesman at the head of affairs

—

a man who has his eye not on Africa, but on British polling

booths. What pains and perplexes me more than any-
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thing," he went on to say, " is the fact that Liberals should

uphold such action. I can understand their attitude to

the origin of the war. Although in my humble opinion

they are wrong, it is all a question of fact ; but surely

they must condbmn the conduct of a man whose only

motive seems to be to render every endeavour to effect

a peaceful arrangement abortive."

The protraction of the war, with its heavy increase in

the toll of death, led the late Archbishop of York to urge

in a message to his clergy the necessity for the observance

of " a day of humiliation " by the country at large. This

suggestion evoked the full force of Mr. Lloyd George's

irony. " What does the Archbishop propose ? " he in-

quired. " He says that we are not getting on as we
should like in thrashing the Boers, so we had better have

a day of humiUation. Not long ago I read a speech from

a boastful Cabinet Minister, in which he said that we
would finish this war in spite of anything on the earth

beneath or in the Heaven above. Ah ! they are beginning

to discover that they cannot force God to unconditional

surrender ; but we are to have a day of humiliation. We
are to try the other tack—humiliation on terms. We are

to approach the Throne and say :
' We, the greatest

Empire in Thy world, upon which Thy sun can never set,

humble ourselves for a whole day before Thee, but upon

the distinct expectancy that Thou, on Thy part, shalt

help us to finish that troublesome creature Naboth, so

that we may enjoy his vineyard in his place.' Gentlemen,"

he proceeded in withering tones, " it needed a Bishop,

yea, an Archbishop, to dare suggest such blasphemy to

a nation. Let us have no more of that. I am not going

to tell you that we need no day of humiUation. What
Empire is there, or nation, or individual, that stands in

no need of it ? But I tell you this—^it will avail us nothing

until as a people we are prepared to say, ' Thy will be

done in Africa as everywhere else on the earth.'
"
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In the country as in Parliament, Mr. Lloyd George

attracted attention as the most vehement among the

critics of the war. None spoke with such caustic phrase
and with such corrosive irony. In his opposition he dis-

played a persistency that knew no respite and a fierceness

that scorned every form of personal risk ; and he faced

emergencies from which leading politicians instinctively

shrank. But the climax of his daring came with his visit

to Birmingham in the latter part of December, 1901.

That visit, as a matter of strict fact, had been arranged

some months earher, when Mr. Lloyd George accepted the

invitation of the Birmingham Liberal Association to be the

principal speaker at the annual meeting which was to be

held towards the close of the year. The intimation of

this impending visit threw the Unionist Party in Birming-

ham into a state of great perturbation, and their conse-

quent obliqueness of vision led them to discern in his

advent the black shadow of a sinister purpose. They
regarded it as a personal affront to Mr. Chamberlain,

whom they proudly acclaimed as their titular head, and
therefore they urged resistance at all costs.

For several days prior to the advertised date of the

meeting the correspondence columns of the Birmingham
Unionist newspapers were lettered with direct appeals to

violence, and organised disturbance was freely advocated ;

and these were supplemented by editorial comments of

an incendiary and pernicious character. In a leading

article in one of the Birmingham papers only two days

prior to the meeting, Mr. Lloyd George was made the

object of a most virulent attack with the undisguised

purpose of inciting the populace to fierce resistance. " Mr.

Lloyd George," ran the article, " has studiously acquired

the reputation of being the most violent pro-Boer in the

country. This Welshman has used language respecting

the Ministers of his country and the soldiers of the King
which, if uttered respecting any Continental Ministry,
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would have caused him to be arraigned for treason and
sentenced to a very considerable term of imprisonment.
A hundred years ago in England he would have stood a
very excellent chance of losing his head—a feat which,

metaphorically, he performs every time he addresses a

public meeting. His particular antipathy has always been
towards the Colonial Secretary, and he has described the

Member for West Birmingham by every insulting epithet

from Judas downwards. Mr. Chamberlain can afford to

disregard the personal malice toward himself which in-

stigated the petty clique of the Birmingham Liberal

Association to issue their invitation to Mr. Lloyd George,

but the mere fact of bringing this ' politician ' to Bir-

mingham—the city which has given so nobly and so freely

of her sons to fight her battles—to invite such a man as

Mr. Lloyd George to speak in the Town Hall, is an insult

to that city and to every loyal inhabitant."

The Press campaign effected its purpose. Birmingham
raged with excitement, and the possibility of serious riot-

ing became a certainty. The Chairman of the Liberal

Party deemed it advisable, on the side of prudence, to

withdraw his promise to preside on the occasion, while

the officials of the Liberal Association warned Mr. Lloyd
George of the great risk which he would incur by fulfilling

his engagement. His reply to their solicitude was charac-

teristic, for he expressed the hope that they would on

no account allow themselves to be deterred from holding

the meeting by any fear of mob violence. He was equally

unmoved by a personal letter from the Chief Constable

of Birmingham, who informed him that the situation was

one of the gravest danger, and urged, in the most courteous

of terms, the extreme desirability of abandoning the

meeting.

When it was thus made clear that the one man who

had most cause to fear the threatened violence was the

most impervious to the sense of peril, there was no choice

3—1"
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other than to proceed with the arrangements ; and as

hundreds of forged tickets were in circulation, it was found

necessary to issue fresh tickets and to intimate that

admission would be strictly confined to members of the

Liberal Association. A statement was issued on the eve

of the meeting by the local Liberal leaders that Mr.

Lloyd George had indicated to them his intention of deaUng
with Lord Rosebery's historic speech at Chesterfield, but

this failed to allay the growing excitement in the slightest

degree. Blood was heated beyond control, and the mob
was bent upon finding relief in unmitigated rowdyism.

Early on the day of the meeting there appeared in the
" stop-press " column of one of the newspapers an an-

nouncement that Mr. Lloyd George would be arriving at

New Street Station with the 3.12 train, and consequently

a great crowd congregated within the precincts of the

station. When the train arrived they found to their

chagrin that there was no trace of the man they sought.

He had arrived with an earlier train and had driven away,

in company with his hostess, unnoticed and unmolested.

Baulked in their pmrpose of preventing Mr. Lloyd George

from entering the city, the mob congregated around the

Town Hall early in the evening determined to keep him
outside the building. This design was hkewise out-

manoeuvred, and the echo of the rousing cheer with which

Mr. Lloyd George's arrival was greeted brought home to

the mob the humiliating fact that once more they had been
outwitted.

When the doors were opened they were immediately

stormed, and all the arrangements for scrutinising the

tickets broke down. The stewards were ruthlessly swept

off their feet, and in a few minutes the hall was packed
with an audience overwhelmingly and dangerously hostile.

Pandemonium reigned, and when the Chairman, accom-

panied by Mr. Lloyd George, made his way to the platform,

the shouting and yelling increased beyond measure.
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After repeated efforts to raise his voice above the

deafening din, the Chairman reUnquished the attempt

and called upon Mr. Lloyd George. His uprising became
the signal for a fresh outbreak of ferocious uproariousness,

and in view of the utter hopelessness of being heard, he
contented himself with directing his remarks to the re-

porters who sat immediately below the platform. " This

is rather a Uvely meeting for a peace meeting," he began,

with a touch of humour which could not be suppressed even

amid such circumstances. " I have been called an enemy
of my country," he proceeded. " Why ? Because in

common with thousands of others, I have not allowed

my judgment to be swept away by the unthinking clamour

of the multitude. The real enemies of the country," he

exclaimed, with a wave of the hand in the direction of the

rioters, "are men who decline to discuss a matter of so

much moment to the future of their native land with the

calmness and fairness which an intricate problem demands."

Catching sight of the Union Jacks that were being

frantically waved by the riotous elements in the hall, his

eye flashed as he said :
" The Union Jack is the pride

and property of our common country, and no man who
really loves it could do anything but dissent from its

being converted into Mr. Chamberlain's pocket-hand-

kerchief."

Mr. Lloyd George was on his feet for fully three-quarters

of an hour, but he had been able to utter only a few

sentences, and these the reporters had the utmost difficulty

in hearing. One stone after another had come crashing

through the windows, and not a few had fallen upon the

platform. In time it was evident that there was method

behind the madness of the rioters, for at a given signal

a sudden rush was made for the platform. Immediately

a large body of police, who had been waiting in an adjacent

corridor, appeared on the scene, and after a severe struggle

with the mob as they surged around the reporters' table
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they succeeded in holding them at bay. It was then that

the Chief Constable made his way to Mr. Lloyd George

and insisted that he should leave the platform in face of the

imminence of personal danger. At first he demurred,

but the Chief Constable was obdurate ; and Mr. Lloyd

George finally consented to be led to a place of safety.

The storm within the hall was nothing to that

which raged beyond its walls. There the rioters vented

their fury on the building, till not a single pane of glass

remained unbroken, and in the interludes of their violence,

they listened to the fiery harangues from improvised

street orators, chief of whom was a prominent member of

the City Council, known to be obsessed by his personal

devotion to Mr. Chamberlain. He roused the crowd to

frenzy, and suggested the passing of a resolution expressive

of their confidence in the Government and of pride in

Mr. Chamberlain. This was adopted with acclamation and
telegraphed to Mr. Chamberlain at his house at Highbury

in the following terms :
" Lloyd George the traitor was

not allowed to say a word. Two hundred thousand citizens

and others passed resolutions of confidence in the Govern-

ment and of admiration for your unique and fearless

efforts for king, country and people."

Mr. Lloyd George had retired to a small room at the

rear of the platform, and was quietly smoking a cigar.

One of the few who were with him at that moment has

been heard to say that, although the crash of glass and
the savage yells of the mob could be distinctly heard,

and although fully aware of what it might portend for

himself, Mr. Lloyd George showed no sign of tremor or

of agitation. Only once was he heard to bemoan the

bitterness of his position. " This is the kind of thing

one gets for trying to serve the public," he remarked

sadly. " If I had only stuck to my profession and been

concerned only with my own interests, I should have been

spared such an experience as this."
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A mob vies with nature in its most uncontrollable

mood. No one realised this more than the Chief Constable

of Birmingham, who with a considerable experience in

Ireland during the period of coercion and crime, had yet

to confess that he had never seen a crowd so infuriated and
so utterly regardless of life or property as that which now
seethed within and without the Town Hall. Conscious

of his personal responsibility, he was at his wits' end to

know what to do in order to accomplish what he called the

miracle of Mr. Lloyd George's escape from certain violence,

when he suddenly remembered that a few months pre-

viously the American police had saved the assassin of

President McKinley from being lynched, by disguising him
in a policeman's uniform. The recalling of that incident

came with the full force of an inspiration, and having

briefly explained the matter he assured Mr. Lloyd George

that it was his one and only hope of escape. At first

Mr. Lloyd George scouted the idea, and it was only when
the Chief Constable had pointed out that already the

police were being overpowered, and that not only was

his life in absolute danger, but the Hves also of the men
who had loyally stood by him on the platform, that he

finally acquiesced in the suggestion. His frock-coat suit

was accordingly discarded for the uniform of the force,

and he took his place in a procession of police officers which

the Chief Constable had arranged should march out of the

hall. Mr. Lloyd George's place was near the middle of

the small company and in close proximity to one of the

superintendents, and all boded well. But at the outset

the plan nearly miscarried, for a lynx-eyed sergeant dis-

covered a disparity between the distinguishing numbers

on overcoat and tunic, and his suspicions were only allayed

by a hurried whisper from a superior officer. Even then

the ordeal was by no means over, for, on emerging into

the bright glare of the street lights, Mr. Lloyd George was

seen by a man in the crowd who recognised him, even in
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his unfamiliar garb. " There he is—it's the middle chap,"

shouted the knowing one as he pointed direct at Mr. Lloyd
George in the file of police officers, and for a moment
that little body of men felt that all was lost. Fortunately

the crowd was far too excited to heed the exclamations of

any single member, and they were allowed to pass quietly

on to their destination.

After the departure of Mr. Lloyd George had thus been
negotiated, the Chief Constable made his way to the

crowd outside and assured them that Mr. Lloyd George

was no longer within the hall; but if he imagined this

would lead to their dispersion he was never more mistaken.

Like ravenous wolves deprived of their prey, their rage

and fury burst all bounds, and they attacked the building

with redoubled vigour. Scaffold poles were brought to

batter in the doors, and the police were deliberately

assaulted, and many of them seriously injured. The
Chief Constable, in face of this situation, ordered his men to

charge with drawn batons ; and in the melee that followed

about forty people were injured, some having to be taken

to hospital, while one man was killed.

Mr. Lloyd George decided to leave New Street Station

for London with the ten o'clock train on the following

morning, and his resolve was unshaken by the friendly

warning of the police that his departure at such a time and

place would inevitably lead to a fresh outburst of rowdyism.

On his arrival at the station, however, he learnt that

Mr. Chamberlain would also be travelling by the same
train ; and so, on the strength of further representations

from the police that in travelling by the same train as Mr.

Chamberlain his action would be regarded by the crowd

as provocative bravado, he postponed his departure until

later. He left Birmingham "without so much as a

scratch," as he expressed it in the special message which

he dispatched to both his wife and his uncle.

The whole country was stirred with the descriptive
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accounts of the uproarious scenes at the Birmingham
Town Hall, and the moral of it all was quickly marked
and emphasised. It served to revive the memories of the

Aston riots in the year 1884, when the political associates

of Mr. Chamberlain swooped down upon a Conservative

demonstration with such savagery that leading Con-

servative statesmen like Sir Stafford Northcote and Lord
Randolph Churchill only succeeded in making their escape

from violence by speedy and unceremonious flight. When
Mr. Chamberlain was afterwards charged in the House
of Commons by Lord Randolph Churchill with having

instigated the riot, he retorted that he could not have

stopped it if he would, " and," he added, " I would not

if I could." Seventeen years later this deplorable feature

of Birmingham politics had been repeated with starthng

identity. It was true that the community had in the

meantime changed their political tenets, but the brutality

of their opposition to any politician who dared to come
and criticise their chieftain in his own citadel remained

unchanged.

It is but just to acknowledge that there were those even

in Birmingham who grieved over the city with its heart-

rending spectacle of savage rowdyism and unrestrained

riot. " We sincerely trust," declared a Birmingham news-

paper* on the morrow of the disturbances, "that the

representatives of the infamous type of journalism which

instigated last night's riot in Birmingham are pleased

with their work. They have gathered to the full the fruits

of violence which for a week past they have been indus-

triously engaged in sowing. They can boast now that a

man has been killed to prove the success of their agitation,

that thirty or forty people have sustained personal injuries,

that the Town Hall has been wrecked, and that an orgy

of blackguardism has been witnessed in Birmingham such

as few cities would have been capable of producing."

The Daily Argus.
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On the day following the riot, Mr. Asquith addressed

a political gathering at Bilston, and in the course of his

speech he took occasion to unveil its real significance.
" Where is there any man amongst us—I do not care

what views he holds," he exclaimed—" who has not read

with shame and indignation the accounts of what appears

to have been the organised and concerted rowdyism by
which, in a town not far from here, a man who is supposed
to hold unpopular opinions was deprived on Wednesday
night of the opportunity of expressing them ? I do not

suppose, if those intended speeches had ever been allowed

to be made, that I should have found myself in entire

agreement with what was said. But what has that got

to do with the matter ? There is no possession which an
Englishman values more highly than the inestimable and
inalienable right of free speech." And in a tone that

vibrated with indignation, Mr. Asquith proceeded to

stigmatise the organised violence as " a gross outrage upon
the elementary rights of citizenship."

It was characteristic of Mr. Lloyd George's indomitable

spirit that, when leaving Birmingham after an experience

which would have embittered most men, he was looking

forward to a return visit to the city. In the morning's

issue of the Birmingham Mail there appeared an editorial

assurance that Mr. Lloyd George would never be hkely

to set foot in their city again. " That is certainly a false

prophecy," he remarked to one of his friends who had
come to bid him a sympathetic farewell, " for Birmingham
shall certainly see me again, and," he added, " next time

it will be ready to give me a hearing "—a prediction that

was literally fulfilled exactly five years later, when he

returned, in the enhanced role of Cabinet Minister, to

address in peace and triumph a great Liberal Demonstra-

tion in the very hall from which he had been forced to

make so perilous a retreat.

It might be thought that the Birmingham episode
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should have sufficed to inculcate caution, showing as it

did the dangers of opposing the war publicly ; but the

pages of history are illumined by the acts of men who
risked everything for the faith that was in them ; and
Mr. Lloyd George's opposition to the war was based, not

on any personal or pohtical ground, but on a stem and
unyielding regard for the righteousness that exalteth a

nation. Mere personal danger was not to be considered

when the call of duty was clear and insistent ; and so

it is not surprising that, within Uttle more than a fortnight

of his miraculous escape, he should journey to Bristol to

address an anti-war meeting which threatened a repeti-

tion of his experiences in Birmingham. The hall where
the Bristol meeting was to be held had been hired without

difficulty some weeks earher, but as the result of the

disorder at Birmingham the trustees sought to cancel the

engagement, and it was only after satisfactory guarantees

were forthcoming from the promoters of the meeting that

they were allowed to proceed with the arrangements. It

soon became evident that here, as in Birmingham, strenu-

ous efforts were being made to work up an agitation

against the unwelcome visitor. On the day of the meeting

handbills were distributed throughout the city containing

a strongly worded appeal to the people of Bristol to

assemble outside the hall in their thousands " to protest

against the tricky attempt to hold a pro-Boer meeting in

the heart of the city, to prejudice the country's cause,

and so strengthen the hands of Britain's bitter foes."

But the civic authorities had wisely profited by the

example of Birmingham, and elaborate precautions were

taken to cope with any outbreak of disorder, even to the

supplementing of the police by a number of firemen,

who stood ready to cool the hot blood of the crowd with

the fire- hose if necessary. These precautions gave Uttle

chance to a hostile crowd in any attempt that might

be made at rushing the doors, and on this occasion Mr.
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Lloyd George found it unnecessary to resort to strategy.

With a bodyguard of loyal adherents, most of whom were
lusty Irishmen armed with shillelahs, he was able to pro-

ceed on foot to the meeting, in full assurance that the risk

of molestation was very appreciably reduced by the cer-

tainty of reprisals ; and in the hall itself he had the

satisfaction of being faced with a vast audience the

overwhelming preponderance of which was in obvious

sympathy with his attitude in regard to the war. But
lest he should be allowed to forget, amid his friendly sur-

roundings, the antagonistic and vulgar element, he re-

ceived a telegram which had been dispatched from Bir-

mingham and addressed to him at the hall, and his eyes

twinkled with merriment over its contents :
" That Bristol

will go one better than we did and crack your skull is

the sincere wish of all Birmingham."
In the opening sentences of his speech he took occasion

to moralise on the seriousness of a situation in which
violence was adjudged to be the portion of such as dared

to lift their voice against the shedding of blood. He
reminded his audience that Lord Rosebery had declared

at the close of his historic speech at Chesterfield that in

this country men like a man who spoke his mind. " But
there are parts of this country," added Mr. Lloyd George,
" where they evidently do not. For myself, I have come
to Bristol at the invitation of a number of its citizens to

discuss a public question of great and urgent importance,

and, in order to do that, it has been found necessary to

barricade the hall and to trust, not to argument, but to

the well-developed muscles of our own friends in the

city. That is a disgraceful position. After centuries of

struggle in this country we are still in the position in

which argument is thrust aside, and we are to trust to

sheer brute force—not to the mind and intellect with which

God, in a greater or less degree, has endowed most of us."

The unflinching courage with which Mr. Lloyd George
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thus braved the menaces of mob violence and fulfilled his

public engagements touched the imagination of the public.
" Nothing accomplished in South Africa," wrote the late

George Jacob Holyoake to the Manchester Guardian, in

a glowing eulogy of Mr. Lloyd George's triumph at Bristol,
" has been more brilliant than this achievement. No
victory over the Boers has been attended with more
danger than Mr. Lloyd George encountered, and no general

has been in more peril than he. His safety depended on
the timely and judicious construction of stout ' Todleben

'

fortifications. But for these he would not be living now.
That he overcame the allied forces of our Home Boers

—

the Imperialist battalions of intolerance and brutality

—

was a military feat of no mean order, and the Victoria

Cross, or other insignia of honour, for skill, intrepidity and
distinguished service in the field, ought to be awarded to

him, with official recommendation for promotion."

The new Parliamentary session brought no respite for

the crusader, but with the change of field from the country

to the House of Commons there was need of great moral

courage to support him against a strain even more trying

than the threat of mob violence ; for he had to meet
opposition not only from the Government benches, but

also from many on his own side of the House. The cleav-

age in the ranks of the Liberal Party which had been

brought about by the war was nowhere so marked as

among the leaders in the House of Commons. On the

one hand. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Sir WUUam
Harcourt and Mr. John Morley were linked together in

their indictment of the Government as responsible for a

conflict which could have been avoided ; while, on the

other hand, their colleagues Mr. Asquith, Sir Henry Fowler

and Sir Edward Grey were equally emphatic in their con-

tention that the origin of the war should be sought, not

in any defect of British statesmanship, but in the deep-

rooted antipathy of the Boers towards the honour and
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interests of Britain. This division of opinion developed
not only into a settled difference of policy, but even into

an aggressive antagonism which had so disintegrating an
effect upon the forces of Liberahsm as to threaten a per-

manent rupture. At Chesterfield Lord Rosebery had
strongly urged that unity of action was still possible

between the diverging sections without sacrifice of prin-

ciple on either side ; and this plea had been regarded by
Liberals generally as an encouraging sign that the internal

dissensions were at last on the point of being settled.

At the opening of the new session in January 1902
it was obvious that the conflict in South Africa could not

last much longer. The resistance of the Boers was broken,

and already the conditions of peace had become matters

for negotiation between the belligerents. It was certain

that the close of the war would see a speedy recrudescence

of the traditional issues of party politics, and therefore

it was important that the Liberal Members should agree

to forget past differences and prepare for the resumption

of the conflict on the old party Unes. That such con-

siderations were being weighed was soon made manifest.

The two sections of the Opposition joined forces on an

ofl&cial amendment to the Address which reflected the

very spirit of compromise, and which, it was hoped, would
lead the whole of the Liberal Opposition into the same
division lobby. This amendment set out that " this

House, while prepared to support all proper measures for

the effective prosecution of the war in South Africa, is of

opinion that the course pursued by your Majesty's Min-

isters and their attitude with regard to a settlement have

not conduced to the early termination of the war and
the establishment of a desirable peace." To that amend-
ment, which was moved by a loyal back-bencher, Mr.

John Dillon proposed a further amendment, which sought

to omit the words " while prepared to support all proper

measures for the effective prosecution of the war in South
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Africa," and to add to the end of the amendment :
" that

the systematic devastation of the two South African

RepubUcs and the wholesale capture of the women and
children of the burghers, and their imprisonment in in-

sanitary camps where insufficient and unsuitable food is

supplied, is contrary to the recognised usages of civilised

war," and proceeded further to stigmatise such methods
of carrying on war as " barbarous." Only nine Liberal

Members marched into the same lobby as the Irish

Nationalists in support of this sweeping condemnation :

Mr. Lloyd George was one of them.
But he was not content to give a silent vote, albeit

a bold one, on a matter that so deeply stirred his feelings.

With the disposal of Mr. Dillon's amendment, the House
returned to the consideration of the official amendment
of the Opposition, and Mr. Lloyd George took advantage
of the opportunity to emphasise the considerations which
debarred him from supporting an amendment so obviously

composed of two contradictory propositions. He pointed

out that in one breath the sponsors of the amendment
declared the war to be unjust, and then they turned to

the Government and said :
" Unjust though it be, we

will support you in prosecuting it." One set of gentlemen

had been told that if only they would vote that what they

considered was black to be white, another set of gentlemen

would vote what they considered was white to be black.
" That is not my notion of a compromise," he exclaimed.
" My right honourable friend," he continued, as he pointed

a reproving finger in the direction of Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman, " has gained nothing by this amendment.
He has been induced to make a declaration after which

he cannot be very enthusiastic in his opposition to the

war. He has been captured, and it is feared he has been

treated by his captors as the Boers treated their prisoners

—he has been stripped of all his principles and left on the

veldt to find his way back as best he can. I hope that
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it will be a lesson to him," he remarked in a stern note
which evoked deep murmurs of resentment from the
Liberal benches.

"It is a mistake, even if it brings temporary popu-
larity to the party," he boldly declared in the concluding
passage of his speech, " to pawn, as it were, the heirlooms
of the party in order to buy off unpopularity. At any
rate, as long as we face it, we shall have the respect of the

country. But, on the other hand, if we do adopt the course

laid down in the amendment, we shall simply substitute

for an unpopularity, which is undeserved as long as it

comes from the adhesion to a definite principle, a con-

tempt which will be thoroughly well-merited."

The speech was described by Mr. Balfour, in the course

of the debate, as " one of extraordinary conciseness and
pungency," and he expressed himself as perfectly certain

that no amount of premeditation would have enabled him
to accumulate so much bitterness in so short a speech

as Mr. Lloyd George had contrived to do in the course

of his observations.

The speech cost Mr. Lloyd George not a little, for while

it evoked the admiration of his opponents, it gave great

offence to men on his own side. There was not a man
in the House of Commons whose speeches on the war
elicited such bitter recriminations and angry outbursts

on the part of his opponents as his. But he met these

ebullitions of enraged feelings with such consummate
skill and resourcefulness as ultimately to secure a patient

and respectful hearing. On one occasion he indicted the

Government with having duped the British public at the

time of the General Election in regard to the real state of

affairs in South Africa. Under stress of indignation, he

described their action as touched with the unpleasant

flavour of the Panama scandals. " Who is guilty of the

falsehood, I know not," he said, " but one thing I do know,

and that is that the men who profit by it sit on the Govern-
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ment Bench." Mr. Brodrick, who was then the Secretary

for War, speaking later in the debate, took occasion to

remind him that there was not another assembly in the

land that would have listened to such a speech with such

patience and consideration as the House had shown. " I

fully admit that," exclaimed Mr. Lloyd George with the

utmost readiness and with obvious sincerity. "It really

is wonderful," the writer once heard him say in con-

versation, "how patient the Tories have been under some
of my speeches in the House. I have uttered sentiments

which they utterly loathe, and yet they have sat in sileijce

and given me a most respectful hearing."

It may well be questioned, however, whether he had
ever deUvered a speech that so tried his nerve as the out-

spoken criticism of the Liberal amendment, and the

stern rebuke to his own leader which lost him temporarily

the favour and goodwill of the Party. Nor did the warm
reception of the speech from the Conservative benches

tend to improve matters, for the cheers of opponents are

ever distasteful and but intensify the bitterness that

springs from friendships withdrawn.

In the early summer of 1902 peace was proclaimed
;

the clash of arms ceased to reverberate on the veldt ; and
the bitter controversies engendered by the conflict died

down at Westminster. Amid the debris of their memories

none could miss the outstanding paradox that the poli-

tician who emerged successfully from the great ordeal was
he who had braved obloquy and faced violence in the

fierceness of his opposition. Some years later Mr. Lloyd

George, in a speech at a meeting in Wales, referred to the

stand which he had made in behalf of a little country, as

he put it, six thousand miles away, which he had never

seen. " I risked my seat," he declared ;
" I risked my live-

lihood, for it was rapidly going from me as the result of my
attitude on the war." " You risked your life," ejaculated

one man in the audience at the impulse of uncontrollable
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emotion. " Yes, I risked my life," replied Mr. Lloyd
George, in a tone which so thrilled his hearers that they
leapt to their feet in vociferous and dramatic homage
to the memory of his heroism.

The South African War left in its trail battered reputa-

tions among those who had loomed largest amid the flare

of its fires. In the early stages of the conflict Mr. Cham-
berlain had declared his readiness to accept personal

responsibility for the conflict as a feather in his cap. But
under stress of the protracted course of the war, with its

failures and tragedies, the feather visibly drooped beyond
all hope of restoration. The prestige of many in the fore-

front of operations in the field became tarnished with the

smoke of failure, and the illimitable veldt became the grave-

yard where more than one military reputation was buried.

Of Mr. Lloyd George it could be said emphatically

that the close of the war found him in higher repute and
with an enhanced prestige in the eyes of the country

at large. When the war broke out he was known only

as a brilliant Welsh Member who was rapidly winning

his way in the House of Commons as a young Parlia-

mentarian of great promise. The termination of the

war found him recognised as one of the national figures

in the country. He had jeopardised personal popularity,

self-interest and the prospects of political advancement
by loyal and conscientious devotion to an unpopular cause.

As he surveyed the past with its many vicissitudes

and marked the new order with all that it promised, he

might well have said with the poet of his own day :

Fortune stormy and fair, my life's frail pinnace hath weathered.

Shocks of calamity borne, gusts of a shattering joy,

Mine being good without stint, nor niggardly portion of evil.

Friendships, enmities mine, love and a whisper of fame.
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